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Twobrilliant tench
rigs to tie this
weekend

T’S A GREAT time to be an angler,

especially if you love ishing for tench.

One of my favourite species, they’re just 

waking up from their winter slumbers 

and are beginning to come on to the feed on 

stillwaters right now.

We’ve already seen a number of bi     

bank, including the irst ‘double’ of t   

season, and there are more to follow

weather arrives.

If you fancy a bit of tench ishing t

it’s time to start getting your gear to

week’s issue is packed with great ad

expert anglers including a memorab

session of the year by Martin Bowler

There are also two brilliant pole an

to tie up, and Dr Paul Garner reveals

recipes he uses for early-season succ

Take a look through our bumper W

section and you’ll ind some great w

for too – what are you waiting for?

If you weren’t aware, the picture a

during a session with SteveRinger a

Ferry Meadows Country Park, near Peterborough 

– and we had a real bag-up session on the bream 

that day. This week he’s been back on Ferry and 

had another great result on the feeder. Don’t miss 

his weekly column where he shows you how to 

pick the right feeder for the job

     

“The sun’s 
out, the fish 

are feeding...
get out there and 

catch some!”
Steve Ringer
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BIG
GO E
FEED!
First doubles hit the
bank as new season
kicks o� in style...

T
HIS stunning
underwater image
captures the species

that thousands of anglers will be
targeting this weekend as
popular tench waters bring big
catches and huge specimens.

Species enthusiasts from every

corner of the country will be

looking to catch the iconic tincas

as we enter what is historically the

traditional tench ishing season –

and they have every reason to be

rubbing their hands in anticipation

of the weeks to come.

EastEnders star Scott Maslen

banked one of the biggest tench

of the season so far in the shape of

this impressive 10lb 2oz specimen

(far right) from Oxfordshire’s

Linear Fisheries, a water that’s

hit top form for this fair-weather

species.

The ishing fanatic, who plays

the character Jack Branning in the

hit BBC soap opera, banked the 

ish using a white Mainline Baits 

pop-up while ishing for carp with 

good friend Kev Hewitt w  

landed an 8lb 5 oz tench.

Scott and Kev are just t

the many visitors that ha

taking advantage of the v

stocks at the Oxfordshire

“Tench are on the feed

lakes and anglers are now

in on the action,” said Lin

Fisheries head bailif Ian

Roper.

“We’ve had the two

biggest ish from the

complex this year, Scott l

his 10lb 2oz ish and another

angler speciically targeting tench

on the Manor Lake who recently

banked a cracker of 10lb 3oz.

“This is the time of year when

tench start going on the feed not

just here, but at waters across the

UK, so there could be no better

time to get out there and have a go

for them.”

Mike Lyddon is one of the UK’s

most respected specimen hunters

and he proved why you should be

giving one of your local day-ticket

is weekend when he

50lb of the species in

n.

Tackle man was

k Pond at Three

y Park in Sussex and

ch, with the best

g 8lb 7oz, 8lb 5oz

and 7lb 10oz.

g a small bar at 30

odded out a mix of

p, pellets, corn,

maggots and broken

boilies to pull the



Scott Maslen’s
impressive

10lb 5oz tench.

“There’s no better time
to get out there and have
a go for the tench”
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NEW SEASON 
ESSENTIALS

DYE YOUR BAITS
Corn and maize are
great tench baits.
Try dyeing your
hookbaits a di�erent
colour because it’s
often little edges like
this that will get you
an extra bite,
especially at this time
of the year when water
is still warming up.
Hair-rig or thread
them on to the hook.

USE A MARKER
Tench love to spend 
time in and around 
weedbeds. You’ll often 
find that they will feed 
in clearings close to 
these features.The 
best way to find these 
is with a simple marker 
float set-up, which 
allows you to locate 
the clear area, and 
then use the float to 
bait and cast to.

ish into his swim.

 He ished a single boilie over 

the top on a rig made 

with 10lb mainline, 

a coated braid 

hooklink and a size 

8 hook.

O�If you’re 

planning a 

tench ishing 

session this 

weekend then 

you can learn from 

one of the best in the 

business as Angling 

Times columnist Martin 

Bowler, who took this 

stunning underwater 

image, reveals all his 

tips and tactics in 

this issue. 

RIVER anglers will be able to 

night-fish in style on a stretch of 

one of our most popular rivers this 

summer, thanks to an ambitious 

project being set up on a newly 

opened day-ticket fishery.

In what is believed to be the 

first of its kind for a running water 

venue, 10 portable glamping 

pods will be available to book 

from June 16 on a prolific 600 

yard stretch of the River Trent in 

Newark, Nottinghamshire.

The pods, which run on solar 

power and o�er a charging point, 

a USB port and a socket for a 

kettle is the brainchild of fishery 

manager Joe Fox, who is building 

more of the pods for other 

fisheries to rent. 

“River anglers don’t get 

the comfort of their stillwater 

counterparts so these will allow 

them to enjoy a night session 

in comfort,” said Joe. To book a 

session at the fishery or ask about 

renting pods, visit Joe’s Facebook 

page: Maltkiln Lane Trent Fishing.

BIG ROACH ON A BOILIE

CATCHING the UK’s biggest ish is

all about being dedicated, as Rob

Thompson proved when an eight-

hour round trip produced a huge 

brace of roach.

The bigger ish scaled 2lb 11oz 

and came after a switch of tactics 

from the loat to legered boilies 

paid of at a southern stillwater.

Early in the session the waggler 

produced several roach to just 

under the 2lb mark, but with 

darkness imminent, the Leicester 

specialist changed to legered mini 

boilies and was instantly rewarded

with a 2lb 7oz specimen.

That was the end of the action

for the night, but moving swims 

at dawn reinvigorated the session, 

with the maggot feeder helping 

him fool the biggest of the trip.

DRENNAN Cup prizes are decided
by tackle giant Drennan and
awarded to anglers who have
caught specimen fish by design.

WHAT IS THE DRENNAN CUP?

PODS HIT THE TRENT!
A bivvy with a 

di�erence, 
glamping style.

The pods run on solar panels.

Rob with his  
2lb 11oz 
stillwater roach. 



ONE of the world’s most
famous anglers helped save
the life of a fellow fisherman
whowas stranded on a remote
island andwas apparently
‘preparing to die’.
The incredible story unfolded

during ilming of the next

series of RiverMonsterswith

JeremyWade around a group

of uninhabited islands of the

coast of Australia’s Northern

Territory. There the crew found

a ‘castaway’who’d beenwithout

water or food for almost three

whole days.

“Wewere ilming for an

episode of Series 8 called ‘Death

DownUnder’ and headed to

the opposite end of the island

because thewaterswherewe’d

originally planned to bewere

far too choppy,” said episode

director Stephen Shearman.

“We saw this blue cooler box

on a rock and the team joked

that TomHanksmight pop

out of nowhere like in the ilm

‘Castaway’. Then this

guy came running

out of a cave and

on to the shore,

screaming for

help andwater. Hewas in a very

badway.”

Jeremy and the crew rushed

to the aid of theman, called

Tremine, and gave himwater

and hydration pills following a

harrowing ordeal that saw the

experienced hobby isherman

fromBorroloola NT gowithout

supplies for 60 hours.

The human body can survive

only 72 hourswithoutwater,

and this, coupledwith blisterin

temperatures averaging 110ºF

at Barranyi North Island – 60

miles from the nearest townshi

–meant that the RiverMonster

crewwere the roofer’s only

chance of survival.

As he recovered in one of the

team’s boats he told his rescuers

that he’d already said his inal

prayer andwas ‘preparing to die’.

“Tremine had left his boat and

after a fewhours digging for

oysters took awrong turn, got

beaten by the sun and spent the

night on the beach,” Stephen

continued.

“It was just lucky thatwe

decided to ilm somewhere else,

otherwisewewould have never

found him.Myself, Jeremy and

all the crewhave been truly

humbled by the experience.

To save someone’s life

under such incredible

circumstances is

something that none of

uswill forget.”

onsters teamovernight at a

lodge that they used between

ilming, and the following day he

was it enough to return home.

O Series 7 of RiverMonsters

with JeremyWade is currently

showing on ITV1 and the latest

episode is called

‘CanadianHorror’

BEN MILES
News editor
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JEREMY WADE TO 
THE RESCUE!
RIver Monsters star helps save castaway

PERSEVERANCE paid o� 

for Nathan Long, who struck 

gold with the capture of this 

impressive 10lb 1oz male tench.

Having su�ered five blank 

sessions on the trot, the  

41-year-old from Norwich was 

rewarded for his e�orts when he 

landed six tench.

Maggot feeder rigs coupled 

with hair-rigged maggot 

hookbaits fished at 50 yards also 

proved the downfall of a bonus 

11lb female tench during his visit 

to a Norfolk gravel pit.

A RUDD over 3lb is extremely 

rare, but to catch one from a 

canal in the north of the UK is a 

very special achievement indeed.

Yorkshireman Colin Hebb set 

a new personal best for the 

species when he got to a local 

canal at first light, baited a swim 

with mashed bread and then 

floatfished a piece of breadflake 

over the top.

This fish scaled 3lb 2oz and was 

beaten by the 32-year-old with 

a simple rig that was made with 

8lb line tied straight through to a 

size 6 hook.

Male tench 
from Norfolk 
is a double

3lb rudd rarity 
from the north 

The remote island 
location where the 
rescue took place.

Australia

The team spot the
cooler box.

Water is a priority 
for the rescued man.

Tremine – lucky to 
survive his ordeal.

OUR ALL-NEW 
MAT H RESULTS

WEBSITE IS LIVE!
UPDATED DAILY

www.atmatchresults.com



“I just kept piling
the bait in – I didn’t
stop all day”

BEN MILES
News editor
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A MAMMOTH baiting campaign 
that saw John Deprielle pile in 
20 kilos of bait during a single 
day session ended with the 
capture of this huge personal 
best perch.

In order to feed his way through 

the sheer numbers of carp and 

get through to the big perch at 

his chosen commercial ishery, 

the Devon-based specialist 

introduced as much bait as some 

anglers would use in a month, 

and his reward was this 4lb 12oz 

specimen. 

“I’d heard from a match ishing 

friend of mine that there were big 

perch in this water, but it’s also full 

of carp and silverish. Every time 

I fed a handful of bait, the surface 

of the water just erupted with 

hungry ish.

“The only way to get through 

them was to keep piling the bait 

in, and I didn’t stop all day.

He hauled his way through 

more than 100 carp and 

countless silverish as his endless 

bombardment of groundbait, 

hemp and pellets hit the surface at 

a stillwater in the South West.

Then, after hours seven hours 

of constant feeding, John inally 

set his hook into the jaws of his 

intended quarry – a perch that 

beats his previous best that stood 

at 4lb 8oz. It took a loatished 

worm hookbait.

“Many anglers might have given 

up because it seems like a lot of 

work and bait to try and catch a 

perch, but when the reward is a 

specimen like this it makes it all 

worthwhile,” John continued.

“There are so many commercial 

isheries out there that contain 

big perch, but they are hardly ever 

caught because people just don’t 

ish for them.”

...but at 4lb 12oz the captor reckons it was all worthwhile

Giant halibut
hauled ashore
“HAULING in this monster was like 

hanging on to a Transit van.” Those 

were the words of British angler 

Steve Ace after he bagged this 

monster 97lb halibut.

The Bristol tackle shop worker 

battled the flattie to the shore during 

a trip to the town of Bodo in Norway, 

tempting it on a herring and Bluey 

combination bait. 

Measuring 5ft 6ins, Steve’s halibut 

is thought to be the second-largest 

ever to be caught from the shore – 

the current best stands at 112lb. 

Steve’s 10-day fishing jaunt was 

spent with Saltstraumen Brygge. 

Go to www.sfc.no to book a trip.

4lb 2oz perch 
on bargain 
club ticket 
KIERAN Granville proved you 

don’t have to spend a fortune 

on season tickets to find big fish 

when he banked this 4lb 2oz 

perch from a club water.

The Taunton AA head baili� 

visited the association-controlled 

Maunsel Ponds and relied on 

a tried-and-tested floatfished 

worm approach on a water 

better known for its carp.

It was a ploy that worked a 

treat within a short space of 

time, with the big predator soon 

falling foul of the simple tactics.

Tickets to join the club are 

currently on sale and start at £25 

for adults and £10 for juniors.

20 KILOS OF BAIT FOR
ONE MONSTER PERCH

Steve Ace and his 
giant halibut.

Kieran’s 
perch 

took a 
worm.

John had to wade 
through loads of carp 
and silvers before the 

giant perch struck.
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MORE than £380m has been
invested into angling since the
formation of the Environment
Agency, Angling Times can
reveal this week. 

Raised from the sale of over

25 million licences over the last 

two decades, the money has 

been spent by the EA to fund 

its dedicated quest to improve 

thousands of UK isheries, ight 

illegal angling and increase

participation in the sport.

The staggering igure was

brought to light by EA bosses

who are celebrating 20 years

since taking over from the

National Rivers Authority (NRA) 

back in 1996.

The news will come as a

huge motivational boost to

the thousands of anglers who

already have and will now be

renewing their licences for the 

2016/17 season, many of whom 

may be wondering what their 

money is being spent on.

Sarah Chare, head of isheries 

at the EA, welcomed the revenue

but stressed there was still

plenty of room for improvement

to make the next 20 years even

better.

“A big thank you to all anglers

who have bought their rod

licences over the last 20 years.

Without you our work would

not be possible. Over the next 20

years we will continue to strive

to make isheries and angling in

the UK fantastic and enjoyed by

more people,” she said.

“We now have a new Team

England partnership approach

to our isheries work. This plays

to diferent organisations’

strengths and makes the money

go further.

“We are currently developing a

joint vision for isheries with our

partners, which will give a single

view on what we want to achieve

and our priorities.”

HIGHLIGHTS
FROM THE LAST

20 YEARS

Sold 25million rod licences

generating more than £380m

Carried out more than 5,500

fishery health checks

Helped more than 1,600

fisheries (mostly stillwaters)

recover from fish disease

outbreaks through laboratory

investigations

Found 30 new parasites

and diseases that were new

to the UK, providing controls

to protect fish and fisheries

where required

Read scales from more than

1,000,000 fish, providing ages

and growth to understand

populations and pressures

on stocks. This has included

several British record fish  

(and the world record carp)

Between 2010 and 2015

the Environment Agency

has worked in partnership

to improve or prevent the

deterioration of over 7,000

kilometres of rivers, lakes,

transitional and coastal waters

Over 11million coarse fish have

been stocked into UK waters

MARK PECK
Senior reporter

 

HOW YOUR
MONEY 
HAS BEEN
SPENT

199
1996: The ado
National Fishe
Laboratory as
Centre, provid
health and fish
services to the whole of the
newly-formed EA.

was once renowned as one
of Britain’s dirtiest.

Seventeen fisheries 
ed or developed close 
an areas, including

schemes to coach
0 people. Adult rod

licence sales by 22%, those 
to young people by 33%.

We look back at the achievements of the Environment Agency    

PREDATOR fishing legend Dave 

Kelbrick has sadly passed away 

following a heart attack.

Emotional messages from 

anglers across the UK have

been flooding into social media

sites and internet forums to pay

tribute to the lure fishing pioneer

and angling writer, whose

legendary captures came as an

inspiration to so many.

Dave leaves behind his wife

Den and son Luke.

His funeral takes place this

Thursday, May 5 at St James

Church in Ince, Cheshire.

TWO fishing companions staged

the ultimate memorial to a late

friend when they headed abroad

for a fishing trip… and used his

ashes to make the bait!

Yorkshiremen Cli� Dale and

Paul Fairbrass were shocked

when their bankside buddy Ron

Hopper died before the three 

of them were able to enjoy a 

holiday to Jurassic Mountain 

Resort and Fishing Park in 

Thailand.

To commemorate Ron’s

memory the pair created boilies

nicknamed ‘Purple Ronnies’ out

of his ashes and banked a 180lb-

plus lake record Siamese carp.

“We came up with all sorts of

ideas, but this was something

out of the ordinary and as soon

as we thought of it we were sure

this was the best way to honour

him,” said Paul.

Tributes to
lure angler
Dave Kelbrick

From ashes
to splashes...

Dave Kelbrick  
– an inspiration 

to so many.



Fishing tributes
Clif Dale and Paul Fairbrass

caught carp on boilies made

from a friend’s ashes. Here

are six gestures to remember

those no longer with us...

The ashes of Somerset

bream fishing legend Pete

Hodge were mixed with

groundbait and balled into his

avourite River Huntspill after

his death in 2008. It was one of

his wishes and he was cremated

in a wicker fishing basket coin.

So many anglers turned out

for the funeral of the iconic

Ivan Marks in 2004 that the

ceremony had to be relocated

to a bigger venue! It was held at

Leicester Cathedral, which had

room for 650 seats, and there

were crowds standing too.

It’s not just anglers who are

remembered, record carp

are too! At Yateley, Bazil

has its own gravestone and at

Conningbrook Lake Two Tone

was treated to its own funeral

and plaque in 2010.

A lasting legacy was created

for all-time River Trent

great Frank Barlow with a

big annual memorial match. It’s

held on his favourite river and

also honours Steve Toone.

One fishery paid tribute to

the Godfather of angling,

Izaak Walton, by naming

itself after him. Izaak Walton

Fishery is less than a mile away

from the cottage the very man

lived in, and he is rumoured to

have fished the River Sow which

runs through the complex.

The fishing spot where

Bill Dodd had his

ashes scattered on

Northumberland’s River Coquet

was rather special – it was

where he won the inaugural

River Coquet trophy almost

50 years prior to his death, by

catching a 15lb salmon.

1

3

4

5

6
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A substantial chunk of the

£380m has been spent on the

agency’s Calverton Fish Farm

in Nottinghamshire which since 

1996 has produced no fewer than 

11 million coarse ish. 

The year 2016 was a record 

breaker for the farm, with more 

than 452,000 ish and 1.3 million 

of their larvae put into rivers 

across the country. 

Thousands of man hours were 

also spent improving habitats 

on the same waterways with, 

dozens of the nation’s rivers and 

stillwaters being improved by 

regional oicers working with 

angling clubs. 

Some of the money was also 

used for running the EA’s 

National Fisheries Laboratory at 

Brampton, Cambridgeshire.  

National Fisheries Service wh

provides services for isheries

by protecting and improving  

populations, investigating is  

diseases and undertaking is  

health checks. 

It is estimated that the EA  

rescued as many as 16 million 

ish in the last 20 years, some of 

which has been down to carrying 

out these checks.

Enforcement also become a 

huge priority within the EA over 

the past decade with tens of 

thousands of licences checked 

by oicers every year.

 In 2016 alone the teams 

checked more than 70,000 

anglers, leading to 2,000-plus 

prosecutions which generated 

ines totalling over £400,000.

“A big thank you to
all anglers who have
bought rod licences

016

2014: Launch of the new 
online salmon and sea trout 
catch and return system. 
The unique system allows 
EA sta� to monitor fish 
stocks in detail.

2009: The Angling Trust is 
formed. The new ‘voice’ of 
angling created a working 
partnership with the EA, 
which helped it fund dozens 
of fishery projects.

2015: March sees the 
Agency’s fisheries sta� in 
one of the largest rescue 
operations in its history to 
save more than 700,000 
fish from a small area of the 
Broads in Norfolk. 

2015: EA signs a £1m contract 
with the Angling Trust allowing it 
to spend rod licence money on 
more participation among 
existing and new anglers, tackle 
poaching and managing a fund to 
improve angling facilities.

    on its 20th birthday

38

1

10

8

13

4

87

92

Percentage of rod licence-funded 
area operations time spent on 
fisheries activities 2014-2015

Fisheries compliance
Fisheries monitoring
Fisheries media &
communications
Managing habitats & fish passes
Working with fisheries
partnerships
Providing fisheries advice
Permitting & planning
Fisheries enforcement
Strategic planning & reporting

  Preparing for & responding 
 to incidents



AS USUAL, I attended the terrific 

annual Daiwa Brighton Pollack 

Competition. My host Paul Dyer’s 

boat, Brighton Diver, failed to 

trouble the scorers but I kept two of 

my three pollack and the fillet from 

one side made a lovely meal for my 

wife and me, baked in the oven for 

15 minutes in panko breadcrumbs 

seasoned with salt, pepper and lime 

zest. It was gorgeous.

There were obviously winners, 

and well done to Martin Donald who 

just pipped England international

Ray Barron by 5oz with a lovely

fish of 13lb 9oz, a goodly weight

considering the fish had all recently

spawned. Martin took home a 

trophy, £500 in sweep money and a

£250 Daiwa Tackle Voucher. 

Junior champ was Michael Parker

with a 4lb 15oz fish. Altogether

there were 11 double-figure fish

caught and with the infamous green

‘May Water’ about, added to the

choppy seas, it was a great efort.

MY POLLACK DIDN’T WIN THE
MATCH BUT THEY TASTED GOOD

There are now 32,000
licenced boats on the

UK’s canals. That’s a lot
of bank space…

Harry Warren
struggles against
his sawfish.

I was delighted to present young 
Michael Parker with his junior prize 
in the Brighton Pollack Competition.
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I WONDER if any of my mates 

will hook one of the Florida Keys

mystery fish when we head out

for our annual trip next week.

In the harbour almost 

every year Roy Marlow hooks

something while freelining

a piece of cut bait. The line

suddenly accelerates in classic

tarpon style, Roy tightens up

and the fish will plod down and

not come up of the bottom. I’ve

watched Roy fight two or three of

these monsters for an hour each

and eventually apply so much

pressure the 20lb line parted.

My theory is they could be

sawfish, which in the Keys grow

to over 16ft. Indeed, on a trip

Roy made in February with Harry

Warren, Harry caught a small

sawfish – about 7ft long so not so

tiny – fishing a shallow channel.

Perhaps 2016 will be the year

we get to see what the Mystery

Fish really are. 

I REMEMBER when Billy Makin

first designed and opened his

fishery (see pages 26 and 27).

He’d worked out that for some

reason river and canal sport was

not attracting customers like it

once had, so he created a fishery

where catching was all but 

guaranteed, along with parking 

and comfortable swims.

It has been the blueprint for 

most coarse fisheries ever since. 

Even specimen carp lakes are 

now expected to have tailor-

made swims for bivvies.

“Trust me mate, it’s the future 

of fishing,” said Billy, and who 

would argue with that now?

Mystery fish 
of the Keys

Billy Makin was
on the button

“Billy Makin created 
a fishery where 
catching was all but 
guaranteed”

O
NCE again I am 
indebted to the BBC 
News website.

This time it’s for a story 

involving canal-dwellers. I 

have frequently been up in 

arms regarding boats used 

as permanent dwellings on 

moorings where they are only 

allowed 14 days maximum, often 

24 hours. 

Many good swims are denied 

to paying anglers by these craft 

and, thankfully, the Canal and 

River Trust has started to play 

hardball and demand that these 

craft adhere to the terms of their 

licence – a cruising licence – and 

do just that... cruise.

The hard-luck stories came 

out about people with jobs and 

kids with schools, but I have 

absolutely no sympathy because 

these people know what they 

signed up for and lagrantly break 

their contract for what amounts 

to cheap, tax-free housing. 

There are now 32,000 boats 

licensed on canals, more than 

during the Industrial Revolution, 

and 5,000 of those have no home 

mooring. So, under the terms of 

the contract they subscribe to, 

they have to keep moving. 

If the C&RT doesn’t bow to 

pressure we may just get some 

of those swims back and not be 

forced to squeeze in between 

boats with no right to be there.

I’VE NO SYMPATHY FOR THESE 
CANAL BOAT ‘SQUATTTERS’
They shouldn’t be there, and they take up angling space!

READ FISHING’S TOP COMMENTATOR EVERY WEEK 
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NEXT
TELEPHONE:

VISIT WWW.CLIMAXTACKLE.COM
This is a tiny selection of our massive stocks

MAP TKS 901

16M POLE

RRP £1499.00

CLIMAX SPECIAL £499.99

RRP £5999.99

CLIMAX SPECIAL

£2100.00

SHIMANO BEASTMASTER

AX COMMERCIAL 16M POLE
The Beastmaster Commercial is an extremely strong piece of 
kit that has been designed to cope with the largest day ticket 
water carp. This well balanced pole features a wall strength 
that is second to none, if you are looking for a 16 metre pole 
for big weights and big carp on commercials then this is it. 
Why buy a pole that can ‘cope’ with big elastics and big fi sh 

when you can buy a pole that was designed for it!
s��3UPPLIED�WITH�SIX�SPARE�POWER�KITS�PLUS�A�CUPPING�KIT�

s��0OLE�0ACK�VERSION�FOR�COMPATIBLE�'EN�8�KITS
(0#����#ARBON�WITH�ADDITION�OF�"IOl�BRE�

s���X�4OP���'EN8�0OWER�%6�+IT

s���X�4OP���'EN8�%6�#UPPING�+IT

s�%LASTIC�RATING���

s��3UPER3LIK�3HIMANO�!LIGNMENT�3YSTEM

s��2EINFORCED�*OINT�3YSTEM
!ERO�*OINT�3YSTEM

s��4RANSPORT�,ENGTH�����CM�

When MAP developed the TKS901 they wanted it to be the 
best performance pole on the market. It had to offer everything 
the modern angler wants lightness, strength and stiffness. 
These attributes are what most modern-day poles cannot 
offer until now. Manufactured from a new material that has 
never been used in pole production before, and a material that 
is totally exclusive to the production of the 901, the new 
TKS901 has taken pole performance to another level.  
Produced on the same mandrel as the 801, the 901 not only 
offers stronger wall strength and more rigidity than the 801, 
it also offers a huge weight difference - its an incredible 100 
grams lighter at 16m! The 901 is, without doubt, the best 
performance pole currently on the market and offers the 
modern day angler everything they have ever wanted in a pole.

Standard package includes:  

Features include the following:�5LTRAHIGH�MODULUS�CARBON��WHICH�
IS� EXCLUSIVE� TO� THE� ���� !NTIFRICTION� l�NISH� THROUGHOUT�� 3LEEK��
UNDERSTATED�ARTWORK��2EINFORCED�JOINTS��2EINFORCED�BAND�ON�ALL�KITS�FOR�
DRILLING��3ECTION�ALIGNMENT�SYSTEM������G� �����M�

s����X�0RE"USHED�-ATCH
+IT�&ITTED

s����X�0RE"USHED�-ATCH�+ITS

s����X�0RE"USHED�0OWER�+ITS

s����X�3HORT�.O���SECTIONS

s����X�2IGID�#UPPING�+IT
WITH�#UPS

s����X�2EINFORCED�-INI�%XTENSION

s����X�$ELUXE�(OLDALL����MONTH�
GUARANTEE

 UK’S

BEST

PRICE

OR VISIT IN STORE FOR MORE BRANDED BARGAINS
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FISHERY
OF THE WEEK
PEATLING POOLS,
LUTTERWORTH,

LEICS

ESTLED by the village of
Peatling Parva in south
Leicestershire, Peatling

Pools has everything the
commercial fishery angler could
want right now.

However, this idyllic multi-lake

complex isn’t just about carp

and F1s. Match ace Rob Wootton

knows irst-hand how good

Peatling’s chub ishing is and

regularly ishes the Malcolm Pool

where chub are on the cards.

On this occasion he chose the

waggler, which is by far the best

tactic for singling out these ish –

although you will still catch roach,

bream, perch, F1 and carp. All are

superb fun on light gear.

A 12ft waggler rod coupled with

5lb line straight through was

suicient to cope with the pool’s

resident 15lb carp – although it

was also needed for the chub,

which often bolted of at the speed

of light when hooked!

In terms of location, the pegs

facing the island on Malcolm are

by far the best and the deep, 8ft

hole which can be found in front

of it was the best place for Rob to

plan his attack.

Feeding hemp and maggots to

draw in the ish, he started on the

deck and instantly took chub to

4lb, roach, bream and perch from

the of – with maggot and caster

hookbaits proving successful.

A switch to chopped worm

brought the bigger chub – plus a

stray 7lb carp that couldn’t resist

the free oferings.

As the day drew on and the

weather warmed, Rob could aford

to shallow up and took several

more plump chub on his caster

and maggot hookbait. After just

a few hours, 30lb of chub and

20lb of carp, F1s and silvers were

in the net – reason enough to get

yourself down to Peatling and give

it a go this weekend!

PRICES: £6 for one rod, £8 for two
rods, £4 concessions (weekdays only)
CONTACT: 07860 644023 or
0116 247 8222
LOCATION: Peatling Pools,
Bruntingthorpe Road, Peatling Parva,
Lutterworth, Leicestershire, LE17 5PU

FOUR OTHER TOP STILLWATER CHUB VENUES

N

WHERE CHU
ARE THE FISH
OF CHOICE...
Stillwater chub are often
just an afterthought on
commercials...but not here!

BRAFFERTON FISHERY,  BRAFFERTON, N YORKS
The Island Lake at Thirsk’s 

Bra�erton Carp Lakes is stu�ed

with chub to 8lb! The swims 

opposite the main island are the

hotspots and a large worm, double

caster or single maggot hookbait

will easily produce.

Contact: 01423 360402

Postcode: YO61 2PD

LAWN FARM FISHERY, ELSWORTH, CAMBS
Crab Tree, Cherry Tree and 

Honeysuckle Lakes all have an

impressive stock of chub and you

can catch 30lb bags of them by

fishing the wag and mag tight to

the islands.

Contact: 01954 718269

Postcode: CB23 4JX

PAUNTLEYLAKES,BRANDGREEN,GLOS
The mysterious Quabs Pool boasts

a substantial head of stillwater

chub to 6lb. Fish a waggler and

breadflake combination close to a 

reed bed or overhanging tree.

Contact: Angling Dreams,

01874 712 074 or email info@

anglingdreams.co.uk

Postcode: GL19 3JB (nearest)

MONK LAKES, MARDEN,KENT
Puma Lake holds a good head of

stillwater chub to 4lb and they can

be caught by fishing worms and

casters in open water and shallow.

Contact: 01622 833 332

Postcode: TN12 9BS
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  TO HEAD FOR THIS WEEK!

VENUE INSIDER

TOP TIP

Shimano and Dynamite Baits-
backed Rob Wootton says…
“A substantial head of chub in 

Malcolm Pool can be singled out 

from the other species.

Tackle: The island is a chub 

hotspot but it’s a 20-yard cast 

from most pegs – this means 

using a 12ft or 13ft waggler rod.

Baits: Casters and maggots 

are excellent starting baits for 

the chub, although a switch to 

chopped worm will bring the 

bigger ish.

Tactics: Start by ishing on the 

deck with the waggler but as the 

day goes on the chub will come 

shallow and you can catch them 

as little as a foot deep.”

1 Commonwood Fishery, Denbighshire
2 Croft Fisheries, Lancs
3 Majestic Pool, E Yorks
4 Moorfields Farm Fishery, E Yorks
5 Partridge Lakes, Cheshire
6 Rising Fishery, Lancs
7 Sykehouse Fisheries, Lincs
8 Barston Lakes, W Mids
9 Izaak Walton Fishery, Sta�s
10 Makins Fishery, Warks
11 Ockeridge Fishing Lakes, Worcs
12 Peatling Pools, Leics
13 Su�olk Water Park, Su�olk
14 Wold Farm Fishery, Northants
15 Churchgate Lakes, Essex
16 Framfield Fishery, E Sussex
17 Hartleylands Fishery, Kent
18 Royal Berkshire Fishery, Berks
19 Trinity Waters, Somerset
20 White Springs Fishery, Wales

THIS WEEK’S WATERS

HOW TO TAKE PART – Cut out the special voucher below, take it to one of the 
participating fisheries listed in our 2-for-1 scheme and you’ll receive two day tickets for 
the price of one. Enjoy!

BIG NETS
OF CARP AT

TRINITY
PAGE 25

TRY WAG &
MAG FOR A N

OF TENCH
PAGE 16

BAG UP AT
WONDERFUL
WOLD FARM

PAGE 20

BREAM
GALORE AT

CHURCHGATE
PAGE 25

SUPER SYKEHOUSE IS IN
RED-HOT FORM WITH

SILVERFISH NETS UP TO 40lb
- GET ON POLE AND CASTERS

FOR BEST RESULTS

PAGE 16

TOP VENUE

CommonwoodFishery • Croft Fisheries •Majestic Poo •Moorfields
FarmFishery • Partridge Lakes • Rising Fishery • Sykehouse

Fisheries • Barston Lakes • IzaakWalton Fishery •Makins Fishery •
OckeridgeFishing Lakes • PeatlingPools • Su�olkWater Park •Wold
FarmFishery • Churchgate Lakes • Framfield Fishery • Hartleylands
Fishery • Royal Berkshire Fishery • TrinityWaters •White Springs
Fishery Valid from Tuesday, May 3 to Friday, May 6 and Monday, May 9

Rob caught mainly 
chub, but the 

bream showed too.

CHUB love a range of baits so 

it’s important you have a variety 

on the bank. On this particular 

session Rob chose maggots, 

casters, hemp and worms. 

Where to 
catch huge 
crucians & 
hot lakes
P22-25

Your ultimate lake
guide to Makins
Fishery’s Phase Two -
trust us, you’ll bag up!
P26

SOUTH WHERE TO FISH EXTRA

FISHERY
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where the water is around 3ft

deep. Expect to find carp, barbel

and crucians to 3lb in this area,

which is best fished during the

last few hours of your session.

For a bigger carp fish four dead

maggots on a size 14 hook down

the edge over a bed of groundbait.

Contact: 01507 450623

Postcode: LN13 0JP

POPPLETON LAKES,
YORK, N YORKS
A 30lb bag of quality

bream can be had from the

Horseshoe Lake on maggot and

double pinkie. They tend to patrol

around the 5m line, so make sure

you fish at all points around this

perimeter. The bomb and corn is

also a good method for picking o�

the odd bream when bites are hard

to come by.

Contact: 01904 737279

Postcode: YO26 8JU

REDWOOD PARK, YORK, N YORKS
The main Redwood Lake is worth

a visit for carp to 25lb and tench.

The carp can be caught fishing a

Method feeder or straight lead

tight to the island with small

pop-ups or meat. Try floatfishing

corn or casters down the edge line

or just in front of you at 5m for

tench to 5lb.

Contact: 07909 956532

Postcode: YO61 1JE

ROSEMARY WOOD FISHERY,
ORMSKIRK, LANCS
The Island Pool has the

potential to produce 120lb bags of

quality carp at this time of year on

the pellet waggler to the island.

Switch between banded 8mm and

6mm pellets and catapult 6mm

o�erings over the top to catch. If

you fail to see any swirls then drop

STILLWATERS

BORWICK FISHERY, CARNFORTH, LANCS
Pleasure anglers visiting the 

complex’s Fingals Lake have been

reporting some huge weights of

silverfish, including bream to 5lb

and roach to over 1lb. Feed two

lines on the pole and fish maggots

or casters.

Contact: 07508 460730

Postcode: LA6 1JU

MEADOW VIEW FISHERY, LYMM, CHESHIRE
Target open water with pellet

shallow for carp to 4lb on Thrush

Pool. Feed corn in the margins and

fish here later on for the bigger

carp. Paste and 6mm pellets also

work down the edge line for carp

to double figures. 

Contact: 01925 767505

your rig a few inches deeper.

Contact: 07957 434325

Postcode: L39 7HB

SILKSWORTH LAKES, 
SUNDERLAND, TYNE & WEAR
Fish towards the reeds

using maggot or pinkie on the 

pole. You can easily catch over 

50lb of mixed fish using this 

tactic. For the carp, fish 6mm 

expander pellets and corn over a 

bed of micros at 11m out. The carp 

are super-strong in the Bottom 

Lake and can give you a run for 

your money, so make sure you 

tackle up accordingly. 

Contact: 07734 359727

Postcode: SR3 2AN

SOUTHFIELD RESERVOIR,  
DONCASTER, SOUTH YORKSHIRE
A 50lb net of bream with slabs 

to 6lb is achievable here. Most 

anglers are catching well fishing 

with traditional groundbait feeder 

tatcics with baits like worm and 

maggot on the hook. Try the pegs 

in the 30s.

Contact: 07946 382882

Postcode: DN14 9AD

THE OAKS FISHERY, SESSAY,
N YORKS
Fish a banded 4mm

pellet on the hook or a soft 6mm 

pellet and feed 4mm pellets for 

carp to 4lb and F1s across most 

pools here. Alder, Maple and

Poplars are excellent pools for 

using this tactic. On Maple fish 

paste over micros down the edge 

to take carp to 6lb.

Contact: 01845 501321

Postcode: YO7 3BG

VIKING FISHERY, GOOLE,  
E YORKS 
On Hawk Pond, fish the

pole at 13m with pellet for carp 

to 3lb. Fish on the bottom with a 

4mm pellet on the hook and feed 

four to six pellets with a catapult 

every couple of fish. On the Fox 

pool you can catch carp, tench and 

silverfish by using single maggot 

hookbaits down the track, the 

edge line and up to the island for 

100lb nets.

Contact: 01405 860764

Postcode: DN14 0EY

WOODLAND LAKES, THIRSK, N YORKS
Try fishing the long pole with 

pellet before switching to the 

margins for carp to 10lb. These 

tactics will catch on all lakes 

Postcode: WA13 9BA

OHAM LAKES, ALFORD, LINCS 
Fish pellets and corn at the top 

end of Badger Lake close in 

BIG
BREAM

BIG
MIXED

100LB+
WEIGHTS

100LB+
WEIGHTS

MULTI-
LAKE

VILLA FARM FISHERY, 
WHITCHURCH, SHROPS
THIS delightful ishery on the 

Shropshire/Cheshire border 

is known for its weird and 

wonderful stock including 

fantail crucians, orfe and koi 

among the usual species.

 Head over to the Back Pond 

for these ish, backed by ide, 

blue and golden orfe, goldish, 

carp, chub, barbel, roach and 

rudd. Target the margins with 

mixed baits such as corn, 

meat, pellets and worm to put 

together a 50lb bag. 

For more info check out 

www.ishinginthenorthwest.

co.uk and type ‘Villa Farm’ in 

the search bar.

PRICES: £6 a day (two rods 
maximum – one float, one leger)
CONTACT: 01948 663016
POSTCODE: SY13 4AE

RECOMMENDED

ASTON PONDS, SHEFFIELD, S YORKS
THIS South Yorkshire venue has been in fine form of late with every 
one of the seven lakes producing good weights. 
Contact: 07743 845737
Postcode: S26 5EP

WINNING PEGS TO HEAD TO NOW
10 Stable Pond

A recent open saw the 

winner record a 40lb-plus 

catch of carp, ide and skimmers 

fishing pellet at 14m and 

maggot at 7m.

31 Butts
A recent match was won 

with 66lb of silvers caught on 

maggots at 10m on the deck. 

The angler later followed the 

fish up in the water.

GOT A CATCH TO REPORT? CALL  
IAN JONES OR MARK PECK ON

01733 395111

Exotic fish are a 
Villa Farm 
speciality.
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on the complex and in a typical

session you can catch a net of

over 70lb. With the arrival of

the warmer weather the pellet

waggler will soon come into its

own on this venue and you can

catch 100lb-plus bags of carp on

any lake when the fish are really

feeding confidently.

Contact: 01845 527099

Postcode: YO7 4NJ

CANALS

AIRE & CALDER CANAL,
RAWCLIFFE, N YORKS
Roach to over 1lb with plenty of 

skimmers and perch in nets to 

20lb on the pole and pinkies.

Contact: 01405 767614 

Prices: £15 a year in advance, 

Apache Angling

BRIDGEWATER CANAL, RUNCORN, 
CHESHIRE 
The marina in the town centre is 

well worth a visit at this time of 

year. Here good bags of silverfish 

can be enjoyed by anglers using 

simple pole and bread tactics. 

Feed punch at 10m and fish a light 

rig over the top.

Contact: Lymm Anglers,  

07432 874977 

Prices: £20 a year, canal-only

permit, Lymm Anglers

BRIDGEWATER CANAL,  
WARRINGTON, CHESHIRE 
Warrington AA’s Frank Lythgoe 

reports that the canal is fishing 

very well on the Cockfight length 

by Daresbury Laboratories. 

Here they are catching plenty of 

roach and the odd bonus eels on 

BIRKWOOD FARM FISHERIES, WAKEFIELD, W YORKSHIRE
Heavily stocked with carp, the 37-peg

Emily’s Lake o�ers weights over 100lb of fish

averaging around 7lb.

Conact: 01924 892251

Postcode: WF6 2JE

HERONBROOK FISHERIES, SLINDON, STAFFS
One of the UK’s best snake lakes venues.

Head to peg 10 on Meadow Pool for 70lb-

plus of carp or Bridge Pool for 100lb of F1s.

Contact: 07879 441282

Postcode: ST21 6LX

LLOYDS MEADOW, CHESTER, CHESHIRE
Dobbing bread tight to the far bank of

Badger Pool will find carp to 8lb.

Conact: 01928 740710

Postcode: CH3 8BD

THE CUNNERIES, CHORLEY, LANCS
Packed with F1s, the S-Canal is the perfect

place to boost your confidence levels.

Conact: 07515 689334

Postcode: PR6 7QE

THE OAKS, SESSAY, NORTH YORKS
Alders and Poplars are giving large mixed

bags. Maple has a head of double-figure carp.

Conact: 01845 501321

Postcode: YO7 3BG

THERE is no doubt that snake lakes are
growing in popularity, and hundreds of
commercials across the country have
turned to them to give anglers the red
hot action they crave.

Both match and pleasure anglers enjoy

the challenge this type of water provides,

since a carefully devised plan is required

to make the most of your session. Here are

ive of the best in the North…

BIG
ROACH

CHARM OF 
THE SNAKE
Challenging, rewarding waters

Heronbrook is producing 
100lb-plus catches.
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chopped worm tactics.

Contact: Bridgewater Tackle,

01925 555652

Prices: £40 a season,

Warrington AA

CALDER AND HEBBLE CANAL,
DEWSBURY, W YORKS
The pegs at Forge Lane o�er your

best bet for plenty of bites on

what is otherwise a hard canal at

the moment. Here, roach, perch

and small skimmers are being

caught on breadpunch fished on

the pole.

Contact: Graham’s Tackle,

01924 442040

Prices: £3.50 in advance from

Graham’s Tackle, Dewsbury AC

NEW JUNCTION CANAL,
SYKEHOUSE LOCK, S YORKS
Doncaster DAA match secretary

COMMONWOOD FISHERY,
WREXHAM, DENBIGHSHIRE
Aran Lake is exclusively a

specimen tench water and you

can catch fish to 9lb on the

wag andmag or corn.

Contact: 07968 207331

Postcode: LL13 9TF

CROFT FISHERIES, CHORLEY, LANCS
The Croft Pool contains an

excellent mixed stock of carp,

skimmers, roach, tench, chub

and perch. Fish maggots to

claim a mixed bag.

Contact: 01257 483147

Postcode: BL6 5LA

MAJESTIC POOL, BEVERLEY,
EAST YORKS
Catch carp to 20lb by fishing

wafters over crushed boilies,

particles and pellets in open

water and down the marginal

shelf.

Contact: 07904 079647

Postcode: HU17 0SQ

MOORFIELDS FARM FISHERY,
GOOLE, E YORKS
Anglers have been sacking

up here since the turn of the

year with 100lb-plus nets

featuring on the Match Lakes.

Contact: 07710 817150

Postcode: DN14 8BQ

PARTRIDGE LAKES,
WARRINGTON, CHESHIRE
Anglers fishing shallow on

Ribbon Lake are catching

plenty of ide and F1s. Fish a

small section of worm on the

hook and feed finely chopped

worm to catch.

Contact: 01925 767505

Postcode:WA3 4AQ

RISING FISHERY, LANCS
Broomstick is a small snake

lake and has a uniform depth

throughout of around 5ft.

Carp to double figures,

bream, tench and roach can

be taken in mixed bags.

Contact: 07725 054976

Postcode: BB12 9BX

BOOK IT NOW

VASTLY becoming one of

the North’s top commercial

isheries, Sykehouse is in great

form right nowwith nets close

to 200lb featuring on all the

East Yorkshire ishery’s three

ponds.

On themixed-stockMatch

Pool the colouredwater is

prompting the carp tomove

around and anglers are bagging

up on ish averaging 5lb-6lb

ishing up in the water with

pellets. This pool is also

producing on the pellet waggler

ished close in.

If you prefer a lake ofering

surprises, head to Twin Isles.

Here carp, silvers, tench,

crucians and F1s can be caught

ishing the pole up in the water

with pellets or aMethod or

pellet feeder tight to either of

the two islands.

For silverish nets to 40lb,

including roach and rudd over

2lb, ish the top-2 of your pole

in themargins of the Stock

Pondwithmaggots and casters

to enjoy a great day’s sport.

PRICES: £6 with landing net, £7 with
landing net and keep net
LOCATION: Sykehouse Fisheries,
Mawson Green Lane, Sykehouse,
Thorne, S Yorks, DN14 9AJ
CONTACT: 07885 745538
FACILITIES: Toilets, bait shop
including fresh maggots, café
RULES: Barbless only, inline Method
feeders only, no braid, one can of
particle bait limit, fishery own nets,
no wading, no boilies, no bloodworm,
no nuts, no petfood, no floating baits

TOP TIP
BROWNING-backed venue

regular James Hall says:

“For the bigger roach on

Stock Pond put corn on the

hook and ish a metre past

your main feed area.”

FANCY A
2lb ROACH
OR A BAG
OF CARP?

Where to fish

NORTH

Pole, feederor
waggler, the
choice is yours.

LONSDALE PARK, CARLISLE, CUMBRIA
CUMBRIA isn’t blessed with
much coarse fishing, but this
complex certainly makes up for
the dearth of quantity with its
high quality fishing and lodges.
Situated on the edge of the

Lake District National Park,

guests staying at Lonsdale are
provided with the opportunity
to fish on five private lakes
in over 40 acres of unspoilt
country estate.
Each accommodation option

comes with its own private
pegs so anglers can target the
venue’s specimen tench, perch
and carp for which the fishery is
renowned.
Lonsdale has a wide range

of accommodation including
holiday cottages, luxury lodges
and luxury caravans, so there’s
something to suit every taste
and budget.
Prices: Fishing for residents
only, lodges from £534 a week
Contact: 01228 562655 or
visit www.lonsdalepark.co.uk
Postcode: CA4 0AY

LonsdalePark tench runbigand
fighthard for visitinganglers.
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Martin Wane reckons the bream 

should be moving through the 

canal system at this time of year 

and the lock section is the place 

to target them. A net of 20lb or 

more is very possible at this time 

of year. Fish down the track on the 

pole or further over with a small 

groundbait feeder.

Contact: Doncaster DAA,

07814 086546

Prices: £4 on the bank or

£20 a year £15 concessions,

Doncaster DAA

RUFFORD CANAL, RUFFORD, LANCS
A recent Southport club match

fished at Sparks Bridge produced

plenty of skimmers, eels and

perch, all caught on maggots

fished on the pole. The pegs by

Ru�ord Hall are the hotspots at

the moment.

Contact: Southport DAA,

01704 213690

Prices: £5 from Ted Carter,

Southport DAA

GOT A CATCH TO REPORT? CALL  
IAN JONES OR MARK PECK ON

01733 395111

CLUB C ALL
WIGAN DAA
AS well as miles of the 
Leeds & Liverpool Canal and 
numerous river stretches, 
the club run some fantastic 
stillwaters – notably Fan Lake 
in Bickershaw, which holds a 
good head of quality tench 
and bream.
Price: £30 
adults,  
£14 OAPs
Contact:  
01257 474823, 
www.wigan 
daa.org.uk

Carp are 
feeding in the 

Match Pool.

Order online: www.chapmansangling.co.uk
or by post: Send orders to: Chapmans Angling,

208-212 Hull Road, Hessle, Hull, HU13 9NH

208-212 Hull Road, Hessle, Hull, HU13 9NH

Tel: 01482 629 911

OUR NEW
CATALOGUES
Our Specialist and 

Coarse Catalogues, each

packed full of all the best

gear, are sure to be your

one stop shop for all your

fishing gear.

Like Us on Facebook

for all the latest news,

deals and more!

ORDER HOTLINE 01482 639 900 (8am-8pm)

HULL

&KDSPDQV$QJOLQJ

21-27 Beechway, Ashby, Scunthorpe, North L ,

Tel: 01724 862 585

SCUNTHORPE

&KDSPDQV$QJOLQJ

Shop opening hours:
Mon - Sat: 9am - 5:30pm *
Sun: 10am - 4pm
* late night Thurs 7.30pm

Mail order hotline: 
Mon-Fri: 8am - 8pm 
Sat/Sun: 9am - 5pm

Postage Charges
£4.99: Small items
£7.99:  Large items

Customer Services: 
Mon-Fri: 9am to 5:30pm
Sat & Sun closed

Prodigy VX 13ft Specimen Feeder Rod

d Combo

Dual Screen T-Bar 60lbs Scal

Match 334 Seatbox Pack

Rogue Wireless Bite Alarms

Specifically designed for launching out big feeders

with heavy loadings, with enough backbone to

cast huge distances and not to buckle against fast

currents. This 13ft Specimen feeder is specifically

designed for gaining better leverage when

casting. 13ft rod weight only - 290g / 10.2oz.

Buy the 13ft TXL float

for £99.99 and receive

the Greys GFS 30FD reel and

Greys Prodigy ready rod sleeve

Free of charge.

As with the original T Bar Scales, Dual

Screen scales are Compact, lightweight

and incredibly accurate and allow anglers

to quickly and simply weigh their capture

whilst always getting perfect accuracy.

This lightweight seat and

platform set is perfect for

the match angler who

wants to travel light. You

can add the trays you need

and the easy quick fold–up

footplate tidily stores away.

Perfect for any carp and

specimen angler in the

market for a durable

bite detection system

that boasts an array of

practical features.
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(carbon) quiver tips
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drawers
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GR1364

RRP: £144.99

£85.00

SAVE £65

IN0227

RRP: £164.97

£99.99

SAVE £65

LD10226

ONLY

£39.99

Power Carp Margin Poles
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and margin poles for all anglers. They offer performance and value we 
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5.5m
Simple short range 5.5m

power stick for taking fish

quick down the edge.

Rated to No 20.

8m
The shorter range sport of

margin and inside line work is

well catered for with this 8m

Power Carp Margin.

10m
This pole offers ideal wall

strength and plenty of

responsiveness to place short

rigs down the edge.

DW7100

RRP: £59.99

£54.99

SAVE £5

DW7099

RRP: £99.99

£89.99

SAVE £10

DW7098

RRP: £129.99

£115.00

SAVE £15

Quite simply the best margin pole available for 

under £200 the Beastmaster 8.5m features 

Shimano’s ultra sound sanding system for 

easy shipping and reinforced joint system for 

optimum strength and power. 

Beastmaster 8.5m Margin Pole
�7,5>-.<
Deluxe Shimano Holdall 
'8;=1�C�	���
Free Power Top Two Kit 
'8;=1�C��	���
Free Elastication 
!7��8=1�&89��2=<�

SU1244

RRP: £279.99

£159.99

SAVE £120

Code Colour

LD10228 White

LD10229 Red

LD10230 Blue

LD10231 Purple

ALL COLOURS

ONLY

£13.99

GB0345

RRP: £274.99

£149.99

SAVE £125

Total value of 

freebies £65.00!

&KDSPDQV$QJOLQJ

Designed to 

last, the T-bar 

scales MKII are 

hard-wearing and 

built for unrivalled 

performance.



Cudmore is
producing

perch to 4lb.
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STILLWATERS

BOLDINGS POOLS, BRIDGNORTH,
SHROPSHIRE
The edge lines at this

fishery are really starting to burst 

into life! Feed pellet and corn

down both margins on Sycamore 

Pool then switch between these 

two areas to catch carp to 9lb and 

bream to 3lb. If your swim goes 

dead it’s important to top it back 

up with a potful of groundbait or 

micro pellets.

Contact: 01746 763255

Postcode: WV16 4SS

DENTS OF HILGAY, HILGAY, NORFOLK
Mixed bags can be taken on the 

long pole on the Farm Shop Lake 

by alternating between maggot 

and soft expander pellets on the 

deck. Switching to a small pellet 

feeder and a banded 6mm pellet 

down the edge usually tempts the 

bigger carp which can be caught 

to over 10lb here.

Contact: 01366 385661

Postcode: PE38 0QH

HERONBROOK FISHERIES,
ECCLESHALL, STAFFS
On the Bridge Pool start o� by 

fishing pellet to the far bank 

before switching to the margins 

to catch barbel to 6lb and F1s. 

Feed three or four pellets after 

every fish to help get them 

competing for the bait. Meat or  

sweetcorn fished down the track 

also produces well and can take an 

80lb net of F1s, chub and barbel 

on a good day. 

Contact: 07879 441282

Postcode: ST21 6LX

MANOR FARM LEISURE,
EVESHAM, WORCS
Start o� fishing on

the deck on the Island

Pool with pellet for carp, F1s and

skimmers. Feed with a catapult

and after an hour or so the fish will 

move up in the water, so change 

to fishing just a few feet deep or 

switch to the pellet waggler. Use 

a banded 6mm pellet on the hook 

or step it up to an 8mm o�ering 

if you really want to get into a 

bigger fish.

Contact: 01386 870039

Postcode: WR11 8PA

MILL ROAD LAKES, ADDLETHORPE, LINCS
Luncheon meat is currently the 

winning bait on the Square Lake. 

PELLET 
WAGGLER

GREAT
MARGIN
FISHING

Where to fish

MIDLANDS

CUDMORE FISHERIES,
STOKE-ON-TRENT, STAFFS
Tara Lake is stocked with 

big pike and catfish, but it 

is the huge perch that are 

attracting most attention. 

Small lures fished close to 

any cover will score for fish 

to 4lb.

Contact: 01782 680919 

Postcode: ST5 5HW

EYE KETTLEBY LAKES,  
MELTON MOWBRAY, LEICS
Lake 5 is the place to go 

for a stripey, as specimens 

to well over 4lb live in this 

triangular-shaped pool. 

Contact: 01664 565900 

Postcode: LE14 2TN

MEADOWLANDS FISHERY,  
COVENTRY, WARKS
Head to Warren Pool to put 

yourself in with the chance of 

banking a 3lb perch. Snaggy 

pegs including 12, 14, 15 and 

18 are worth trying.

Contact: 01216 030127 

Postcode: CV8 3EG

WOODSIDE FISHERY,  
CLEOBURY MORTIMER, SHROPSHIRE
All four of the fishery’s lakes 

hold specimen-sized stripeys. 

Charlies Pool and the Island 

Pool are the most likely to 

produce large examples 

of the species. Fish in the 

margins with prawns and 

worms for best results.

Contact: 01299 270565 

Postcode: DY14 0BU

STILL TIME FOR 
A GIANT PERCH
Commercials are the place to target for these fish

W
ITH the weather yet 
to fully warm up, 
targeting perch on a 

commercial is still viable. 
You only need to look at the 

news pages of Angling Times to 

see that anglers all over the UK 

are still catching the species, 

with fish to over 5lb showing 

well. 

Here are four fisheries to head 

to for a big perch this spring…..

4 COMMERCIALS 
TO TRY FOR PERCH



KNOWN as the perch ishing

capital of theMidlands,

Kidderminster’sWoodside

Fishery also has a reputation

for providing excellent coarse

ishing for carp and other

silverish species across all

four pools.

It’s the 23-pegWoodside

Pool that’s proving the best

place to be for the carp of late,

with 75lb bags showing to

anglers ishing pellet shallow

from the early pegs.

It’s still cold enough for big

perch and silverish, and the

tiny Charlie’s Pool is the best

place to catch these.

Fish choppedworm and

maggot down the edge line to

take perch to 3lb and plenty

of roach, skimmers and rudd.

PRICES: £7 a day, £5 half day, £5
concessions
CONTACT: 01299 270565
POSTCODE: DY14 0BU

RECOMMENDED FOR BIG PERCH & SILVERS

� Exclusive Fishing

� Tranquil & Peaceful

� Excellent Lakes

� Amazing Wildlife

� Quality Holiday Homes For Sale

� 5 STAR Accommodation

� Superb Woodlands

� Your Perfect Country Retreat

� Pets Welcome
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Fish the long pole with a 6mm

cube of meat on the hook and feed

half-a-dozen 4mm cubes of meat

after every couple of fish. You

can expect roach to show first but

the carp will soon bully their way

in and get in on the feed. Don’t

be surprised if you catch a few

double-figure carp!

Contact: 01754 767586

Postcode: PE24 4TE

MOORLANDS FARM,
HARTLEBURY, WORCS
Pellet fished at 5m is

bagging up on the Island Pool –

catching plenty of stockie carp,

skimmers and roach. Use a banded

6mm pellet on the hook and feed 

4mm freebies to help draw in the 

resident fish. In a typical session 

you will catch more than 80lb 

of fish but it also pays to have 

another line set up. At this time of 

year the islands should be visible 

and if you can target these on the 

pole with caster or pellet then 

you’ll be in for a productive day. 

Contact: 01299 250427 

Postcode: DY11 7XN

SALTFLEETBY FISHERY,  
LOUTH, LINCOLNSHIRE
Three typical day-ticket lakes 

holding a mixed stock are on site 

here. The newer Kingfisher Lake 

has a central island which can 

be reached on the pole for a net

of over 50lb of skimmers, carp

and F1s. We recommend fishing

down the slope of the island at

the beginning of your session and

slowly working your way up it into

shallower water as the day’s sport

goes on. 

Contact: 01507 338272

Postcode: LN11 7SS

SHERWOOD FOREST FISHERY,  
MANSFIELD, NOTTS
Paste fished in open water on the 

Sherwood Lake will catch you 

carp to 8lb and bream to 6lb. Use 

a small piece of soft paste on the

hook and feed 4mm pellets using

a small pole pot to be in with a

chance. Feed some meat in the

margins and fish down the edge

later on for a bigger fish.

Contact: 07721 316334

Postcode: NG21 9HL

SNITTERFIELD RESERVOIR,
STRATFORD-UPON-AVON,
WARKS
Despite the recent cold spell,

the roach are starting to feed

well at this Leamington Angling

Association members-only water.

Fish to 10oz-plus are being caught

on pinkies fished on the pole. Set

your rig just o� bottom and feed

little and often.

Contact: 07890 467464

Postcode: CV37 0QA

WOODLAND VIEW, DROITWICH, WORCS
Long pole and soft pellet is

catching good weights of carp on

the Aries Pool. Use a soft 4mm

expander pellet on the hook and

loosefeed 4mm freebies in a small

pole pot to land carp to 6lb. The

fish are increasingly being caught

close in to the bank, so always

keep a line prepped at 5m and

down the edge.

Contact: 01905 620872

Postcode: WR9 0AU

CANALS

BEESTON CANAL, BEESTON,  
NOTTINGHAM, NOTTS 
Bream nets to 30lb showing from 

the London Road stretch. Fishing 

the pole down the middle is the 

best tactic. Pegs by Carrington 

Street are also bream hotspots if 

you don’t mind the walk.

Contact: Notts AA,  

01159 199500 

CLUB C ALL
NOTTINGHAM 

AA

THIS club is 

well worth 

joining 

even for its 

extensive range 

of stillwaters, despite being 

considered as a river-based 

outfit. Their Bestwood Duck 

Pondso�er five mature lakes 

with a range of natural species 

from bream and tench to carp.

Prices: £44 a year, £34 OAPs, 

£13 juniors

Contact: www.nottingham 

anglers.co.uk

ROACH
HOTSPOT

80lb
BAGS

GOT A CATCH TO REPORT? CALL  
IAN JONES OR MARK PECK ON

01733 395111

 
 

Woodside has a 
reputation for 

specimen perch.



Where to fish

IN spring last year, Wold Farm

Fishery proved itself as one

of the nation’s top silverish

venues when three anglers

smashed out 500lb of barbel,

bream, roach and ide from the

ishery’s proliic Oaks Lake.

Since then, dozens of

anglers have locked to the

Northamptonshire venue for

a slice of the action, and this

spring huge weights of silvers

are once again the draw.

Most pegs have the potential

to produce 50lb easily, but a

section of the lake where the

wind is blowing into is often a

hotspot. Fish will often shoal

up in these areas where casters

ished short on the pole are all

you need to bag up.

The 25-swim, beautifully

sculpturedMoat Pond can also

provide crackingmixed nets.

This exclusively silverish pool

has been producing nets in

excess of 60lb already this year.

PRICES: £8 a day, £10 with a keepnet,
CONTACT: Dax Miller, 07974 000230
LOCATION:Wold Farm Fisheries,
Podington, Northants. For final
directions call Dax Miller any day on
07974 000230 from 8am-8pm
RULES: All access strictly by
appointment only, no meat baits

allowed, fishery-bought groundbait
and pellets only, barbless hooks only,
no fires, no litter. On Wold Lake own
boilies, fresh pellets and braided
hooklengths are all permitted
FACILITIES: Parking, toilets, keepnets
and landing nets supplied, tuition
available, lake hire, match bookings

SILVERS
BY THE
NETFUL

RECOMMENDED
WOLD FARM FISHERY,
PODINGTON, NORTHANTS

FISHERY
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BIRMINGHAM-FAZELEY CANAL,
CURDWORTH, W MIDS
Good bream and roach showing

from the usual pegs close to the

bridge to breadpunch. Feed a little

hemp with the punch crumb and

try it late in the session.

Contact: Tamworth Tackle,

01827 66701

Prices: £3 a day on the bank,

Stirrup Cup AC

DROITWICH CANAL,
DROITWICH SPA, WORCS
A recent club match held on the

section at Porters Mill Lane saw

plenty of small skimmers and

roach caught. Best catches are

coming from the bottom lock.

Contact: Droitwich Spa AC,

07917523735 

Prices: £3 a day from the club, 

Droitwich Spa AC

GRAND UNION CANAL,  
MARKET HARBOROUGH, LEICS 
The arm is worth a visit for a net 

of small fish. Roach, rudd, perch, 

gudgeon and skimmers can be 

caught fishing small natural baits

on the pole. Try pegs at Bowden.

Contact: Wreake AC,

07746 171667

Prices: £26 a year from Oadby

Angling or Match Tackle, Syston,

Wreake AC

GRAND UNION CANAL,
ROWINGTON, WARKS
Leamington AA’s Phil Mattock

fished a peg by the Tom O’ The

Wood pub for a 20lb-plus net. Phil

fished breadpunch over crumb on

the far shelf in 2ft of water next to

a feature and had five bream for

13lb, the largest 4lb.

Contact: Bailey’s of Warwick,

01926 491984

Prices: £31 a season,

Leamington AA

STAFFS WORCESTER CANAL,
COVEN HEATH, STAFFS
Local matchman John Hall says the

canal at Coven is fishing well for

chub, with specimens to over 4lb

showing from the Ball Lane pegs

to pole and worm.

Contact: Bilston Angling Centre,

01902 495366

Prices: £10 a season from Bilston

Angling, J Roat AC

STAFFS WORCESTER CANAL,
WOMBOURNE, STAFFS
Matches fished on the

Bratch stretch have been seeing

good chub to over 5lb from most

pegs. Anglers have been fishing

tight across with maggot or worm.

Contact: Ian’s Tackle,

01785 715744

Prices: £5 on the bank,

Wolverhampton AA, or £2.50 from

Ian’s Tackle

WYRLEY & ESSINGTON CANAL,
PELSALL, W MIDS
Cashmore Angling Club’s Tony

Kulik recommends fishing the pegs

o� Wood Lane. A pleasure angler

fishing there last week netted

some big perch and bream fishing

caster over groundbait, catching

small roach on breadpunch on

another line.

Contact: 07989 700638,

Cashmores AC

Prices: £5 a year in advance,

Cashmores AC

WESTWOOD LAKES, BOSTON, LINCOLNSHIRE
WESTWOOD Lakes o�ers a high chance of a 100lb-plus net of mixed
fish this summer. The seven lakes contain specimen barbel, carp,
bream and tench.
Contact: 01205 724 162 Postcode: PE21 7JA

WINNING PEGS TO HEAD FOR NOW
28 Skylark Lake

Produced a winning
bag of 62lb 4oz for one angler
recently in freezing conditions.

37 lcon Lake
A mixed bag of 107lb of

carp, barbel and F1s was caught
down the edge with pellets o�
this peg.

23 Osprey
Maggot and pellet took

125lb 5oz of fish here recently.

MIDLANDS

Bigweights are
thenormat
WoldFarm.

CHUB
TO 5lb



 LUXURY HOLIDAY LODGES

Beautiful rural setting at
foot of Roseberry Topping,
gateway to North Yorkshire
Moors. On site fishing on
three lakes exclusive to

residents. Excellent walking country.
Open all year round. Short breaks available.

www.blackthorngate.co.uk
Tel. 01642 324496

email: info@blackthorngate.co.uk

ROOKERY WATERS Rookery Farms, Fen Road, Pidley,
Cambs PE28 3DF Tel: 07824878492
www.rookerywaters.co.uk
Find Rookery Waters and Tackle and Bates on Facebook

For more details on all our lakes, rules and matches please visit our website:
www.rookerywaters.co.uk VISIT OUR ON-SITE TACKLE SHOP
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CLUB BOOKINGS

NOW BEING TAKEN

COACH PARTIES

WELCOME

GET
YOUR BAIT

AND TERMINAL
TACKLE FROM
OUR ON-SITE
TACKLE
SHOP
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designed to suit your requirement and budget.

Perfect for Fishing Venues – Holiday Parks – Hotels & Gardens
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No planning permission required subject to site compliance!

For details email: info@urbanmarque.com

      Call Now: 0161 870 2311     www.urbanmarque.com 

11th - 15th May Festival 2016
Entry Fee £140 Limited Places are on a first come first served basis.

Our festivals are very popular and 2015 caught over
23,000lbs of fish over 5 days with 45 anglers.

Based on 10 anglers per pool per day, we give 3 prizes per pool per day.

Prize money will depend upon the number of anglers,
based on 50 the prize money will be -

1st £700, 2nd £500, 3rd £300, 4th £150, 5th £100.
Biggest weight prize of £100.

For bookings or info please call the above numbers, or email.
Visit our website for general info and fishery rules.

Solhampton Fishery, Astley, Stourport on

Severn, Worcester, DY13 0RR

01299 828074 07749 797969 solhamptonfishery@icloud.com
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BARSTON LAKES,  
SOLIHULL, WEST MIDS
Fish a large Method feeder 

out in open water with a mini 

boilie for carp to 8lb as well 

as skimmers and F1s. Switch 

between groundbait and 

softened micro pellets around 

your feeder to see which 

tactic attracts the more bites.

Contact: 01675 444890

Postcode: B92 0LB

IZAAK WALTON FISHERY,  
CHEBSEY, STAFFS
The best lake to head to at 

present is the venue’s 40-peg 

Bottom Pool where 80lb plus

nets are being taken. Fish

corn over micros on the deck

o� any peg to catch carp

between 6lb and 8lb.

Contact: 077790 75956

Postcode: ST21 6JU

OCKERIDGE FISHING LAKES,
LITTLE WITLEY, WORCS
Meadow, Oak and Apple lakes

are all fishing their socks o�.

Fish corn or pellet over micros

down your edge line and out

at 5m on the deck to catch

carp from 3lb-12lb.

Contact: 07974 929633

Postcode: WR6 6YP

SUFFOLK WATER PARK,
BRAMFORD, SUFFOLK
The Traditional Lake is the

place to be for a decent

chance of a carp, with fish 

that run to 25lb. Fish a large 

Method feeder with a mini 

boilie on the hook to catch. 

Tench and bream to 7lb can 

also be taken this way.

Contact: 01473 832327

Postcode: IP8 4JS
 

BOOK IT NOW

REEPHAM FISHERY,  
REEPHAM, NORFOLK 
IN quiet, scenic Norfolk 
countryside, Reepham 
Fishery o�ers caravan and 
cottage stays with fishing 
included in the price. 

Four lakes are all spring-fed 
and hold crucians, rudd and 
roach to over 2lb and carp to 
20lb-plus. A residents-only 
lake holds crucians, roach, 
rudd, tench and goldfish. 
Prices: Holiday lodges from 
£470 a week
Contact: 01603 870829 or 
www.reephamfishery.co.uk
Postcode: NR10 4NR

GOT A CATCH TO REPORT? CALL  
IAN JONES OR MARK PECK ON

01733 395111



Where to fish

GOT A CATCH TO REPORT? CALL  
IAN JONES OR MARK PECK ON

01733 395111
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IT’S TIME TO BAG
A 4LB CRUCIAN
Here are five day-ticket waters that hold these fish

W
ith the weather 
warming up, the 
crucian fishing 

season is well underway. 
These bars of gold are 

becoming more and more 

BURY HILL FISHERIES, DORKING, SURREY
Milton Lake is one of the most 

tranquil waters in the region, 

and pole fishing with double 

maggot, pellet or corn could 

help you attract a 20-fish catch 

of crucians to 2lb.

Contact: 01306 883621 

Postcode: RH4 3JU

FORTY ACRE PLANTATION LAKES,  
STOCK, ESSEX
Although this fishery is best 

known for its specimen carp and 

catfish, it is also a great place 

to catch a big crucian, with the 

margins of Small Lake worth 

your attention.

Contact: 07940 000492 

Postcode: CM4 9RS

MARSH FARM,  
MILFORD, SURREY
All three day-ticket lakes are 

home to crucians over the 3lb 

barrier, and floatfishing at close 

range with sweetcorn or casters 

under a sensitive float rig is the

best way to find the biggest

specimens. Dot the float right

down for the best chance of a

sizable fish.

Contact: 01483 428885 

Postcode: GU8 5AE

MILTON POOLS, OXFORD, OXON
Targeting House Pool will give

you the chance of landing 

crucians to 2lb. A small feeder

or the waggler at short range

will produce bites.

Contact: 01844 278150 

Postcode: OX44 7JE

SANDWICH LAKES,  
CANTERBURY, KENT
Fish close to the island on Berry

Lake for fish to just over 2lb.

A small Method feeder or the

waggler with pellet will work.

Scale down your tackle to get

more bites.

Contact: 07936 409912, 

Postcode: CT3 2DA

popular among anglers, with

ish to over 4lb becoming

more readily available to the

day-ticket angler. 

Here are ive waters on 

which to target them….. 

5 HOTTEST CRUCIAN VENUES NEAR YOU

THE Feeder Canal in the

heart of Bristol City Centre

is in great form at the

moment, and some stunning

mixed bags of silverish are

attracting anglers from far

aield.

The free-to-ish, 18mwide

venue has an excellent

head of decent roach, dace

and perch as well as some

plump bream. These show

up regularly in catches,

particularly in spring. There

are also some big carp to go at,

and predators for those who

don’t own a pole!

Best approach for the silvers

is maggot or caster on the

pole, ished down the track

over regular helpings of

groundbait with caster and

hemp tightly packed. The

canal, which has depths to

9ft, does low and is afected

STILLWATERS

ALDERWOOD PONDS, STEYNING,
W SUSSEX
The Island Pool is producing big 

perch to 3lb on worm and maggots

fished in the margins. Keep a

constant trickle of maggots going

in to draw in the prey fish, which

in turn will pull in the perch. The

traditional whole king prawn 

hookbait, cooked or raw, is a 

perfect change bait although it

will bring the odd carp to the net…

all good fun in our opinion!

Contact: 01903 816377

Postcode: BN44 3AA

ANGLERS PARADISE, 
BEAWORTHY, DEVON
The float, feeder and pole

are all catching on the Golden

Tench and Orfe Lakes. Soft pellets 

and corn are the best baits when 

fished tight to the islands. The 

bigger fish also tend to patrol the 

margins and simply can’t resist 

a large lobworm tail in this area. 

On the Main Carp Lake news has 

leaked out of the capture of a 

giant 7lb 9oz golden orfe – which 

was taken on a boilie hookbait!

Contact: 01409 221559

Postcode: EX21 5XT

BITTERWELL LAKE,  
COALPIT HEATH, BRISTOL
Chum mixers will soon start to 

catch carp o� the surface here, 

and fish to 20lb are a genuine 

possibility. Try hair-rigging two 

dog biscuits instead of one to get 

more casting weight. Chopping 

down a brown-coloured pop-up 

boilie to imitate a dog biscuit is 

also a superb tactic. The pellet 

waggler will also start to produce 

here as well. 

Contact: 07901 074158

Postcode: BS36 2UF

HOW END FISHERIES,  
HOUGHTON CONQUEST, BEDS
Fishing corn and pellets tight to 

the Island on Yasi’s Lake is finding 

50lb-plus bags of barbel and carp. 

Start by fishing at the base of the 

island and move tight over later on 

in the day. Hair-rig or band your 

hookbaits to get the most positive 

bites.

Contact: 07753 743802 

Postcode: MK45 3JT

MARSH FARM FISHERY, MILFORD, SURREY
Casters are catching up to 60lb 

of tench in a session across all the 

day-ticket waters here. Fish close 

up to any features in your swim 

to land fish to 5lb. The maggot 

feeder works well here, although 

regulars have been having great 

success by using a fishmeal 

groundbait around the Method 

feeder and a single fake red 

maggot on the hook. 

Contact: 01483 428885 

Postcode: GU8 5AE

OAKFIELD FISHERY,  
AYLESBURY, BUCKS
The Red Kite Pool is the

current lake in form, with carp 

and F1’s averaging 6-7lb being 

caught on pellet. Try and get

onto a corner peg for the best 

chance of a big net of fish! On the 

Woodpecker Pool you can catch 

20lb of skimmers on one line 

and 50lb of carp on another by 

alternating maggot and corn.

Contact: 01296 770899

Postcode: HP18 0SN
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by locks, so the depth

and shotting needs to be

adjusted accordingly. Floats

of between 1.5g and 2.5g are

required.

The venue has a dedicated

Facebook page which carries

regular reports on how the

venue is ishing. Search for

Bristol Feeder Canal.

PRICES: Free fishing
CONTACT: Bristol Match Angling,
01179 500201
LOCATION: Feeder Road, Bristol,
BS2 0QD
RULES: EA rod licence required

PUDDLEDOCK FARM FISHERY,
UPMINSTER, ESSEX
Fishing pellet and corn down the

track on the Snake Lake is catching

carp to 9lb. Feed plenty of bait in

the margins during the day and

fish there late on for a few fish

over double figures. The 30-peg

Road Lake is the place to be for a

decent mixed bag of fish and the

central island is the best place to

claim this. The Method feeder is

an exceptional tactic when fished

tight to this feature with a single

deadmaggot or a grain of corn on

the hook.

Contact: 07860 345693

Postcode: RM14 3NX

VIADUCT FISHERY, SOMERTON,
SOMERSET
Pellet on the long pole

out in open water on

Cary Lake is catching carp to 15lb.

While fishing here, also feed

some pellets in the margins and

fish here in the last hour of your

session. A 45lb 8oz net of bream

and silverfish was also taken from

peg 7 on the Spring Lake recently.

Fish the long pole with 6mm

expanders and corn over a bed of

corn and micros to catch.

Contact: 01458 274022

Postcode: TA11 6LJ

WILLOWS LAKES, COLNEY HEATH, HERTS
Anglers have been enjoying some

superb mixed nets of carp, bream

and roach from the venue’s Match

Lake. The pool has 40 swims and

is stocked with more than 8,000

carp between 2lb and 6lb. Most

of the best catches recently have

fallen to the Method feeder with

dead maggots, corn and banded

pellets on the hook.

Contact: 01727 822106

Postcode: AL4 0RY

WYLANDS INTERNATIONAL
ANGLING CENTRE, BATTLE,
E SUSSEX
For fish-a-chuck-action,

head to the Field Lake where an

abundance of carp, roach and rudd

can be found. Spraying maggots

close in will find bites from all fish,

however a switch to corn down the

edge will find a better stamp of

carp. For a bit more of a challenge

and the chance to catch your very

first catfish, why not head on over

to Maisies Lake? This water is full

of them!

Contact: 07774 383026

Postcode: TN33 0SU

CANALS

GLOUCESTER CANAL,
PURITON, GLOS
The first few bream of the year are

starting to show around the log

ponds. Between the bridges there

are a lot of roach showing, so if

you fancy catching a few redfins

that’s the place to go. It’s not very

far to walk and you’ll get plenty of

bites. The pole is the best method,

and you might get the odd tench.

Contact: Gloucester Angling

Centre, 01452 520074

Prices: £4 a day on the bank or

£24 a year, Winget Angling Club

BEFORE YOU GO...
MAKE up some pole rigs 

for deep water, as some 

pegs here have up to 9ft 

of water and standard rigs 

may prove too short.

CLUB C ALL
BATHAMPTON AA

THE club’s Hunstrete complex 

is well worth the membership 

fee alone besides the rest of 

the waters the club run. 

The five-acre Hunstrete Lake 

o�ers some of the best carp 

and tench sport in the region, 

and at just £35 it’s a snip.

Prices: £35 adults, £15 

concessions

Contact: 07720 882368, 

www.bathampton.org

BIG
SILVERS

BITE A 
CHUCK
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GRAND UNION CANAL,  
MILTON KEYNES, BUCKS 
The odd tench is now showing 

around Linford Wharf, while at 

Manor Fields in the south of the 

city, a recent match saw plenty 

of skimmers and roach caught on 

pinkies and maggots.

Contact: Gone Fishin MK,  

01908 313158 

Prices: £5 on the bank,  

Milton Keynes AA

GRAND UNION CANAL,  
SOUTHALL, LONDON 
The urban stretch o� Havelock 

Road is worth a rove with lures. 

There are plenty of small perch 

and jack pike to give you a good 

day’s sport here.

Contact: Canal & River Trust, 

01829 732748 

Prices: Part of the £20 a year 

Waterway Wanderers Scheme, see 

Canal and River Trust website

GRAND UNION CANAL,  
WATFORD, HERTS 
Steve at Oxhey Angling Centre 

says the Parks Pound is fishing 

well for chub, roach and perch, but 

the members-only Evans Pound 

is the real hotspot for mixed nets 

of chub, roach and the odd tench. 

Fish the pole over to the far bank 

or down the track.

Contact: Oxhey Angling Centre, 

01923 441110 

Prices: £4.50 on the bank for Parks 

Pound, Watford Piscators

ILMINSTER CANAL, ILMINSTER, 
SOMERSET 
Carp have been seen moving 

around down at the Recreation 

Ground stretch. Fish to over 20lb 

can be targeted here but this 

stretch is also worth a visit for 

its plentiful stocks of roach and 

skimmers.

Contact: Club chairman Mark 

Nicholas, 01460 57247 

Prices: £22 a year, Ilminster AA

KENNET & AVON CANAL,  
HUNGERFORD, BERKS 
A carp close to the 20lb

mark was landed from

the boats section in the town last 

week. This stretch has also been 

producing plenty of perch to just 

under 3lb on light lure tactics.

Contact: Thatcham Angling 

Centre, 01635 871450   

Prices: £5 a day from Thatchams, 

Hungerford Canal AA

TYLER’S COMMON FISHERY, BRENTWOOD, ESSEX
KNOWN for producing near-500lb nets in the summer, Tyler’s 
Common Fishery is one of the most consistent match and pleasure 
venues in the south. It’s time to fish down the margins on all four 
lakes with meat, corn, paste and dead maggots. Expect to catch 
carp, tench crucians and silverfish.
Contact: 01277 821342
Location: RM14 1TS

WINNING PEGS TO HEAD FOR NOW
10Horseshoe Lake 

Meat is catching 170-plus 
nets of carp down the edge 
from this peg.

19Ash 
Nearly 200lb was caught 

o� this peg recently by an 
angler fishing punched bread.

ARE YOU UP FOR 70LB OF SKIMMERS?
RIGHT now you can catch  

70lb-plus of skimmers here, 

and it’s all thanks to the 

warmer weather. 

Fish a Method feeder around 

three-quarters of the way 

across in around 7ft of water 

with pellet on the hook and 

some free oferings mixed into 

the groundbait.

Not only will you encounter 

skimmers and bream, but 

the resident tench, roach and 

crucians will also muscle their 

way in. On a really hot day you 

can catch them close in on the 

pole with maggot over pellet!

PRICES: £10 a day, £5 for extra rod
CONTACT: 01435 830835 
POSTCODE: BN27 4QR

RECOMMENDED FURNACE BROOK FISHERY, HAILSHAM, E SUSSEX

BIG
CARP



Bearley Lakes Fishing holidays
Now available for exclusive bookings with luxury caravan accommodation situated on 

the banks of the lake with stunning panoramic scenery over the Somerset levels.
Newly opening in 2016, the lake contains stunning carp to 26lb, pike, chub, roach, rudd 

and perch. The price includes exclusive use of the lake and accommodation, tackle 
store, bait fridge / freezer, landing nets, slings and cradles. Bearley Lakes are 2 miles 

from the A303 near Yeovil, Somerset.
3OHDVH�YLVLW�RXU�QHZ�ZHEVLWH��¿QG�XV�RQ�IDFHERRN�RU�FDOO�XV�IRU�IXUWKHU�GHWDLOV�

www.bearleylakes.co.uk
Bearleylakes@gmail.com   Telephone 0796 4949730

Tel: 01409 231401
holidays@kingslakes.co.uk

www.kingslakes.co.uk

CHILLA, BEAWORTHY, DEVON, EX21 5JS

H O L I D A Y S

s���FULLY�STOCKED�COARSE�l�SHING�LAKES
s���4ENCH�LAKES����MIXED�LAKES�INC��2OACH��
2UDD��$ACE���"REAM�����#ARP�LAKES�
s�2ESIDENT�ONLY�l�SHING
s�.EWLY�REFURBISHED�LODGES���COTTAGES
s�#AMPING�AVAILABLE��PET�FRIENDLY

LAKELAND FISHERY
NEW FROM MAY 2016

Swan Syndicate Lake will be open to the public 
for the i rst time in 18 years as a DAY TICKET LAKE. 

Swan lake is 5 acres, teeming with silver i sh and carp 30lb plus.
Day ticket carp anglers

£15.00 2 rods
Pleasure i shing on all 3 lakes

£9.00 1 rod.

Tel: 01245 380416

or 07940498042

lakelandi sherie@btconnect.com
www.lakelandi shery.co.uk

Wickham Bishops Road, Hati eld Peverel, Essex CM3 2JL
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KENNET & AVON CANAL,  
PEWSEY, WILTS 
A recent match on the Milk 

House stretch produced plenty 

of small fish as well as the odd 

bream to 3lb. Most anglers have 

been catching well fishing bread, 

particularly while the water is still 

holding some colour.

Contact: 07778 300457 

Prices: £5 a day from the shop at 

the Wharf, Pewsey AC

OXFORD CANAL,BANBURY, OXON 
The sta� at Banbury Gunsmiths 

reckon there have been some 

good catches of bream and 

roach from the pegs at Heyford 

Station and at Claydon. Lure 

anglers, meanwhile, have had 

some joy with zander and perch at 

Cropredy.

Contact: Banbury Gunsmiths 

01295 265819

Prices: £5 on the bank, Banbury 

DAA

GOT A CATCH TO REPORT? CALL  
IAN JONES OR MARK PECK ON

01733 395111

CHURCHGATE LAKES,  
BATTLESBRIDGE, ESSEX
The Bottom Lake has a 

substantial head of bream. 

Cast a mini groundbait feeder 

with corn or worm just shy of 

the island for slabs to 7lb.

Contact: 01245 325289  

Location: SS11 7QR

FRAMFIELD PARK FISHERIES, 
UCKFIELD, E SUSSEX
Carp to 8lb on Brookhouse 

Lake to anglers fishing pole 

and pellet. For the bigger fish 

try Burywood Lake, which 

holds perch to 3lb, tench to 

8lb and carp.

Contact: 01825 890948

Postcode: TN22 5QJ

HARTLEYLANDS FISHERY, 
CRANBROOK, KENT
Nick’s Lake is stu�ed with 

small common and ghost carp 

plus roach, perch, bream, 

barbel to 14lb and tench. 

Contact: 01580 720319

Location: TN17 3PS

ROYAL BERKSHIRE FISHERY, 
WINDSOR, BERKS
On all three lakes 25lb bags of 

these roach are possible.

Contact: 07976 967976

Postcode: SL4 4TE

TRINITY WATERS,  
BRIDGWATER, SOMERSET
Woodland is the lake to fish 

if you’re in search of big nets 

and a 120lb bag of carp will 

be a possibility soon on the 

pellet waggler.

Contact: 01278 450880

Postcode: TA5 2BQ

WHITE SPRINGS FISHERY,  
SWANSEA, S WALES
The Canal Lake is a great 

match and pleasure water 

where 50lb nets of bream, 

tench, carp, perch to 5lb, 

roach, barbel and golden orfe 

can be enjoyed. 

Contact: 01792 885699

Postcode: SA4 8QG

BOOK IT NOW

WALDEGRAVES FAMILY HOLIDAY 
PARK, MERSEA ISLAND, ESSEX
WALDEGRAVES has four 
lakes to choose from 
which o�er great sport 
for pleasure, match and 
specimen anglers. 

The lakes are stocked full 
of top quality carp, bream, 
tench, roach, rudd, perch and 
gudgeon 

Day tickets are available 
but the real deal starts when 
you book a holiday here, 
as all residents enjoy free 
fishing. 

There’s no better time 
to take advantage of the 
venue’s incredible fishing 
breaks and enjoy a stay in 
holiday homes which are 
available from just £109. 
Prices: Fishing breaks 
available from £109
Contact: 01206 382898 or 
visit www.waldegraves.co.uk
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now land yourself 80lb of them if
you play your cards right!

The transition from cool to warmer

weather has raised water temperatures

and the resident ish have sprung into

life across the whole complex.

Although you will catch well across

all three phases, it’s Phase 2 that is

producing some of the best weights

of late. But with seven lakes and 

more than 160 pegs to go at, where on

earth do you start? Well, don’t worry –

Angling Times is here to help. 

Join us now as we give you the 

lowdown on the hot pegs, winning

tactics and what you can expect to

catch throughout this proliic section.

AG-UP TIME AS    
Phase 2 is the place to go, and with seven lakes    

Paddock is the phase’s canal-style lake 
which features two elongated islands 
down its centre – making it perfect for the 
pole. Fish tight over with 4mm cubes of 
meat over hemp to catch plenty of stockie 
carp to 10lb. Steve Ringer fished o� peg 
10 recently and had more than 80lb in a 
five-hour session. 

PADDOCK 
25 PEGS

This tranquil water is an extension of
Reptile and ideal for groups of friends
wishing to have a bit of friendly banter 
while enjoying a prolific day’s fishing.
Peg 15 to the mini island and peg 21 to the
aerator are both superb. Pole fish a 4mm
pellet shallow and on the deck next to 
these features for carp to mid-doubles as
well as barbel, tench and skimmers. 

LITTLE REPTILE
12 PEGS

Arguably the best lake on the
complex, snake has four large islands
which are easily reachable on the pole
or feeder. The mainstay of the
stocking is ghost and conventional
carp to 15lb as well as roach, bream
and perch for the silverfish
enthusiast. Peg 7 to the island point is
superb, as too are pegs 10 and 20
thanks to their island reach. Fish
cubes of meat over mushed meat and
hemp to take carp to 10lb in bags of
up to 100lb.

SNAKE
25 PEGS

A popular match water with clubs, Reptile Pool 
bays, overhanging trees and mini islands. Peg 13 
is a great spot where you’ll catch plenty of carp 
and skimmers by fishing a Method feeder tight 
to the island with 6mm pellets or corn on the 
hook. The overhanging tree near peg 1 is 
another great peg – specifically for margin 
fishing for carp to 15lb with worm on the hook.

REPTILE 
14 PEGS

PEG
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14
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13
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9
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6

Little Reptile is
a great water 

for a social trip.

Steve Ringer 
fished here

PEG
10
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   MAKINS CARP AWAKEN
    to choose from a great day is guaranteed

You’ll find a superb stocking of carp to
15lb here, although it’s the barbel that
make this pool famous – specimens to
over 12lb can be caught. Any peg reaching
an island is popular at this time of year 
although fishing worm over pellet down 
the margins on peg 8 will always find the 
larger specimens.

CRATER 
15 PEGS

Good mixed bags are the order of the day
on this 1.2 acre lake – with hefty stocks of
carp to 20lb present, along with massive
stocks of roach, rudd, tench, barbel and
bream. Pegs 4-16 and 18-30 are excellent
bomb and feeder pegs as they can all
reach at least one island. Fish these with
single maggot, corn or 6mm pellet
hookbaits to take plenty of carp to 8lb
and silverfish back-up weights.

LAGOON 
36 PEGS

A popular pool for matches, Lizard is far from
peggy and you can catch excellent mixed bags
from virtually every swim. Pegs 12 to 20
feature an island chuck and are great with the
bomb and corn for carp, but simply fishing 
down the edge line with meat, corn, pellet or 
worm over hemp will always produce big bags 
of carp, tench, bream, roach and barbel.

LIZARD 
41 PEGS

VENUE FACT FILE

MAKINS FISHERY PHASE 2, WOLVEY, WARWICKSHIRE
PRICES: £7.50 for one rod, £11 for two, £5.50 concessions
CONTACT: 01455 220877 or visit www.makinsfishery.co.uk
POSTCODE: CV11 6QJ
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11
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Steve Ringer 
caught 80lb 

from Paddock.

FISHERY
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Drennan Cup runner-up Tony Smith explains why
second place is just as good as coming first…

“I don’t fish to win
prizes. I’m happy

doing my own thi
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T
HEworld of specimen
hunting can be hard to
get your head around.

Secretive and sometimes

cloak and dagger, reputations,

livelihoods and evenmarriages

have beenwrecked by the

relentless pursuit of a big tench

or barbel, but you’ll not ind Tony

Smith showing any of those traits.

For him, catching a big ish is

all aboutwhat angling should

be – excitement and the deep

satisfaction of ticking of a target

having executed a plan.

The 71-year-old from Knottingley

was recently crowned runner-up

in the Drennan Cup thanks to a

stellar year that saw him win four

Weekly Awards.

A big-ish angler for over 50

years, Tony is a little long in the

tooth to get involved in the bun 

ight that specimen hunting can 

turn into. Instead, he does his own 

thing, doesn’t get himself down 

when he blanks and is always 

philosophical, quoting ‘there’s 

always next time’ if he fails.

Angling Times caught up 

with the unassuming Yorkshire 

pensioner to quiz him on his 

ishing and how, at an age when 

many don’t even leave the house, 

he’s of on his travels in search of 

massive ish…

AT: Second in the Drennan Cup, 

well done! Would you have 

preferred it to be irst place, 

though?

TS: Not at all! I don’t ish to win 

prizes or awards. To be frank, I am 

perfectly happy doing my own 

thing, setting personal targets and 

meeting them, and I always have 

been.

AT: How did the specimen 

hunting thing start?

TS: That would have been way 

back when I was a young man 

living in Leeds. I grew up in the 

era of Dick Walker and the Taylor 

brothers and they were a massive 

inluence on me. I never missed 

Dick’s Angling Times columns and 

read his books avidly. In fact, the 

librarian at the library I used to

borrow his books from must have

got fed up with seeing me, as I was

in there every week. His writing

was inspirational.

AT: What was seen as a big ish

for the Yorkshire area way back in

the ’60s?

TS: You were really looking for a

5lb chub of one of the Yorkshire

rivers. The North has never been

a great place for catching big ish

of national signiicance and that

remains the same today so then,

as now, you had to travel to catch

the ish that you wanted.

AT: You’re 71 years old. Plainly,

chasing big ish is a younger man’s

game, so are you less active now

than, say, 20 years ago?

TS: Of course, but that’s not to say

I don’t have the same enthusiasm.

I enjoy going ishing for my own

pleasure and if I catch the ish I’m

after, so much the better. If I don’t,

well there’s always next time.

AT: Being retired must be a big

help in terms of putting in the

time to catch the ish you’re after?

TS: Without a doubt. When I was

working, like most anglers, I was

limited to weekends when often

conditions wouldn’t be right, but

now I can study the weather and

pick my times to ish. That always

tends to be midweek, as I ind

the banks are quieter than at the

weekend.

AT: How do you go about selecting

the waters to ish? Do you keep a

scrapbook of catches?

TS: For each species I have a folder

of my own catches over the years,

plus those from the newspapers 

and magazines of other anglers. 

I pore over the publications and 

also keep my ear to the ground, as 

well as scouring the internet. Word 

of mouth is also very important.

AT: What are your targets for the 

new season?

TS: Rudd, zander and chub. I have 

the venues lined up and have just 

joined a carp syndicate that holds 

some big rudd, while my zander 

ishing will be on the River Trent. 

I also hope to catch a 7lb river 

chub of the Trent – I didn’t quite 

manage it last year, so it would be 

lovely to tick that one of.

AT: There must be times when 

you bla k ‘bugger this, 

it isn’t

TS: I am lucky in that I have 

t ion to see 

t while I may 

blank, I will keep going until I 

catch provided I have done my 

homework and am ishing the 

right venue.

AT: Do you look at the sponsored 

anglers out there and think that  

it would be nice to be in their 

shoes?

TS: Not really – I simply don’t see

recognition as the be all and end

all. I don’t think that you become

a better angler when you catch a

big ish because a pleasure angler

could just as easily catch one of

the same size out of the blue.
Tony keeps species-specific cuttings.



AT: You caught a big eel to win 

an award last year. Eels are 

notoriously hard to track down  

– why bother?

TS: They are such a mysterious 

ish and that’s what attracts 

me to them. A really big eel is 

so rare and it takes so long to 

ind them, so I see eel ishing 

as the ultimate challenge. The 

key, as with all big-ish work, is 

inding waters where they live – I 

have been on plenty of wild goose 

chases down the years, ishing 

waters that are rumoured to hold 

big eels but don’t!

AT: So what will this season hold 

in store for Tony Smith?

TS: More of the same, basically. 

I’m not setting out to win the 

Drennan Cup deliberately. If the 

ish I catch win a Drennan Award, 

then great but I really want to sit 

down next March and be able to 

say I’ve caught what I wanted to 

catch.

Tony with a 13lb 13oz tench – it 
won him one of four Drennan 

Weekly awards last year.

Tony has plenty of 
hooklinks prepared 
for every situation.

BUY O

GET O  

DL BLACK EDITION

Fully geared towards big carp 

fishing, DL Black Edition rods ha  

what it takes to tackle just abo  

anything; capable of casting massiv  

distances when required yet subtle 

enough to use at close range when y  

need refined power to ensure you rem  

in control. An intelligent combination 

of the best carbon fibres and the late  

components ensure the DL Black Edit  

rods are perfectly balanced; casting is 

enhanced and fish playing becomes e  

more dynamic. 
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How to
choose the
right feeder
every time
P32

Try these
amazing
recipes with
paste
P34

18 PAGES OF ADVICE TO HELP YOU CATCH MORE FISH

STEVE RINGER PAUL GARNER

HE PERFECT bait o�ers
maximum attraction and
minimum feed content.

Drawing in a big shoal of ish is

often the easy part at this time

of year but tempting them into

taking your hookbait quickly is

where the skill comes in.

Worms and casters are a deadly

combo in spring for all species

on commercials, and both can be

given a colourful edge.

The shelves of tackle shops are

packed with various additives and

right now you can’t beat vibrant

powders that create an unmissable

and lingering cloud in the water.

SHALLOW WATER TONIC
Wherever you are ishing this

week, it’s likely that your peg will

have an appealing island or margin

swim, and it is these shallow spots

that respond to my attack.

The cloud you create will colour

water up to 4ft deep from top to

bottom, so your hookbait is bound

be sat among the attractant.

It’s important to inely mush

your worms and casters up with

scissors so all the irresistible juices

leak out, but once the ish turn up

the only thing to gorge on will be

your hookbait!

Add a spoonful of powder, mix

in by hand and it’s ready to be fed.

Double caster or a small piece of

worm can’t be beaten on the hook.

TOP UP THE CLOUD
There’s every chance that your

local commercial will be busy so

it’s up to you to mount an attack

that makes sure the lion’s share of

ish come and sit in your swim.

To do this it is important to be

bold, and a large cup of coloured

worm mush will produce a huge,

lavoursome cloud in the water.

From then on it’s a matter of

adding a small nugget of the blend

each time you have a ish. If you

do experience a long lull in bites,

however, stick in another big

cupful to help reinvigorate your

peg – this will do no harm.

When it comes to powder colour

choice, the target species for the

T

ADD COLOUR
TO YOUR
W S
Says c ercial
fishery expert
Glen Picton

WHITE
Thevastmajority of
commercials have started
to colour upnow that the
fishare feedingheavily,
andusing awormmush
that contrasts to themurky
water often scores heavily.
Fish sat several swims
awaywon’t be able to
ignore thewhitemist!

BLACK
When thefishhave seen
every trick in thebook,
using abright andvibrant
cloud sometimes isn’t the
way forward. Something
more subtle like ablack
cloudwill be investigated
more freely by cautious
fishbecause it appears
morenatural.

The cloudwillmake
themargins come
alivewithbigfish.



Worm mush draws fish into your peg.
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TACTIC
OF THE WEEK
USING POWDER TO
BOOST YOUR

BAITS

Four ways
to fish the
bomb on a
commercial
P36

On-the-
bankways
to improve
your sport
P39

Tench: The fish that
dreams aremade of.
Martin goes in search
of a spring specimen
P40

How to rig up for tench,
choose the right
elastic, feed on lakes...
andmore!
P44

PHIL RINGER QUICK TIPS MARTIN BOWLER KNOW YOUR STUFF

day needs to be considered but I 

have whittled it down to four that 

have all done me proud – white, 

red, black and yellow.

RIGS AT THE READY
If the rain or wind has added a 

chill to the water, the ish are likely 

to investigate the cloud close to 

the bottom but on mild days there 

is every chance their curiosity will 

see them rise to within inches of 

breaking the surface.

If you start missing bites or foul-

hooking ish it is highly likely that 

they have come shallow. 

Whatever depth you are ishing 

at, lift and drop the rig regularly to 

replicate loosefeed falling through 

the water column.

Have a couple of rigs set at 

diferent depths so that you can 

quickly cover every inch of the 

water column and get back into 

bagging mode. Worm mush is the 

way forward – trust me on that!

HOW TO FISH IT...
Worm mush is easy to prepare, and 
you can put your own stamp on it

CUT-DOWN FLOAT
Bites can be instant when fishing

in this manner. A Carpa Chimp

float that has had an inch of the

stem cut o� will sit up instantly to

show every indication.

RIDDLE THE SOIL
Leaving the soil on your worms 

will lead to most of the attractive 

juices being absorbedby it. Riddle 

the soil o� to help release the 

flavours quickly. 

BAIT BATCHES
Make small batches of worm 

mush throughout the day. 

Otherwise the flavoursome juices 

will dry up too quickly.

CUPPING IN
Play around with the consistency

of your worm mush. On the deck,

squeeze together a hard ball,

switching to a loose version when

trying to catch shallow.

TURN TO TRACIX
There are lots of powders on the 

market, all of them good, but 

Sensas Tracix works especially 

well for creating a colourful worm 

mush cloud.

FAR-BANK MARKER
Always pick a marker to line your 

rig up with. This makes sure you 

are feeding and fishing in the 

same spot every time.

RED
Modern commercials
aren’t just about carp, and
a red cloud is ideal for big
perch. They are lured in
by anything with a blood
red colour and the mushed
worms and casters will
provide added attraction.

YELLOW
When bites are hard to 
come by, yellow powders 
are often best. This is 
because they are similar in 
colour to casters, making 
it hard for the fish to pick 
out the loosefeed. Stick 
a worm hookbait in the 
middle of it and its dark 
colour means it’ll be eaten 
instantly!
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STEVE RINGER: STILLWATER SECRETS

W
ITH the World Feeder
Champs just a couple of
months away, I’ve been

putting in some time on a
variety of big lakes recently,
fishing all manner of di�erent
feeder types for bream, 
skimmers, roach and hybrids.

I tend to use the whole range of

feeders on the market, from tiny

blockends to big Methods and

special distance feeders for those

really long casts.

I’m often asked about how to

pick the right type to use, so here’s

my simple guide…

MY GUIDE TO CHOOSING THE
RIGHT FEEDER EVERY TIME

It’s a case of ‘horses for courses’. Here are six patterns I’m never without

ADD EXTRA LEAD

ADDING extra lead to fee

is something I do a lot.

Sometimes I might wa

use a tiny cage feeder t

a small amount of bait

fish at 40m, so adding

weight helps me hit the spot.

It also allows me to fish

faster. A heavier feeder sinks

quicker and once it’s on the

bottom I can get the line tight

a lot quicker.

Getting tight to a feeder

quickly is particularly 

important when fishing for

roach and skimmers which

often feed o� bottom. Up to

85 per cent of bites can come

as you are tightening up. If

you don’t get the line tight

quickly enough you can miss

out on a lot of fish.

DISTANCE FEEDERS
WHEN ishing at 45m-70m on

big, natural waters a Kevin Leach

Distance feeder is a favourite of

mine. Weight forward in design,

it casts straight and true even in

a strong crosswind. I tend to use

one of 32g or 40g, depending on

conditions and distance required.

For ishing at 60m-90m I use a

rocket feeder. The Matrix ones

are very good but I’ve just started

using a new one called a Cresta.

It’s much easier to load than a

d r I carry

OD FEEDERS
ethod feeder ha

d for years and i

ite with many

e the Hybrid f

I don’t use them

h but they still ha

in my box an

to attack a

thing bett

am unt of b

feeder can

Guru X

allow

ela

s

h

e conten

ry active in

arger holes

e all released

der. As with maggot

ke just enough weight

the required distance.

water is cold and clear in

ter so the less disturbance I

make when casting, the better, as

F1s are easily spooked.

WIRE/PLASTIC CAGE FEEDERS
THE standard cage feeder is

my choice for short-range work

on natural venues or for winter

ishing on commercials.

Water can penetrate the feeder

as soon as it hits the bottom, so

the contents break down fast.

They are ideal for groundbait,

chopped worm and caster, but I

use them to feed wetted-down

pellets as well. A wire cage can dig

in and isn’t always the best option

on snaggy waters, whereas a

plastic one will rise to the surfa

 icker and so is more suit

The Guru mini p

is fantastic for short chucks on

commercials, say from 15m to 25m

up to islands.

It weighs just 24g but can be

punched in tight to features. As 

everything is enclosed there is no 

risk of tangles in bankside foliage.

A great tip when ishing tight 

to features in this manner is to 

always try and ish a slack line. 

This way, when there are ish 

feeding around the feeder, there is 

less chance of it moving or being 

dislodged. 

HYBRID FEEDERS
THE Hybrid feeder has taken the 

commercial scene by storm. in 

the last 12 months.

For me it’s the ultimate 

pattern as it ofers brilliant

bait protection on the cast and

perfect bait presentation once

on the bottom – it can be used

literally anywhere.

There are three sizes I use

Mini for short chucks on n

lakes, often to islands

Small for general wo

commercial stillw

and a Large for

chucks on bi

venues. I l

a heavi

feed

th
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See the whole series at

G o F i s h i n g O n l i n e

WATCH
STEVE RINGER’S
SKILLS SCHOOL
I N ASSOC IAT ION WITH

This is probably the most deadly 
tactic for carp right now, and in 
this video you’ll learn how to fish a 
Hybrid feeder the right way by 
following Steve’s expert advice.

Get the best out of PVA bags for 
carp. Steve reveals the secrets you 
need for bigger catches as he 
takes us through a bagging 
session at Boddington Reservoir.

Follow Steve as he takes us 
through the essential tricks which 
won him the last round of the 
Winter League at Meadowlands.

MATCH 

SECRETS

HYBRID 

HEAVEN

PVA BAG 

TRICKS

Clip up for 
carp too

 up and stop the rod slghtly 
 you on the cast so you can get 

 ple of turns back on the reel. 



WAGGLER PASTE
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PAUL GARNER: BAIT EXPERT

R
IGHT now is the perfect
time of the year to try
paste fishing, but I know

many anglers shy away from it
because they have trouble
keeping it on the hook.
The simple rule to remember

is that the further out you are

ishing, the irmer your paste

needs to be. So right in the

margins it can be so soft that it

drips of the hook, butwhen using

legered paste against an island it

needs to bemuch stickier.

Ready-made paste comes in

many lavours and colours, but

I prefer tomakemy own, as this

allowsme to get themix exactly

right every time. Let’s take a look

at the diferent pastes I use for

the fourmost common styles of

ishingwith this awesome bait.The top mixes for float and leger

MY BEST 
PASTE 

RECIPES

p

much prefer to eat soft baits,

in fact the softer the better,

it seems. When fishing with

the precision of a pole, where

the hookbait can actually be

shipped out in a pole cup, the

paste can be incredibly soft,

with a thumbnail-sized piece just

clinging to a size 10 hook.

For a really soft paste just

slightly over-wet a fishmeal

Method groundbait, or use one

of the widely available one-to-

one paste powders that just

need the addition of water.

Allow the mix plenty of time

to soak up all the water – 30

minutes is about right – as this

will ensure the paste is fully

saturated.

I CUT my teeth catching tench

and carp on a simple paste

made from ground-up trout

pellets mixed with powdered

bread mix.

This bait worked or me

30 years ago and is oing

strong!

These days I tend to use

salmon fry crumb or ready-

ground pellets and mix the paste

fairly sti� so that it can be cast

without flying o�.

A rubber bead pushed on to

the shank of your hook gives the

paste something to hold to and

will ensure that it holds in place.

Abeadhelpskeeppaste inplace.

Afirmermix is
required for
wagglerwork.

FOR paste to stand up to the 

impact of hitting the water while 

being towed by a big lead you 

need a very sticky mix. 

It is essential to follow the 

mixing instructions carefully

with purpose-made pastes,

as they need time to form

strands of gluten that bind them

together.

You can tell when the paste is

ready to use because it will have

an almost stringy texture when

you pull it apart.

A hair rig will help you hook

more fish when legering with

paste. Try moulding the bait

around a paste cage, as this

will keep it attached without

impeding the hookpoint.

LEGERING PASTE



MIX YOUR OWN PASTE

To half a cup of water add your 

colouring or flavouring. For pastes 

I normally halve the dose of 

concentrated flavours. 

Leave the paste for at least 10 

minutes to begin to absorb the 

water. Check its consistency and 

add more powder if required.

Gradually add the powdered paste 

mix, stirring well to stop lumps 

forming. The paste should be 

quite sloppy at this stage.

Leave it to stand in a plastic bag 

for 30 minutes. This allows the 

paste to fully absorb the liquid 

without it drying out. 
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PAUL’S 10-MINUTE MAKE

Tench and bream both go crazy for paste baits.

SELDOM do I cast out a boilie

without having first wrapped it

in paste. The soft outer coating

increases the pulling-power of the 

hookbait and helps to get bites 

faster, particularly when fishing 

over a bed of boilies. 

I still prefer to use the same 

flavour and ingredients as in my

boilies. I want it to give out the

same attraction as the rest of my

feed, just amplifying the signal.

Early results using bright paste 

wrapped around darker baits have 

proved interesting, and seem to 

have given me another little edge.

BOILIE WRAP PASTE

1

3

2

4
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PHIL RINGER: STRAIGHT LEAD KNOW-HOW

S
TRAIGHT bomb fishing 
isn’t necessarily a 
method reserved for 

lethargic fish holed up in the 
depths of winter.

It’s a winner in spring and even 

summer too! There are several 

instances when a bomb can 

outscore a feeder of a   

description. It often m  

an instant take as ish

follow pellets down t

bottom, and it will cast further

than a feeder. On some venues 

cagey ish won’t always accept a 

feeder ‘boshing’ on their heads 

and a bomb is a more subtle 

alternative. 

There are lots of diferent things 

you can do with a bomb, whether 

  u want feed around 

 okbait. Here are my 

 our ways of ishing 

 brilliant technique.

Phil Ringer reveals four fantastic ways
to use this proven fish-catcher now!

SPRING 
BOMB 

SECRETS

Bomb tactics 
will often fool 
big wary fish.

Some of the successful 
ingredients for a day 

on the straight bomb.



WAFTERS
Wafters havebeen so
successful over thepast
sixmonths that ‘wafting’
is on thevergeof
becomingafishing term!
Most have reported that
the chocolate orangehas
been themost e�ective,
flavour, especially the
Band’emoneswhich are
tailormade for banding.
Youdon’t need topin
wafters to thedeck as
longas your hook is
big enough toweigh
onedown. Thebait
is virtually neutrally
buoyant,which equates
to a very slow fall, anda
fish takes thebait down
its throat before realising
there is a hook in it, by
which time it’s too late!
Waftersworkwell on
their ownona lead rig,
orwith a feeder. Their
brightfluoro appearance
definitely catches the
attentionoffish in the
area.

POP-UPS
Althoughyou canpopupbaits by a few feet or soondeep
venues in thedepths ofwinter, as it getswarmer, orwhenusing
aPVAbagor pellet cone, it’s best to just suspend themslightly
o� thedeck as youmightwith a specimen carp rig. The easiest
way todo this is topin themdownwith aweight a few inches
away from thehook itself, on thehooklength. I use apair of size
1 or 4DinsmoresGrippaStyx,which are like huge, rectangular
styls andare very kindon the line. I’ve found that thebest
depth topopup is 1ins-2ins o� thedeck,where thefishfind it
reallywell. This is theirmouth level, andyouget a verygood
hookhold in thebottom lip.

TOP TIP
Always
keepa tub
ofwater on
your side
tray to check
that your
hair-rigged
wafter sinks
under the
weight of
thehook.

1 2 3

4 5 6
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1
POPPED-UP AND 
BALANCED BAITS

2 
PELLET 
CONE

A POPPED-up bait is a floating bait which 

is suspended at a depth o� the bottom, 

such as a pop up boilie or bread.

A balanced bait is a hookbait which 

sinks only with the weight of a hook in it, 

so it sinks very slowly and is very easily 

sucked in by a carp. This was the idea 

behind the creation of the wafters which 

are designed to sink once attached, on a 

hair, to a 12 or 14 hook such as a QM1. 

Both these baits work well on bomb 

rigs, especially when the water is clear.   

The pellets need to be specific 

Method or sticky pellets, or ones 

with added binder such as Horlicks.

Squeeze hard again to compress. 

Now push the pellets out of the 

thick end of the cone.

Squeeze the micropellets into a 

Ringers Pellet Cone and compress 

with your thumb and finger.

Slide the mould up the hooklength 

and remove the line through the slot 

to free the cone.

Pull the baited hooklength through 

the slot and pull the line into the 

middle of the pellets.

The finished article is a nice neat 

compression of pellets with the 

hookbait resting beneath.

A GREAT way of putting a pile of 

pellets right where you want them 

– around your hookbait! ‘The 

cone’ is great on shallow venues 

and islands, but in deep water it 

can break down prematurely. It’s 

generally for shorter casts, as a 

big punch can see it come o�.

This is also superb on venues 

with hooklength limits or bans on 

Method feeders. I’d also say it’s 

ideal when fishing for one fish at 

a time, casting around exploring a 

peg. It’s not like a feeder clipped 

up, building one spot all the time.

You need pellets that bind firmly 

together to form a cone, such as 

Ringers Method Micropellets. Put 

them in a tub with just enough 

lake water to cover them, and 

leave for about 30 minutes. They 

will absorb all the water and 

should then be perfect for use. 



SMALL LEADS
Use as light a

bomb as you can

get away with,

especially when

loosefeeding and

fishing 8mms.

You want it to

land with a plop

and sink very

slowly, not crash

in and sink like a brick, spooking fish.

You might need to up your lead to,

say, 2oz if you want to cast a long,

long way.

TIME CHECK
I keep a stopwatch on my side tray 

and restart it straight after every cast. 

It’s worth making a note of when 

bites occur as you’ll often notice a 

pattern emerge. Bites might come 

after five minutes, so if your rig is 

out for half-an-hour you might be 

wasting your time. Likewise, bites 

might materialise 

after 20 minutes 

and if you reel 

in after 15 then 

you’ve knackered 

your chances of 

a take!

“Loosefed pellets
work better the
warmer it gets – it’s
a positive tactic”
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PHIL RINGER: STRAIGHT LEAD KNOW-HOW

Pour your pellets into the top of

the funnel, which the PVA comes

already wrapped around.

Tie an overhand loop in the PVA,

then another an inch above that.

Cut in the middle to form a bag.

Push them to the base end with the

plunger supplied, so they exit in the

mesh compacted like this.

Hook the bag for short range. At

long range, pull the hooklength loop

through it with a baiting tool.

Remove more PVA from the base.

Keeping the bag tight, twist a few

inches of the PVA above the pellets. 

The finished long-range bag with

the line through the middle. On a

pop-up rig add weights afterwards.

1 2 3

4 5 6

4 
PVA
MESH

PVA mesh bags have taken a back 

seat in match and general coarse 

angling recently but the method 

still has its place, more specifically 

for long range bomb fishing. 

The main advantage of a ‘bag’ is 

that it remains intact until the rig 

reaches the bottom, when a tight 

pile of feed is exposed around 

the hook. A pellet cone is liable to 

come of on a distance cast which 

is often needed on big reservoirs 

such as Drayton or Boddington.

It’s a great form of presentation 

and I’d recommend one if you’re 

not looking for many fish but they 

are large and you have to wait 

a long time for bites. Just make 

sure your pellets aren’t dripping 

wet but have had time to absorb 

the water properly and dry a little.

The best PVA material to go for 

is Guru Speedmesh with a funnel. 

3
LOOSEFED 
PELLETS

MORE TIPS

THIS technique works better as it gets warmer because it’s a 

positive, aggressive way of fishing. Fish are very switched on to the 

sound of pellets landing now and will wait to take the falling baits 

on the bottom. A bomb is usually best around 30 yards out where 

you can catapult, and this swim often becomes solid in the last few 

hours. You catch quicker than with a bait inside a feeder.

HARD PELLET
This involves feeding 
and fishing 8mm-10mm 
pellets. You don’t need to 
fill it in with pouchfuls of 
pellets – perhaps three or 
four at a time seems best 
– but you do need to do it 
regularly to draw carp in.

PELLET WAFTER
Something else which has 
been working well this 
year is a pellet-flavoured 
Wafter on a hair. This sinks 
really slowly so is great on 
deep or clear venues with, 
say, a 2ft-long hooklength.  

c o n t i n u e d

SPRING
BOMB

SECRETS
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Four simple tricks you can use while you’re on th

QUICK FIX

Tape up a marker
IDEALwhenyouneed todropapole rig in the sameplaceevery time
Drop your rig a couple of feet out of place in some swims and it 

could well be going into much deeper water well out of sight of 

the ish. To ensure you ish in the exact same spot every time, 

place a piece of masking tape on the section you will be holding 

and make sure your elbow is on it every time you ship out.

Heavy baiting on one line
FORwhenyouare confidentfishwill respondwell to lotsof loosefeed
If you only have a couple of pints of bait, it can sometimes pay 

to boldly feed just one line. At this time of year, introducing 

pellets, corn and groundbait sparingly may not satisfy the 

hunger of the ish, whereas feeding large amounts in one spot 

will concentrate the shoals and keep them interested for longer.

Shorten your shallow rigs
TRYTHISwhenyouaremissingbiteswhenfishingup in thewater
Carp can swallow and eject a bait in a split second, leading to 

lots of missed bites. Shortening the line between pole tip and 

loat will help, as you will be able to pick up the line and create 

tension on the rig quicker, hooking the ish in the process. Don’t 

be afraid of using as little as 6ins of line between tip and loat.

Cup your bait in from a height
PERFECT formakingafish-attractingnoise
Whether you are pole ishing in open water, down the margins 

or close to an island, you’ll almost certainly use a pole cup. Hold 

the cup several feet above the water then drop the bait in. This 

creates lots of noise that ish associate with food, reducing the 

time it takes for the shoals to home in on your loosefeed.

Feeding

RigsPole

Tactics
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ARTIN BOWLER: ANGLING ADVENTURES

Even though it was still early in the season 
I couldn’t wait for my first tench session!

TENCH
THE FISH THAT 

DREAMS ARE MADE OF

I
LOOK forward to many 
things during the 
fishing year, but when 

it’s time for tench there’s a 
special kind of magic in the air.  

Since childhood I have been 

fascinated by the species – its 

green lanks, red eyes and ighting 

qualities – and today I still marvel 

at the ‘doctor ish’, a creature 

unlike any of its other freshwater 

cousins.  

A warm wind, the sun on my 

back and tench rolling in the 

swim is what I dream about. The 

trouble is, it’s hard to wait for 

such halcyon days so I always 

start my tench campaign before 

late spring ires the true starting 

pistol. I never need an excuse to 

go ishing, and even if the wind 

still bites and the sun is hiding 

I’m tempted by the prospect of 

hearing a screaming bite alarm!
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“Since childhood I 
have been fascinated 

by the species”

CONTINUED 
OVER THE PAGE



ARTIN BOWLER: ANGLING ADVENTURES

c o n t i n u e d

TENCH 
THE FISH OF 

DREAMS

The most crucial part of ishing

the Method is the groundbait – too

soft and it will fall of on impact 

or disappear very quickly once 

on the bottom. Too tacky a mix, 

though, and you reel it back in 

to ind the attractors haven’t 

been released or, worse still, the 

hookbait is stuck on top and can’t 

be dislodged by a ish.  

BLOODWORM PELLETS
I look for a breakdown time of 45 

minutes to an hour for specimen 

tench, after which I will recast, so  

I mix my groundbait accordingly. 

Today I went for the binding 

qualities and attraction of a 50/50 

mix of ishmeal groundbait and 

the spot as I set up three 2lb tc 

Drennan Distance Specialist rods. 

At the start of the season I tend 

to go for something diferent to 

my standard bolt rig and maggot 

attack. The ish want protein right 

now, so I opt for a boilie/pellet 

combo ished on a Method feeder. 

Normally I use the heaviest of the 

Drennan feeders but today, with 

the wind blowing into my face, a 

large E-S-P model would help me 

cast further.  

With 12lb luorocarbon 

mainline and a pre-tied size 10 

Mega Method rig I slipped half a 

bloodworm wafter on to the hair, a 

critically-balanced bait that could 

be easily sucked up. 

STARTING TO GRAZE
As I pulled the tackle from the 

back of the truck I realised that 

this wasn’t T-shirt weather, and I 

was pleased I had packed a coat. 

The wind was whipping across 

the open pit, but I was sure that 

beneath the surface the tench 

wouldn’t mind that much. 

Yes, the margins wouldn’t be 

productive and I never ind them 

so until damsellies start emerging 

– but out between the gravel bars 

and silt beds the tench would, I 

was certain, be starting to graze.

With the marker rod I located a 

bar merging into a plateau at 60 

yards with its shelf sinking away 

into light silt. The loat marked 

Sticky Active Krill. I dampened

this with Cloudy Bloodworm

Liquid and water, added slowly 

to achieve a consistency a little 

wetter than would eventually be 

required. After 15 minutes the 

powders absorb the surplus and 

it’s just right.  

Satisied that the mix would 

hold together, I introduced a few 

handfuls of Bloodworm Pellets 

and half-boilies to provide a food 

source. To the plastic mould that 

comes with the feeder I added the 

hookbait and groundbait before 

squeezing the frame in place, 

moulding the mixture on to it. 

All three rods were prepared 

in the same way and cast to the 

Far-bank markers 
and clipping up 
ensure accuracy.

This superb tench 
took my bait in the 
middle of the day.

“The rod took on a healthy curve and I smiled broadly. My 
first tench of the year, at over 8lb, was well and truly hooked”

My hookbait – Bloodworm Wafters. 

A tempting Spomb load ready to go.
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1 Daybreak is the traditional
time to catch tench, but on
some pits I know sport peaks
around lunchtime. So learn
your venue’s moods.

3 I regularly use pre-tied 
rigs which are of the highest
quality. If you are unsure, let
the experts do it for you.

2 Buy a Method feeder that
comes with a mould because
it makes the task of rebaiting
far easier – I prefer the E-S-P
and Drennan models. 

4 Tench like to feed where
the substrate changes. Zones
where silt merges into gravel
are prime areas found near
bars and gulleys.

5 Consistency is crucial. Allow
15 minutes for all the liquid
in the Method mix to be 
absorbed into the powders.

plateau, two on top of it and one

down the side, on to the silt. To

ensure I hit the same spot every

time I tied on a line marker and 

took note of far-bank features to 

line up with.  

The inal task was to douse a 

dozen Spomb loads of the Sticky 

Bloodworm Pellets and boilies in 

the neat liquid to make them even 

more potent.  

Now, with the undertow 

washing across the area and being 

carried far out into the pit, any 

tench passing through the slick 

would be drawn to me.

I knew that my tactic was tried 

and trusted, so even after a few 

hours had ticked by without a sign 

I didn’t once question what I was 

doing. I have come to learn that 

gravel pit tench do not only feed 

at dawn – lunchtime can, in many 

instances, prove better.

This is especially true in colder 

conditions, so it wasn’t a complete 

surprise when the left-hand rod 

cast to the silt buckled over just as 

I was enjoying my sandwich.  

In my haste the illing dropped 

to the loor, but all in vain because 

I was only connected to the tench 

for 30 seconds, after which the 

hook pulled free and I was left 

with nothing.  

On a positive note, this told me 

that I was in with a very good 

chance of another. Tench are a 

shoal species, so I quickly reilled 

the feeder and used the spool clip 

on the reel to recast to the exact 

same spot.  

Knowing that tench like 

disturbance I decided to despatch 

out another four payloads of 

pellets, as much for the crash they 

made as for their food value. In a 

sense I was ringing the dinner bell, 

and it worked straight away.  

The same bobbin whacked into 

the alarm, and for the second time 

I was playing a muscular tench, 

leeing the plateau and taking my 

line with it. 

The rod took on a healthy curve 

and I smiled broadly. My irst 

tench of the year, at over 8lb, was 

well and truly hooked.

TOP TENCH TIPSDaybreak, but no bites for a while yet.

PASSIONATE ABOUT FLOATS…

ALSO AVAILABLE FROM LOCAL TACKLE SHOPS!

Premier Floats, 29 Primrose Hill, Doddington, March. Cambridgeshire, PE15 0SU.

VISIT:

ZZZ�ÁRDWVRQOLQH�FR�XN
HQTXLULHV#Á�RDWVRQOLQH�FR�XN

%2',('

:$**/(56

Made from
carefully
selected
balsa, this is
just one of
the 33 river
and still water
running line
designs from
our 2016
range!

3(//(7

:$**/(56

Our fully
loaded
selfcocking
models are
brilliant
IRU ¿VKLQJ
up in the
water for
carp during
the warmer
months.

&$53

&21752//(56

Our fully loaded

carp controllers

are superb for

presenting 

À�RDWLQJ�EDLWV�

to hungry carp 

at long or short 

distances.

+HUH DW 3UHPLHU� ZH DUH SDVVLRQDWH DERXW %ULWLVK PDGH ÀRDWV�DQG�WDFNOH�
:H DUH D IDPLO\�UXQ EXVLQHVV DQG KDYH EHHQ PDNLQJ ÀRDWV IRU�RYHU����\HDUV��
1HDUO\ ��� ÀRDW GHVLJQV� VKRWWLQJ DQG ULJ GLDJUDPV� DV ZHOO DV�KLQWV�DQG�WLSV�

can be found on our website – plus links to our online shop.

GET 4

 
WWW.GREATMAGAZINES.CO.UK/AT

ORDER HOTLINE: 01858 438 884
PLEASE QUOTE: ECA1
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KNOW
Y R 
S F
All your fishing questions 
answered by our experts

The pole or
waggler for
early tench?

WE’RE now out of winter, so should I be thinking
about using stronger elastic in my pole when
fishing for small carp and F1s?
Roy Cartwright, Dronfield

YOU should certainly be stepping up slightly as the fish 

will fight that little bit harder and there’s an increased 

chance of hooking a bonus carp. Something like a

doubled No5 elastic may not be quite strong enough to

land fish with ease.

Provided the swim isn’t snaggy, always go down the 

hollow elastic route as this is so much softer than a solid 

version. It will cut down on hook pulls and also stretch 

further, providing more of a cushion when unshipping 

hooked fish. 

Try an elastic equivalent to White Daiwa Hydrolastic or

Preston Innovations’ Dura Hollo in the No8 to No10 grade.

Should I step up

my elastic now 

spring is here?

Recommend me 
two simple rigs

TENCH WAGGLER RIG
THIS rig allows you to fish what’s known as the 
‘lift’ method, using a large shot on the lakebed 
that is disturbed when a tench picks up the bait. 
This causes the float to rise up out of the water 
and lie flat, this being your signal to strike. 
It does away with shotting patterns and also 
means that when you strike, 99 times out of 100 
the bite will not be missed.

LOADED OR 
UNLOADED FLOAT?
The purist’s way to fish 
th        
flo
th
to act as the weight. Pick
a float that’s long enough
in
t
t
w

BIG HOOKBAITS
Maggots and casters 
catch lots of tench,
but something more
substantial will always nail
a fish or two. Try a whole
worm, two grains of corn, a
large hair-rigged pellet or
a piece of breadflake.

GEAR UP!
Load up with a mainline
of around 8lb to a 6lb
hooklength matched to a
strong forged wide gape
hook – a size 16 is ideal
for single pieces of corn
or maggots, a size 12 for
double baits or worms.

IT’S well and truly tench time 
and I’m going to have a crack at 
a small lake near my house. 

Would I better o� fishing the pole 

or waggler, and what would be a 

standard uncomplicated rig to use for 

both tactics?

Gary Flavill, Syston

THE waggler will enable you to fish 

further out and vary the shotting 

according to presentation.

However, when wind may cause 

a waggler to drift with the tow the 

pole’s presentation will be superior, 

as it will in a swim with lily pads or 

reeds at close range when pinpoint 

bait placement is needed. On the 

right are two simple rigs to try...
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WHAT S YOUR

FLAVA?

ON HOOKBAITS
Transform an ordinary
hookbait with a glug of

Lava. Giving it that
killer edge.

ON METHOD FEEDERS
Give your feeders a
boost with a squirt 
of Lava. The fish 

attracting cloud draws 
fish in your swim and 
holds them there for 

longer.

ON GROUNDBAIT
Try adding a generous
glug of Lava to your 

groundbait. Very 
effective when fishing 

in the margins, the 
massive cloud keeps 
fish grubbing around 

for longer. 

INGENIOUS. IRRESISTIBLE

GOT A QUESTION? 
Email newsdesk@anglingtimes.co.uk

FEEDING
Don’t skimp on the feed  
– tench can soon mop up 
a bed of bait and if any 
carp are about they’ll do 
a thorough job too. Use 
a groundbait laced with 
hemp, pellets, corn and 
dead maggots.

LINE & HOOKS
Take no prisoners on this
score as you’ve not got
the same raw power to
pull fish away from danger
with a pole as you would
have with a rod. Similar
lines and hooks to the
waggler rig will do nicely
but your elastic will need
looking at – pick a solid
No14 set on the slack side
to keep hook pulls to a
minimum, and don’t be
afraid to pull hard if a
tench heads for the snags.

GO OVERDEPTH
Because the pole 
allows such fine 
placement of the 
bait, you can fish well 
overdepth without 
the danger of the float 
being pulled under 
by the tow or drift on 
the lake. Tench are 
like bream in that 
they prefer a hookbait 
presented perfectly 
still, so set the rig to 
fish with around 3ins 
of line lying on the 
bottom.

TENCH POLE RIG
SIMPLE is best for catching tench on 
the pole – you don’t need a fancy 
shotting pattern or a delicate float 
to get the job done! In fact, a rig 
may well resemble one aimed at 
commercial carp that you already 
have in your tackle box. Just be sure 
to use strong line and hooks and a 
big enough float to keep the bait 
still in the wind.



QUICK QUESTIONS

Feed according
to bites and

play it by ear.

Leam can be a
good carrier of
feed particles.
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KNOW YOUR STUFF
DO I always have to use  
an olivette on pole rigs  
over 0.5g or will shot do 
just as well?
Jef Simpson, Crawley

SHOTS are okay to use up to 

around the size of float you 

mention but beyond this, they 

can be a little too cumbersome. 

You will find yourself having 

to fix a lot of them on line, 

which can damage the mono 

in the process, creating more 

weak points. An olivette is far 

more streamlined and less likely 

to tangle than shot.

CAN you fish corn shallow 
on the pole for carp?
Norman Clough, Tipton

GENERALLY no. Corn sinks very 

quickly so unless a carp sees 

the bait within seconds, you 

probably won’t get a bite. 

Meat and pellets are lighter 

and sink slowly, giving you a 

greater chance of a bite – the 

only exception to this would 

be the skin of a grain of corn 

to present the fish with a super 

slow sinking o�ering. 

This is especially good for 

small carp and F1s.

HOW many carp can I catch in
the edge before I need to feed
again?
Gareth Watkinson, Slough

SOME days you’ll need to feed

after every fish, while on others it’s

possible to nick half-a-dozen big

carp before introducing any more

bait. Let the bites you are getting

dictate how you should be feeding.

Begin with a large pot of bait and

when it’s time to fish the margins,

wait until you get that first bite

or indication. Drop in again and

if you keep getting bites, there’s

no need to add more bait – but if

nothing happens after the first fish

is landed, you may need to drip a

little more feed in.

Often you can see fish moving in

shallow water so you’ll know if any

are in the area. If you’re getting

bites quickly, feed nothing – if

nothing is happening, feed more,

that’s the rule for margin feeding!

HOW can I feed chopped worm
and caster in deep water and
know that it will all reach the
bottom in a tight area?
Tim Gane, Rowley Regis

YOU certainly can’t feed worm and 

caster straight out of the pot, as it 

will fan out as it falls and spread 

across a wide area on the bottom.

You’ll need some sort of carrier to 

help you make a ball of feed to sink 

straight to where you want it to go, 

but this can present problems.

For example, groundbait is a great 

thing to add worm and caster to 

and make a ball from but on some 

fisheries the stu� is banned or 

maybe you don’t actually want to use

groundbait in the first place. You can 

look at leam, a powdered clay with 

no food value, but again, it may be 

on the excluded list.

Molehill soil can also work well for 

mixing worm into and if all else fails, 

there’s nothing wrong with using a 

bait dropper for very deep swims, 

even if you are fishing on a lake!

How do I get all
the feed down?

How many carp before
the need for more bait?

LAST year on the river I was
plagued by eels when after
bream. Any tips on avoiding
them?
Iain Swann, Great Barr

EELS are pests – they will quickly 

descend on feed and not leave in 

a hurry! What’s worse is that when 

they’re small, they don’t limit 

themselves to feeding at dawn 

and dusk as their larger relatives 

do – you’ll even catch them at 

lunchtime on a baking hot day.

To stack the odds in your favour, 

steer well clear of feed such as 

maggots, casters, worms and 

pinkies as eels love these. The 

same goes for fishing these baits 

on the hook. 

Corn makes a very good feed 

and bait for bream, as do pellets 

on big rivers.

Eels are such a
pest, so how 
can I avoid
catching them?

Eels can be a nuisance, so avoid live baits 
such as casters, worms and maggots.
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THIS WEEK: How to cast a feeder accurately to island shallows

THE COACH
ANDY MAY

REVEALS THE SIMPLE STEPS TO BETTER CATCHES

N
OW’S the time of year 
when fishing tight to 
islands works wonders.

Most of these features have a 

small area of shallow water close 

to them before a ledge or slope 

slides down into the deep water.

Fail to land your feeder in this 

shallow patrolling zone and the 

rod-tip is unlikely to budge.

“Casting a foot short of the 

island could be the diference 

between putting the rig in front of 

a shoal of carp, F1s and silvers and 

in an area devoid of life,” says top 

coach Andy May.

“Accurate casting is all about 

following a few simple steps. Do 

one of them wrong and the whole 

cast could go wrong.”

Preparation for a perfect cast 

starts at home, and you’ll need 

to make sure you pack the right 

equipment to make hitting the 

mark a realistic target.

A 10ft rod will cast up to 40 yards 

and a 12ft model will chuck almost 

double that.

A 4lb mainline is best for big 

silvers, while 6lb will cope with 

carp to double igures.

Finally, the weight of your 

feeder is important. A 30g version 

is ample for most commercial 

ishery work, stepping up to 45g 

for long-distance chucks.

Once the gear is in hand it is time 

to follow six steps to landing your 

feeder in exactly the right spot 

time and time again.

STEP 1 – Check how much line you 

have coming out of the rod-tip. 

Aim for between 3ft and 4ft 

between rod-tip and hookbait.

STEP 2 – Look at the island and 

select a marker. From now on 

you will not take your eyes of the 

point where you want to cast.

STEP 3 – Check the positioning of 

your hands. Your left hand should 

be at the base of the handle, your 

right hand over the reel casing

STEP 4 – Bring the rod directly 

behind your head – with your eyes 

still locked on the target. Line your 

rod up with the marker.

STEP 5 – Keep everything in a

straight line, use a reasonable

amount of force to cast the feeder.

This will make sure it travels 

quickly and in a straight line. Once 

the feeder is close to landing, 

sweep the rod above your head 

so that it cushions the impact of it 

landing in the water.

STEP 6 – Place the rod on the rest 

and don’t put any turns on the 

reel. This would instantly dislodge 

the feeder and all your hard work 

would have been for nothing. It 

shouldn’t take long before there’s 

a big bend in the rod!

ACCURACY IS ESSENTIAL
Getting your feeder within 
inches of a feature is vital 
at this time of year. This 
will make sure you are 
fishing in the shallow water 
where the biggest fish will 
be on the hunt for a feast.

Make the perfect cast 
and you’ll soon see a 

bend in your rod. 

Keep your eyes on the island marker. Position your hands for the cast.
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S
I T R
At 9ft or 11ft it’s the perfect commercial waggler rod

EXCLUSIVE NEW GEAR REVIEWS BY MARK SAWY

H
OORAY – at long last it
looks like summer is on
its way!

The dafs have bloomed, and

on all the isheries I have visited

broods of downy ducklings swim

in unison as if tied together.

As thewaterwarms, carp are

drawn inexorably towards the

surface for some community

sunbathing. So how canwe tempt

them into taking our baits?

Floating dog biscuitswork, but

WHAT YOU GET...

Great new
baits from
Dynamite
Baits
P50

Pr
fro
Ri
Ko
P5

EXCLUSIVE LA

TESTED 
ON THE BANK

SHIMANO BEASTMASTER 
CX COMMERCIAL 

9ft-11ft FLOAT

THE new Shimano Beastmaster CX rod range has been developed for small to medium-sized carp. Much modern match fishing 
takes place at 30 yards, so each CX Commercial blank has a parabolic fish-playing action that absorbs the power of the fight, 
preventing hook-pulls. There are Feeder and Float rod versions, ideal for all but the heaviest Method, straight lead and pellet waggler tactics. 

At both 9ft and 
11f, the rod has a  
highly pleasing 

parabolic action. 
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they are banned on commercials 

so it’s down to pellet waggler, or 

wag and mag tactics. 

Unless I have to cast miles, an 

11ft two-piece loat rod is usually 

my weapon of choice. Sometimes, 

though, especially when targeting 

F1s on snake lakes, casting tight up 

against islands or even dobbing, 

there’s deinitely a case for an 

even shorter rod. Its added casting 

accuracy can pay dividends. 

As if to second-guess me, 

Julian Clary handshake, leading to 

constant hook-pulls or protracted 

battles with ish on an under-

powered blank. But after spending 

time with the new Beastmaster 

CX 9-11 I can happily report that 

this classy looking all-black blank 

ofers a medium parabolic action, 

with an almost tippy casting 

performance, at both its 9ft and 

11ft lengths. I’d guess that England 

Feeder international Rob Wootton 

and ex-Shimano consultant Mark 

Shimano has released a brilliant 

line-up of new Beastmaster CX 

Commercial rods, including this 

rather nifty 9ft/11ft model.

Not only will it cope with most 

commercial ishery loat work, but 

the carbon blank includes a 27ins 

dolly-butt section that its snugly 

into the cork and EVA handle, 

giving you a well-balanced 9ft rod.

In their shorter mode, dual 

length loat rods can either be 

much too pokey, or limper than a 

Pollard had quite a bit of input into 

this rod’s development. 

Despite its slim proile and 

lightweight Bio-ibre carbon build, 

the blank has more than enough 

beef to cope with the biggest of 

ish. It’s possibly better suited to 

casting loats from 4AAA upwards 

than it is small wagglers, and 

Shimano has given it a maximum 

casting weight of 15g, which gives 

it plenty of all-round scope.

Price: £109.99

V E R D I C T

     
    

    
     

    
   
   

   
    

       
    

   

       
to cope with the biggest of fish”

Find hundreds of 
exclusive tackle review  
and tests online now! 

www.gofishing.co.

The part-cork, 
part-eva handle 

houses the 
27ins dolly-butt 

section 



NEW

ESSENTIAL KIT OUT THIS WEEK

PUNCHWITH
RINGER...
IN 8mm and 10mm diameters,
these Ringers spring-loaded
punches in yellow and pink are
almost impossible to lose – a
must-have item for any angler
fishing punched bread or meat.

Price: £6.99
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CO
These cork ball-cored Wafters and Pop-Ups come in
12mm and 15mm sizes, with clever dip baskets inside the
pot which allow them to be re-flavoured several times.
Price: £8.95

WE-PROTECT YOUR POLE WITH THESE INSERTS
I SPOTTED these well-made section-end pole joint protectors at
Farnborough’s Big One show. Hand-made by a family business, the
protective inserts are made from a patented rubber that allows them to flex
slightly under pressure, and they ofer longevity and protection from chips
and splits to your pole sections. Available to fit all popular makes of pole.

Information: visit www.we-products.co.uk

MIDDY’S 26-30 rated elastic in the

popular Hi-Viz Shockcore range has

a 3.1mm diameter, with a micro-bore

inner for super-soft shock absor-

bency.

It has plenty of stretch and a

perfect recoil, ideal for very big 

fish. Middy has also introduced a 

matching large bore external col-

our-coded PTFE bush for use with 

the elastic. 
Price: £9.99 (3m) 

MIDDY 30 STRONG ELASTIC IMPRESSES

DY T
UNVEILS
NEW BAIT
Retro ranges join latest
hookbaits and feeds

A
S EXCLUSIVELY revealed on these 
pages several months ago,
Dynamite has released an 

impressive array of new hookbaits and
feed products, and reintroduced some
storming retro-baits including the 
awesome Spicy Shrimp and eye-watering
Prawn Boilies.

Also making a welcome return are liquid

Fish Gutz, Meaty Marine Pellets and meaty

Marine Groundbait – previously known as

Groundbait in a Tin, and famed for its

PVA-friendly nature and meaty, oily texture.

The new products are well split between

big-carp, match and specimen anglers and,

along with new Cork Ball Pop-Ups and

Wafters, are sure to ind favour with carpers.

Meaty Marine Pellets will smash it up on

commercials (where allowed) and are an

ideal feed foil for the matching Mini Meaty

pellets. For the big-ish boys there are Meaty

Marine Pellet Boilies and Pre-drilled Garlic,

Marine and Krill Hook Pellets.

SPOD BAG AND  
ZIG CLOUD MIXES
Dynamite Muddy Mix 
emulates the dirty water 
kicked up by feeding fish, 
but is packed with particles. 
Milky Mix produces a hazy 
white cloud and contains 
milk proteins and tiger 
nut dust. Both can be used 
sloppy and will hang in the 
water for up to 45 minutes. 

Two new ready-prepared 
particles, CSL and Krill
Spod mixes, add increased
attraction to any bait rocket
mix, while the new dry Spod
and Bag Mixes are loaded
with high oil fishmeals
and winterised liquids for
year-round use.
Price: Zig Cloud £8.99
Spod and Bag Mix dry £8.99
Spod Mix Krill and CSL £7.50

SHAKE AND
BOOST TUBS
What a clever idea this
is from Dynamite! If
your baits are starting to
dry out, or need added
zing, simply give the
tub a shake and re-boot
your baits.



BAIT-UP METHOD FEEDERS GO THE DISTANCE
KORDA’S new 1.25oz (35g) and 1.75oz (50g) Bait-Up Method feeders’ 

            
          

             
 

MONSTER TIGER NUT FLUORO 
WHITE POP-UPS AND DUMBELLS
Used as single baits in cold water, these 
pure white Fluoro Hookbaits will be 
more than deadly with a Method feeder. 
Their potent aroma and flavour is a 
proven winner. Also available in Red-
Amo and Fluoro Pink.
Price: £6.75 (10mm & 15mm)  

MEATY MARINE 15mm BOILIES
Chub, barbel, bream and carp all love
these oily, dark, rich baits.
Price: £4.45 for resealable 350g bags

HI-ATTRACT FISHMEAL BOILIES
It isn’t just the exotic aroma of 
Spicy Shrimp and Prawn Boilies 
that makes a return to the lakeside. 
Dynamite has included Squid and 
Octopus and Spicy Tuna and Sweet 
Chilli as retro returns this year.
Price: £8.99 (Squid and Octopus) 
£9.99 (Tuna and Sweet Chilli)

RED-AMO MONSTER  
TIGER NUT LIQUID
This brilliant liquid attractant 
is for soaking baits or 
rehydrating boilies. Its 
strong aroma and viscosity 
appears to breathe new life 
into week-old freezer baits.
Price: £7.99

korum.co.ukFishing Made Easy

Dai Gribble

‘Speci Angler of the Year’ &

‘Catch of the Year 2015’

Be thebest!

xpert power

mono

xpert Specimen

hooks

combi feeder

specialist

adjustable

heli rig

ribble
Dai 

Dai Gribble’s successful tackle components that helped him land both 

‘Speci Angler of the Year’ and ‘Catch of the Year 2015’ 

– it’s this easy! 
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Easy advice to helpyou catchmore

GET HAULING!

ROY ALLEN SSESSION OF ALIFETIME

We witnessepic Bluebel
action

5 EASY STEPS TO SUCCEED AT LINEAR

TLE: THE FISH-FILLED MOAT ON A DAY TICKET

YOURWEEKLYGUID

YOUR C ATCHE S

52lb

35lb

20lb

40lb

45lb

THE Boss weighed 52lb 4oz for James 

Mann at Essex’s Fryerning Fisheries on a 

Mainline Hybrid snowman rig.

JOE Gladdis banked this 35lb 4oz mirror, 

and a 27-pounder, from Kevin Nash’s 

Church Lake on a 5ft zig rig.

JAMIE Everard managed seven fish from 

Milemead Fisheries’ Specimen Lake in 

Devon, including this pretty twenty.

THIS 40lb 12oz mirror topped a five-fish

catch on Sticky Krill boilies for Paul

Cooper at a Lincoln syndicate venue.

A 48-HOUR session on Horton Church

Lake produced this 45lb 4oz mirror for

Steve Bliss to a Sticky Krill pop-up.

D
AN Taylor’s incredible
run of fish has reached
another peak with

Britain’s newest 60-pounder.
The 60lb 8ozmirror is the

27-year-old’s sixth UK ish over 

50lb and came from the Carp Lake 

at Kent’s Wingham syndicate.

The lake-record ish, known as 

Black Spot, is Wingham’s irst sixty 

and had previously been caught at 

50lb and 54lb having been born in 

the incredibly rich lake.

Last season, tree surgeon Dan 

had three 50-pounders from the 

syndicate, including a 59lb 8oz 

common, plus another ifty from

the Essex Manor. His new personal

best came on his irst trip back to

Wingham since August and was

part of an incredible triple take.

The Ashford angler had netted 

a low-twenty common just after 

dawn on day one of a three-night 

session when his second rod 

produced a 29lb 14oz common. As

he was weighing that second ish,

his third rod ripped of.

“The third ish put up a 

tremendous scrap and my heart

was in my mouth when I saw the

black spot on her lank that meant

I’d hooked the lake’s biggest 

mirror,” said Dan.

“When I eventually landed her I

was shaking.

“I was shaking even more when

the head bailif weighed her 

INGHAM !
Dan Taylor’s sixth fish over 50lb is a record for Kent lake

Another view of Dan’s 60lb 8oz Black Spot.

In-form Dan 
Taylor cradles 
his first sixty.

WIN PRIZES 
WITH STICKY
THE best catches of the week 

go through to our exclusive 

Catch of the Month 

competition inside UKCarp

magazine  where you can win

brilliant bait prizes 

NEXT ISSUE: TUES MAY 3



TACTICS RUNDOWN
Range: 110 yards into a silt gully

Depth: 11ft-14ft

Hookbait:White 15mm Nashbait

Citruz pop-up

Free o�erings: 2kg of 10mm and

15mm of Nashbait Key boilies
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at 60lb 8oz! I was still shaking 

as I struggled to lift her for the 

photos.”

Wingham boss Steve Burke said: 

“When Dan irst came to do some 

tree surgery for us I didn’t expect 

he’d join the staf, let alone catch 

four ifties from the Carp Lake in 

less than 12 months.

“Neither did I expect a sixty 

so soon, as we’re still ive or six 

weeks away from spawning.

“This ish was born at Wingham 

CATCH
OF THE WEEK

DAN TAYLOR, 60lb 8oz,  
WINGHAM SYNDICATE

T H E E X P E R T ’ S V I E W

C R A I G M O R T I M E R

I
T MIGHT not feel like

it, but summer is on the

way and with it comes 

the season of long sessions. 

Whether you’re taking time 

of from work to have a long 

weekend at your local venue, or 

hopping across the Channel for 

a week in France, these longer 

trips are all about preparation.

Last week, Bait-Tech-backed 

Craig Mortimer enjoyed a 

hugely successful trip to  

Iles 3 in central France, banking 

a string of giants to over 60lb on

Poloni boilies.

His methodical approach was

part of the winning formula,

and one clever trick is to

accurately ration your bait.

“When you go away for a long

session, at home or abroad, it’s

only too tempting to turn up 

with sacks of bait and go a bit 

mad,” he said. 

“Apart from the fact that this 

won’t always help your ishing, 

WEIGH OUT YOUR BAIT
Your scales can double 
as a means of accurately 
weighing out your bait – not 
too little, not too much.

ARP INSIDER – WITH THOM AIRS

DAN Taylor join Kris Ollington and Ian Stott in 

catching at least four British 50lb-plus fish in 

the last 12 months, and he’s only 27!

Wingham’s potential has also yet to be 

reached. Boss Steve Burke reckons the big 

weights are largely down to a relative lack of 

angling pressure and says his other lake, the 

Specimen Lake, is the one to watch for giants.

and is still growing fast, so it’s 

anyone’s guess as to what weight 

she’ll eventually reach.”

it’s also easy to lose track of 

how much you’re putting in, 

and when.

“If you can identify bite times, 

and therefore the quiet times, 

it pays to bait up during these 

periods of inactivity with a 

regulated amount of bait. 

“We all carry scales to weigh 

ish, but I also use them to 

weigh out my bait bucket before 

baiting up. Introducing, say, a 

kilo at a time helps you keep 

track of your bait, keeps your 

spots rocking and gets you into 

a rhythm. If you’re of to France 

this summer it’s worth trying 

this precision approach.”   

This Iles 3 forty fell to precise baiting.

Dan’s 59lb 8oz common.
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35lb Jenna 
from Bundy’s
LEE Griin snared this 35lb 

surface-caught common, 

known as Jenna, from Bundy’s 

Pit in Cambridgeshire after 

feeding mixers soaked in hemp 

oil and CC Moore Liquid Tuna 

Extract.

“I was over the moon with 

it,” said Lee, who also caught a 

20lb 4oz common of the top.

Close contest
ROUND two of the UKCarp-

backed Southern Carp Cup at 

Willow Park was won by Jack 

Lamb and Joey O’Kelly with 

16 fish for 220lb 14oz. Bobby 

Marvin and Jamie Londors 

came second with 12 fish for 

200lb 4oz.

Brad Phillips and Tom

Stewart were third with eight

fish for 124lb 7oz. The final is at

Thorney Weir on August 5.

Changes to
carp team
THIS year’s Carp Team England

squad has been shu�ed ahead

of the World Champs in France.

New faces added by team

boss Rob Hughes includeTom

Maker and Kev Hewitt. Ryan

Need, Wayne Mansford and

Karl Pitcher also enter the fold.

Mark Bartlett remains team

captain and Billy Flowers,

Harry Charrington, Jamie

Londors, Neil Rivers and Chris

Holmes all retain their places.

At Lake Bourdon England will

be defending the title they won

on Spain’s River Ebro in 2015.

CATCHES OF THE WEEK

‘HERCULES’ LIVES UP TO HIS NAME
Horton 47 one of two personal bests in a six-day stint

54 MAY 3, 2016

32lb 23lb 26lb 31lb

THIS 32lb 2oz common gave Darren Smith a 

new pb at Festival Lake, Somerset, to fake 

corn over mixed particles.

NORTHEY Park, Cambs, threw up this  

beautiful 23lb 12oz linear, and a 35lb mirror, 

for Lewis Jones on a Sticky Krill pop-up.

KNOTFORD Lagoon on the Bradford No1 AA 

ticket produced this 26lb 10oz mirror known 

as Sunkeny Eyes to John Leyland.

ADAM Blackman caught this 31lb 15oz 

common from Hampshire’s River Farm 

Fishery on a sausage-flavoured boilie.

MIKE Deakin banked a personal-
best common and mirror during 
a six-day session at history-
soaked Horton Church Lake.

The long trip from his home 

in Runcorn, Cheshire, to the 

Berkshire venue was more than 

justiied as the 48-year-old 

production manager captured 

Hercules at 48lb and Sid at 37lb. 

Mike also banked a 29lb 9oz fully 

scaled mirror and a 38lb 10oz 

mirror know as Chunky. 

“Sid is probably the oldest ish in 

the lake. It’s an old Longield ish 

and there’s a pic of Terry Dempsey 

with it back in 1992, so it goes 

back a long, long way,” said Mike, 

who added: “I blanked for the irst 

two nights then moved swims. I 

blanked again for the irst night 

in the new swim, then the action 

started.”

Mike baited with an initial 6kg of

mixed particles and boilies, then

added up to 3kg each night. 

The ight from the 48lb Hercules

was a brutal one. Said Mike: “The

scrap was incredible. It beat me up

for 10 minutes and when I got it in

the net I was blown away.”

SNOWMAN MULTI RIG
Hooklength: 8ins of Armourlead 

Kickback (discontinued) 

Hook: Size 7 Fox SSBP

Bait: Impulse Baits Apex Formula 

(bottom) and Mk2 (pop-up)

The 48lb mirror 
Hercules – its fight 
was a brutal one.

Mike with the 37lb 
Sid, a veteran of 
Horton Church Lake. 
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C L I P P I N G  A N D 
W R A P P I N G U P

E
ver heard a carp angler 

tell you they were 

ishing at ’15 wraps’  

and wondered what it meant? 

It’s all to do with accurate 

casting. 

A wrap is the distance 

between two poles driven into 

the ground (almost always 

12ft/4yards apart), around 

which the line is wrapped to 

ind the distance to your chosen 

spot. It’s a great system, and 

this is how it works.

1 Always cast from a set spot in your swim 

to keep distances consistent.

3 Wrap line between your sticks in a  

figure-of-eight pattern so it doesn’t slip.

Count wraps until line hits the line clip.

2 Once you’ve found your area with your 

lead, put the taut line in your reel’s clip.

4 Note the number of wraps and any 

directional pointers for future use.

5 ‘Hitting the clip’ forces your bait away 

from the lead, stopping tangles like this.
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16lb 28lb

A WALSALL stillwater gave local rod Neil 

Beesley this 16lb common on Garlic Krillers 

boilies from Northern Baits. 

MATT Rhodes bagged Cuttle Mill’s 28lb 14oz

Peaches in a seven-fish hit at the Solihull

venue on Nashbait Cappuccino boilies.

Double leg 50mm butt
rings on all models

3K carbon machined
custom reel seat

Follow us on Facebook
Shimano Tribal

Join us on YouTube
ShimanoFishingUK

200

Tribal XS1 is the result of years of testing

to produce the perfect action for each rods

individual test curve. The blank is one of

the slimmest and strongest available, but is

unbelievably responsive, enabling an extremely

fast transfer of power on the cast and almost

instantaneous tip recovery.

XS1 12ft available in a 2.75lb 3.00lb or 3.25lb TC

Intensity 12ft or 13ft available in a 3.75lb TC 

The Tribal Intensity PRGHOV KDYH EHHQ ¿QH

tuned for maximum casting performance, with 

distances over 200 metres reached in testing, 

making them perfect for large waters.

#
Tr
ib
al
L
if
e

SPECIAL PRICE OFFER

£149.99

£249.99

Original RRP:

£159.99

£259.99

Original RRP:

Come and see the full 
range of rods at your 
nearest Casting Academy



CATCHES OF THE WEEK

Clean sweep
for England
THE inaugural Anglo-Welsh 

Carp Cup saw England’s 

women beat their Celtic rivals.

The Three Lions triumphed 

by three section wins to nil in 

the 45-hour match at Barston 

Lakes in the West Midlands.

Tania Williams and Sam 

Hoskins starred for England 

from permanent peg 19 with 92 

fish for 863lb 11oz, while Bev 

Cli�ord and Kellie Margerisson 

netted 48 carp for 519lb 4oz.

Angling Trust Carp Team 

England boss Rob Hughes said: 

“The girls were magnificent. 

They are technically capable 

and immensely competitive.

“To produce the weights 

that they did in conditions 

that would have slowed a lot 

of anglers down shows grit, 

determination and the courage 

of a lion.”

Sam Roberts, Team Wales 

manager, said: “As a young 

squad it was great to come 

into the lions’ den and fish 

against England. They were 

the stronger team, but despite 

defeat we really enjoyed 

ourselves and learned a lot.

“We don’t have many venues 

like this in Wales so it was a 

big learning curve but we’ll be 

re-grouping now and looking 

forward to the re-match on our 

home turf where we’ll be after 

England’s crown.” 

LUKE Vallory nearly gave
up hope of catching after a
succession of swimmoves,
but he persevered to bank this
mirror of 45lb 8oz.
The ish, known as Baby Bazil,

came to the Welwyn Garden City

angler during his second session

of the year at a Lea Valley water.

The 26-year-old said: “After a

ive-month break, I was eager to

get back on there for the spring.

Unfortunately I lost a very good

ish at the net on my irst trip

back, then a couple of weeks later

the score was settled as I landed

one of two big mirrors I desired to

have in my album.

“I arrived after work and set up

in a little swim for the night. No

liners or sightings through the

night, so I was on the move the

next morning.

“I moved three times throughout

the day, getting caught up in

heavy showers. It got to the point

where I wanted to go home.

“Eventually I stumbled across

a few ish on the end of a strong

westerly wind, which lifted my

enthusiasm, plus it was the night

of a new moon.”

The ish fell to a Sticky Manilla

The New Boilie Chopper will take roughly 2-3 handfuls
of boilies and in just a few turns of the handle they are

chopped into a mixture of sizes. A couple of kilograms can
be chopped in minutes.

BOILIE CHOPPER

www.mistralbaits.co.uk

The victorious England squad 
celebrate their decisive win.

“I stumbled across a
few fish on the end
of a westerly wind”

pop-up mounted on a hinged stif 

rig made with Korda components 

over a bed of 2kg of matching

boilies.

The mirror reveals its girth on the mat.

Luke Vallory shows 
o� the 45lb 8oz 
mirror Baby Bazil.

PATIENCE PAYS WITH BABY BAZIL
45lb 8oz mirror comes after a series of swim changes
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IMPROVE YOUR
CARP FISHING

What to look
forward to...
INSIDE this brilliant new 132-page 

book you’ll ind a wealth of top 

tips and tactical advice from the 

biggest names in the sport. 

The world of carp ishing can 

seem a mineield, with complex 

rigs and bait recipes and confusing 

tackle choices. 

However, the easy-to-follow 

advice and well illustrated 

features in this book will dispel 

the myths and help you to put a 

new personal best on the bank! 

The book covers everything

from choosing the right rod, reel

and terminal tackle, to picking the

best bait and tying top quality rigs.

You’ll learn to cast like a pro, and

how best to play big carp so that

you never lose another one!

What’s more, the Expert 

Masterclass taps into the 

knowledge of some the country’s

leading carp anglers, who show

you how to do everything from

stalking carp in the margins to

catching them of the surface.

This limited-edition guide is

essential reading for all carp

anglers – so order your copy today!

ORDER ONLINE AT

The aim of this book is simple –
to help you become a better carp
angler with easy-to-follow advice

CAR
TO C
PER

YO

B
IVO

+ STAR ANGLERS’ TIPS+ ESSENTIAL TACKLE ADVICE BAIT RECIPES & MORE

132-PAGE LIMITED EDITION GUIDE
NEW! 

All you need to know about rigs, tackle,baits, and mastering EVERY carp swim
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THANKS TO
ALL OF YOU
W

HATa fantasticwelcomeyougave

ournewmagazine thisweek, and

I’d like to take this opportunity to

thankeach andevery oneof you!

Thiswas thebiggest change inAngling

Times’ longhistory, but itwas obviously

well receivedbyyouall.

The changesweremade after lengthy

consultationwith thousands of readers, and

we listened carefully towhat youwanted

fromyour favouriteishingweekly.

Ourmixof newcolumnists, entertaining

features, biggerWhere toFish andTips&

Tactics sections, andyour favourite regulars

all proved tobe ahugehit.

Thisweek’s issue is evenbetterwith some

great tricks tohelp you catchmoreish. The

weather has really pickedupand that can

meanonly one thing – it’s time for tench!

This is a timeof year I really look forward

to as it’s the start of the stillwater season for

meand itwon’t be longbeforewe canget a

fewhours’ ishing in afterwork too.

Quite often it’s those couple of hours of

ishing at ‘prime time’which canbemore

productive than spending awholedayon

thebankat theweekend – but pleasedon’t

tellmymissus that or I’ll be cutting the lawn

every Sunday instead.

If you’venot got out on thebank recently,

grab that gear andget out there!

FREE MAG!
O

URexclusivemonthlymagazine,

UKCarp, is back thisweek and it’s

packedwith great info on the latest

rigs, baits and tactics from the anglers out

there catchingishnow.

Our cameras followan incredible hauling

sessiononabrilliant day-ticket ishery,

we reveal the secrets behind catchingbig

at LinchHill andLinear, plus there’s Ed

Betteridge’s ive-point plan formaking abig

hit yourself.WithAdamPenning’s essential

advice, the best new tackle for all carpers

andyour chance towin

topbait fromSticky, it’s

read thisweek.

Steve Fitzpatrick, Editor-in-Chief
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Letters, stories, catches and info for your week ahead

I’m a convert to your
new-look magazine
I’M a self-confessed creature

of habit but I have made an

exception for the new format of

Angling Times – it looks fantastic!

I’ve been reading the paper

for more than 30 years and the

change to a magazine caught me

completely by surprise. When I

irst noticed the change I did have 

a little moan to myself, but a full 

read of the content soon swung 

my attitude in favour of it.

The Where to Fish section gave 

me plenty of fresh ideas of venues 

to try, and the tale of the huge 

Irish roach bags has certainly 

tempted me to head back overseas 

next year.

Well done to everyone involved – 

a job well done indeed.

Peter Carter, Worcester

Sport still there for 
the taking in Ireland 
I WAS delighted to see the huge 

roach catches from the Lower 

River Bann in the last issue of

Angling Times, and I believe it

helps paint a true picture of the

sport on ofer in Ireland.

A couple of decades ago

everybody was raving about how

good the ishing was, but then all

of a sudden that praise turned to

criticism.

I don’t question for one minute

that the bream ishing declined

overall but it was part of a natural

cycle and those catches were 

replaced with giant nets of roach 

and hybrids in many places.

The transition happened at a 

time when commercials became 

big business here in the UK, 

making many anglers lazy.

They became unwilling to do a 

bit of homework to ind out the 

real hotspots in Ireland and took 

the route of saying its best days 

were gone. I’ve been going to 

Ireland every year for a long time 

and I’m yet to have a bad trip.

Robert Miller, Chester

Steve keeps it simple 
I LOVE reading Steve Ringer’s 

column each week and what has 

LETTER
OF THEWEEK

SPONSORED BY

WWW.MAVER.CO.UK

Surprise 
tench 
gives us 
all hope

We asked

fans of our

Facebook page 

the following 

question:

Which is your 

favourite bait for 

tench in spring?

Sweetcorn – 53%

Maggots – 27%

Casters – 18%

Mussels – 2%

53%

27%

18%

2%

SPECIMEN angling has become very 

predictable over the years but the giant tench 

that was netted last week has certainly stirred 

things up.

If I hear that a big pike has been caught I 

instantly think it is from Chew Valley Reservoir. 

Big crucians are usually from Marsh Farm and 

giant roach are often banked from Sway Lakes.

The fact that you can usually guess where the 

big specimens come from takes away part of 

the fun that makes our sport so exciting.

But the 17lb 8oz tench that Neil Bradley 

and Jamie Potts netted out of a lake changes 

everything. It gives you renewed hope that 

there are waters out there with fish that have 

never seen a hook before.

The country is littered with untouched ponds, 

reservoirs and stretches of canal and we know 

full well that big fish thrive on neglect. Could 

some of these fisheries be home to potential 

British records?

This story has definitely proved that there is 

still plenty of mystery attached to angling.

Ian Burnett, Ely

Neil Bradley’s  
tench shows an 

untouched record 
could be out there.



become clear over the years is that

he is an angler who keeps things

very simple.

I’ve ished plenty of club 

matches over the years and the 

ones who talk a great game about 

trying something radical often fall 

�at on their faces.

Steve sticks to what is tried and 

tested while applying his own 

little tweaks, and his incredible 

track record proves that his 

approach is hard to ignore.

Gareth Potter, Huddersield

Don’t stay away from 
rivers just because 
you can’t fish them
I’D just like to remind anglers that 

although the rivers are currently 

out of bounds for ishing due to 

the closed season, that doesn’t 

mean we have to stay of the bank.

Anglers are the eyes and ears 

of our running waterways, and 

taking the occasional stroll with 

the dog along your favourite 

stretch will help uncover any 

issues that need addressing, such 

as pollution or littering.

It’s also never too early to start 

scouring your river for potential 

hotspots for when it reopens. 

What you uncover may give you

some ideas with regard to bait and

rig preparation that you can still

be getting on with at home.

Tony Haigh, email

Spoilt for choice with
all those great poles
I’M currently on the market for

a new pole and I have to say that

the level of choice out there is

fantastic.

When I irst started pole ishing

in the early 1990s it was an easy

decision, as certain manufacturers

produced products that were by

far and away better than all the

rest.

But all the big manufacturers

now make poles for all price 

brackets, and they are all 

absolutely brilliant.

The increased competition

has meant that manufacturers

have had to up their game and

create a better pole with a better

spares package if they want to sell

bucketloads of them.

I’ve been looking at poles for

about a month now and I’m still

none the wiser what I’ll end up

going for, but I know whatever I

choose will be a good ’un!

Eddie Gillan, Braintree

BACK in the days of the Angling

Times Winter League, one

successful team was practising for

a semi-final on the River Cam.

They prided themselves in 

developing young angling 

talent and as they lined up near

Cambridge, three youngsters sat

in a line in the middle of the squad

trying di�erent ways to tempt

tricky Cam roach.

On this freezing February day,

the youngsters were somewhat

surprised to see a small hunched

figure walking across the field

opposite towards them. It was a 

tramp… and a female one at that.

Anyway, with a cheery wave and 

a ‘Good morning!’, this lady then 

proceeded to undress, in full view, 

until she was stark naked. She

then walked straight into the river,

washed everything and stepped

out again before dressing once

more and wandering o�.

The three lads never said a word.

Totally speechless. Unlike the 

rest of the squad, who couldn’t

contain their laughter. 

On The Box…what to watch this week

1 River Monsters, ITV1. Tuesday, 

May 3, 7.30pm

2 O� The Hook: Extreme Catches, 

Shed. Weds, May 4, 4.40am

3John Wilson’s Dream Fishing, 

Shed. Weds, May 4, 8.30pm

4 Thinking Tackle, Discovery 

Shed. Thursday, May 5, 6pm

5The Big Fish O�, ITV4. 

Thursday, May 5, 8pm

6 Ringer’s Skills School, www.

youtube.com/GoFishingOnline

WORTH

£27.99

MAVER’S
Callum Dicks
Looks at the new Maver
UFO X6 seat boxes

Win!
A Maver Platinum Groundbait Bowl Set

Three groundbait bowls in a heavy duty 
waterproof material. The largest has a 
zipped top and the two smaller ones 
fi t neatly inside.

NEW MAVER UFO X6

“Atruematchman’sseatboxfrom
Maver,suretogainabigcult following!”

ons to the
FO series.
aft-grade
s not only

y rporating
a 6-leg system, the UFOX6 really does provide outstanding
value formoney. Featuring 30mm round telescopic legs, the
box is available in green or the very popularmango colour.
Boasting a free flow industrial strength sliding cassette and

fully adjustablemud feet, the seating position can be set
precisely on all terrains.RRPonly £349.99.

RRP
ONLY

£349.99

ŏ Fully height adjustable frame

ŏ Anti-memory, two-colour seat cushion 

with pole safety strap

ŏ 6 x round 30mm anodised telescopic legs

ŏ State of the art clip system granting access to the box from front and back 

ŏ�)UHH�À�RZ�VOLGLQJ�FDVVHWWH�IRRW�SODWH�ŏ Large fully adjustable swivel mud feet

ŏ Heavily padded shoulder strap ŏ Available in two colours - Green or Mango

DEEP STORAGE 
BASE UNIT 

STATE OF THE ART 
CLIP SYSTEM

WEIGHS 13.5kg

IT COULD ONLY HAPPEN IN FISHING

The riverside strip show nobody really wanted to see...

A lady of the road laid modesty aside!  



Miley Hawkes
12lb 1oz mirror carp, Woodlands Lakes, boilie
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Fishing’s oldest reader catches club

PRINTING 
YOUR PICTURES 

SINCE 1953

GET A N EXCLUSIV E

C E RT I F I C AT E FO R
YOU R C ATC H ES

Ryan Butt
23lb 6oz mirror, Digger Lakes, pop-up boilie

Lee Marshall
3lb 2oz perch, local lake, maggot

Ben Varney
4lb 8oz common, Gabriel’s Farm, maggot

Paul Mersh
5lb 4oz tench, Essex stillwater, red maggot

Robert McBride
23lb 10oz sturgeon, Mere Lane Fishery, meat

Callum Moore
8lb 4oz common, Maybrand Fishery, boilie

Macy Hawkes
5lb common carp, Woodlands Lakes, boilie

Enter your details, including name, 

address, the weight of the fish, 

where and how you caught it, plus 

an attached photograph, to 

kingfisherclub@anglingtimes.co.uk

OR send a photograph, name, 

address, weight of the fish, and 

details of where and how you 

caught it to: Kingfisher Club, 

Angling Times, Bauer Media, 

Media House, Lynch Wood, 

Peterborough PE2 6EA

His first
tench 
is a 7lb
cracker!
THE capture of your

very irst tench is

always special,

but for young

Elliot Knowles it

was one to never

forget – because his

weighed 7lb on the

nose! 

The nine-year-old

visited a Stafordshire

stillwater with his dad

and ished 12mm Sticky

Baits Krill pop-up boilies

in hope of a few tincas.

Sure enough, it wasn’t

long before the ish was

banked and smiling for

the camera. 

Well done Elliot!

TOP 
CATCH

FIRST  
TENCH  OF YEAR

PERSONAL BEST



Answers from April 26 –Across: 1/10 Castle Ashby 4 Sta�s 9/25 Game fish 12 Shoals
13 Blennies 14 Pudding 16 Rother 17 Watson 19 Immerse 21 Strength 23 Pogges  
26 O�al 27/11 Open swim 28 Gonuts 29 Permit. Down: 1 Coach 2 Steward 3 Leads  
5 Thyme 6 Fishnet 7 Swivel eye 8 The Big Fish O� 14 PVA string 15 Ian 16 Ram  
18 Stephen 20 Ragworm 22 Ghost 23 Pulse 24 Erect. 

(* indicates an anagram)

Across
1 Thrash, like fish out of 
water (4)
4 Small non-native 
freshwater fish (*girl bitten!) 
(10)
9 See 32ac.
10 Great auk and dodo are 
(7)
11 Cut back – tidy! (4)
12 Shaped like a mushroom 
float’s top (5)
14 Major English river – in 
Mousehole! (4)
15 Spiral-tusked whale 
(*warn Hal) (7)
17 Steamship’s chimney (6)
19 Sailor ... David, 
ex-England goalie! (6)
21 Edible marine bivalves 
(*PS, locals) (8)

23 Dumfries river – partly 
frozen I think! (4)
25 Fast-moving (5)
27 Used to compact pellets 
– *once, perhaps (4)
28 Derbyshire town on 
Erewash (*silent, OK) (8)
30 See 21dn.
31 England Vets Team 
manager 2016 (*restore job) 
(3,7)
32/9 Region including rivers 
Cam and Stour (4,6)

Down
2 Drifter fishing is done at 
this distance (4-5)
3 Hook to braid knot 
preferred by carpers (7)
4 Non-stretch main line (5)
5 Describes heat-retaining 
underwear (7)
6 Take in food in Swansea 

tavern! (3)
7 City on R. Witham – some
fell in Colne! (7)
8 County location (abbrev.)
of River Idle (5)
13 Body concerned with
rural issues *fared badly (5)
16 River Itchen is in this
county (abbrev.) (5)
18 Soft, neutral-buoyancy
carp pellets (9)
20 Big fish of N. India, and
type of knot (7)
21/30 e.g. Colorado, Indiana
and Willowleaf (7,6)
22 Argyll lake: record brown
trout here (*each low) (4,3)
24 Packed-snow dwelling
(5)
26 Cylindrical shapes of e.g.
PTFE bushes (5)
29 Biggest type of gurnard
– but reversed! (3)

QUESTION 1
Which EastEnders
star had one of the
year’s first double-
figure tench?
A Adam Woodyatt
B Scott Maslen
C Danny Dyer

QUESTION 2
How much cash 
has been 
generated by rod 
licence sales over 
the last 20 years?
A £340m
B £360m
C £380m

QUESTION 3
What was the

combined total of
Rob Thompson’s
latest roach brace?
A 5lb 1oz
B 5lb 2oz
C 5lb 3oz

QUESTION 4
What type of float 
does Glen Picton 
cut down when 
using mushed 
worms?
A Carpa Chimp
B Mick Wilkinson
Diamond
C Preston 
Innovations Chianti

QUESTION 5
What species was

the focus of this
week’s Peatling
Pools feature?
A Carp
B Tench
C Chub

QUESTION 6
Which Yorkshire 
match angler won 
the recent Bait 
Tech festival at 
White Acres?
A Andy Geldart

B Lee Kerry
C Alan Scotthorne

QUESTION 7
Which series of
Rivers Monsters
was Jeremy Wade
filiming for when
they found a 
‘castaway’ on a
remote island?
A 7
B 8
C 9

WEEKLY CROSSWORD

THE BIG QUIZ
How well have you read this week’s Angling Times? 

Test your knowledge in our fun, weekly quiz…

Question1:B2:C3:B4:A5: C 6: A 7: B

HOW DID YOU DO?
0-1pts: You must be codding!
2-4pts: Middle of the roach!
5-7pts: Stand to a-tench-ion!

Calls to 0845 numbers on this page cost 7p per minute plus your phone

company’s access charge. mustard.co.uk is a trading name of Bauer Consumer

Media Limited who are an appointed representative of Vast Visibility Limited 

ZKR DUH DXWKRULVHG DQG UHJXODWHG E\ WKH )LQDQFLDO &RQGXFW $XWKRULW\ XQGHU�Ć�UP�

reference number 566973.

The ONLY car insurance comparison
website that lets you compare online

AND over the phone!

Compare and save on your car 

insurance today at  

or call 0845 434 9989

N
EW

!

Compare online or call:

0845 434 9989



With so little preparation required we 
can easily neglect more complex tactics

TOO MUCH LURE 
FISHING MAKES 
ANGLERS LAZY!
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DES TAYLOR: MY FISHING WEEK

W
OULD you believe it’s 
gone cold again! On my 
way down south last 

Saturday it snowed, quite 
heavily at times, but within 
minutes the sun came out and 
the wind was warm! 

This ‘hit-and-miss’ weather 

needs to move on before I can 

think seriously about long ishing 

trips. When it does inally settle 

you can rest assured I’ll be having 

a few days away on a big-ish 

venue and see if I can catch one 

for the camera.

WEDNESDAY
Worked on my new book, writing 

about 2,000 words towards 

another chapter. I am enjoying 

it because writing is one of my 

passions. I won’t let the title or 

subject out the bag yet because 

there are a few ‘copycats’ out there 

who seem to follow my every 

footstep before claiming ‘their’ 

ideas as their own. 

In the afternoon the weather 

was lovely, far too nice to be stuck 

in the o�ce, so I popped down 

to my mate’s trout ishery for a 

few hours on the ‘indicator’ and 

buzzer. It’s an easy water and I 

caught six ish fairly quickly. It 

was great fun on a fairly light rod 

set-up. 

I ished nearly until dark with 

the bend and barb broken of the 

hook so I had the fun of the takes 

but didn’t actually hook anything. 

That way I wasn’t making it harder 

for other anglers on the water. God 

knows how many more takes I had 

in the end, but it was a lot. Better 

still, the sun put a little colour 

back into my cheeks!

THURSDAY
Popped over to see Jonathan at 

Bells Mill ishery to see if the carp 

were up at the surface and sure 

enough they were. One chap had 

them taking dog biscuits – well, all 

except the one with his hook in it.

The carp soon learn in any water 

and Bells Mill is no exception. This 

chap was struggling to get a hook-

up, but with all due respect he 

was a beginner and I fancied my 

chances in a few days’ time if the 

weather stayed the same. I ended 

up helping Jonathan plant a few 

marginal plants around the lake 

but I suppose having gulped down 

three cups of tea I couldn’t refuse!

SATURDAY 
Travelled down to Milton Keynes 

for the AGM of The Perchishers. 

I’m president of this great little

club and was also doing a talk

down there, obviously about

perch but with a few other

predators thrown in too.

The day went well with a lov

meal at 1pm, followed by the

meeting and lure demo. Duri

the talk I made the point tha

lure ishing all the time can

anglers lazy and less likely

using other styles.

It’s great for the sport th

can just pick up a bag and

and go ishing, but if you

much of this it can be to

efort to prepare for oth

of ishing.

And another thing – I am not 

keen on the dress code of the 

modern lure angler! I am old 

fashioned when it comes to the 

colour of ishing clothing. 

When I go ishing I wear browns, 

greens and blacks and just 

because I go lure ishing I don’t 

suddenly start wearing bright 

coloured clothing. We are hunters 

and should dress like hunters! 

It was great to spend the day 

with fellow perch enthusiasts 

coming from far and wide to 

spend time together and share 

experiences and catches. So 

many of these lads are like me in 

that they want to catch big ish 

but also enjoy being out in the 

countryside. 

The Perchishers has been going 

30 years this year and I hope it will 

be around in another 30 and that 

I’m there to celebrate with them! 

W

Presenting ‘Perch-
fisher of the Year’ 
to Simon Brough.



CHECK FOR

LOCAL RIVER

CALLING ALL
COACHES!
WANT to run a

National Fishing

Month event?

Visit www.

nationalfishing

month.com or call

Naidre Werner on

07767 371 802. More

people fishing in

your area is good

for you, your local

clubs, fisheries and

tackle shops.

Just go to: www.anglingtrust.net/join
SUPPORT THE ANGLING TRUST & FISH LEGAL

DETAILS of maintenance work that

could a�ect angling over the next 12 

months have been published on the 

web by the Environment Agency.

EA maintenance work covers a 

broad range of activities that have 

the potential to a�ect angling. These 

include routine maintenance such as 

weed clearance and management 

of bankside vegetation, particularly 

of aggressive invasive plants like 

Himalayan balsam.

Other work may include channel 

straightening and dredging, 

maintenance of flood defences and 

pumping stations, and removal 

of both natural and unnatural 

obstructions in water courses. 

Search for ‘river maintenance 

programme’ on the www.gov.uk 

website.

FARMOOR FISHERY’S 59 STONE OF FISH
SPRING snow showers failed to prevent 826lb of

fish being landed in the Thames Water Shield at

Farmoor Reservoir in Oxfordshire.

The Trust’s Danny Williams worked with our

partners Thames Water and their Farmoor

Rangers to put on a first-class event at this well

run, easily accessible venue.

Danny would love to hear from young anglers

in his area and any volunteers who want to get

involved in the England Team Talent Pathway

or can help run events like the Water Shield.

Contact daniel.williams@anglingtrust.net

COME TO THIS WORKSHOP ON FISHERIES
ENFORCEMENT – REGISTER NOW!
THE Trust is hosting a Fisheries Enforcement

Workshop on Saturday, May 21 at the Boston

Enterprise Centre, Venture House, PE21 7TW.

With sessions from our Fisheries Enforcement

Support Service, the EA, Institute of Fisheries

Management and the UK National Wildlife Crime

Unit, this is a not-to-be-missed opportunity.

Admission is free but advance registration is

essential. For more information, please contact

karen.sarkar@anglingtrust.net

INSIDE
ANGLEYOUR WEEKLY COLUMN FROM THE

WHY not book a day’s fishing with
Des this year? Just visit
destaylorstackleden.com for all the
info and lots of great gift ideas.

FISHWITH DES!

“I had a dozen up to
1lb 12oz and missed
several other takes”

Farmoor Reservoir.
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MONDAY
I fancied a bit of loater ishing 

but it was very overcast and quite 

cool, conditions which would 

put the carp down, I thought. So 

instead I spent a few hours lure 

ishing down on the canal with my 

drop shot gear. 

It was the right choice of venue 

because the perch were really ‘on’ 

– I had about a dozen up to about 

1lb 12oz and missed a number of 

other takes.

It’s worth mentioning here I 

was using luoro line instead of 

braid because I feel that brightly 

coloured braid can produce fewer 

takes when the water is clear. 

I know braid is brilliant for deep 

or snaggy water but do you really 

need braid all the time, especially 

when ishing at close range? I 

don’t think you do. 

TUESDAY
Carping again at my big-ish 

venue, although with frosts this 

week and snow on Saturday I 

thought it would be slow, and it 

was! But some waters you get on 

with and on others you struggle. 

I’ve had a couple of sessions here 

and not caught a ish, but when 

I inally do get one (which I will)  

it’ll be a lump worth waiting for! 

S 
  home close to 

  there is a magic 
 ere every year 
 rows a huge carpet 

 ebells. It’s surely 
 f the highlights of 
 ear to see this flower 

 out fishing.

“I had a dozen perch 
to about 1lb 12oz and 
missed a number of 
other takes”

PIPISTRELLE 
THE most common British bat which 
can be seen flying around now. They 
like flying over water when there is a 
big hatch of flies.

IT’S TIME TO 
GET OUT AND 
GO FISHING!
SPRING is here, 

and it’s time to find 

a new venue at 

fishinginfo.co.uk

Better still, 

register for free, 

save your favourite 

locations and you 

can check out 

useful information 

including water 

levels, weather, 

sunset and sunrise.
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01673 828827 / 07742 220204

PELHAM ROAD, CLAXBY, LINCOLNSHIRE, LN8 3YR

Mixed Įshery, well spaced pegs comprising of 6 lakes whether its Pole,

Ňoat or feeder there’s a lake to suit you

6 Lakes (180 pegs)

Open for day Įshing

Dawn Ɵll Dusk 7 days a week

Onsite FaciliƟes :

café, tackle shop,

Ladies & Gents Toilets

Shower Block

Disabled Pegs

Touring Spaces

Electrical Hook�Ups

OPEN MATCHES

TUESDAY VETERANS DRAW 10am  

FISH 11am to 5pm

WEDNESDAY DRAW 11am

FISH 12 noon to 6pm

SATURDAY DRAW 9am

FISH 10am to 4pm

SUNDAY DRAW 9am

FISH 10am to 4pm

mai : in o wo dview s eries.com we : www.wo dview s eries.com

DATES STILL AVAILABLE FOR CLUB MATCHES AND KNOCKUPS 2016 

PLEASURE PEGS ALWAYS AVAILABLE!

4 MAN TEAM EVENT BANK HOLIDAY MONDAY 2nd MAY

FOR BOOKING AND PRICING PLEASE CALL TERRY ON 07742 220204

,W·V OLNH JRLQJ WR KHDYHQ� ZLWKRXW G\LQJ�

Come and fish our superb
six lake complex today!

HARVINGTON, WORCESTERSHIRE, WR11 8PA.

www.manorfarmleisure.co.uk

STATIC CARAVANS

FOR SALE & HIRE.
TOURERS WELCOME

0DQRU )DUP /HLVXUH

DAY TICKETS HOLIDAYS MATCHES

FOR A FREE COLOUR BROCHURE TEL:

01386 870039 

BARBEL, CHUB & 

ROACH ON THE 

WARWICKSHIRE 

AVON. 

 PLAY GOLF

ON OUR 18 HOLE

OR 9 HOLE

COURSES

holiday cottages in Devon
South Farm holiday 
Cottages and Fishery
in the beautiful blackdown hills
2, 3 and 5 bedroom cottages
with sauna, hot tub, tennis
and swimming pool

3 well stocked fishing lakes

LAST
MINUTEDISCOUNTSAVAILABLE

ASHLEIGH HOUSE
CARAVAN PARK AND FISHING LAKES

Ashleigh House, 45 Broadgate,

Whaplode Drove, Spalding,

Lincs. PE12 0TN

Telephone : 01406-330666

Website : ashleighlakes.co.uk

Email : info@ashleighlakes.co.uk

ACCEO rallies, tents, dogs 

and families welcome, hook-

ups and toilet / shower 

blocks. Discounted fishing 

for residents.

Two lakes with nine species, 

lakeside parking. Carp to 

24lb+. Night and 24hr fishing 

by appointment. Two rods 

only £6 (£5.45 with loyalty)

/R\DOW\�FDUG�VFKHPH�IRU�QRQ�UHVLGHQW�¿VKLQJ

See more details at ashleighlakes.co.uk

HOLIDAYS - DEVON

Rookery Waters

5 Lake Day Ticket & Match
PL[HG FRXUVH ¿VKHU\ RSHQ

7 days a week
Brand new 40 seater Cafe

and Large Tackle shop

FRQWDFW������������� RU

www.rookerywaters.co.uk
¿QG�XV�RQ�)DFHERRN

Condover Park
Fishing Lakes &  

Touring Caravan Site
Shrewsbury, Shropshire

• Six well stocked 
coarse fishing lakes

• Self-catering holiday cottages
• Pets welcome
• Adults only

• Peacefully situated

01743 718449
www.rytonfarm.co.uk

Cranford
Fishing Holidays

Resident’s only fishing in 
wonderful North Devon

Mirror’s, Common’s, Ghost Carp, 
Tench, Bream, Rudd, Perch.

Self-catering cottages within stepping 
distance of our lakes & our traditional 

Devonshire longhouse pub.

Come & Relax in Devon
@ The Cranford

www.cranfordcottages.com
01805 622334

8 CARP/CATFISH LAKES

2 MATCH/PLEASURE 
LAKES

A NEW SILVER FISH LAKE

24hr/48hr +
Full price list on website

Match & Day Ticket  
2 match lakes & 2 pleasure ponds.

Open Matches Tuesdays & hursdays

Carp to 30lb - Bream - Ide - Roach - Tench - Crucian
Nr Doncaster, DN9 3DZ

Jamie 07769902731
Find us on facebook

www.candycornerisheries.co.uk

DODSON & HORRELL
1-2 Spencer St, Ringstead,

Kettering, Northamptonshire

NN14 4BX

01933 461539 

www.dodsonandhorrellcountrystore.co.uk

HOLIDAYS - 
CENTRAL ENGLAND

FISHERY

BAIT FISHING

HOLIDAYS - ENGLAND

TO ADVERTISE IN ANGLING TIMES

please call 
Alice: 01733 366 383  or  Lucy: 01733 366385
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Choice of holiday homes for sale!

A GREAT FISHING HOLIDAY

IN THE HEART OF NORFOLK...

• B&B with six superb en-suite rooms
• CL caravan site

• 6 great fi shing lakes
(Carp to 30lb, Bream, Tench to 10lb & silver fi sh)

BARTLES LODGE AND HALL WALK FISHERY, NORFOLK.

CALL TODAY: 01362 637177
www.bartleslodge.co.uk

www.sycamorefarm.net

 PRIVATE WELL STOCKED LAKES, BEAUTIFUL LOCATION.

Modern static caravans/holiday cottages for rent, also

new small exclusive static development now available.

Choice of static caravans for sale

Lakeside super plots for tourers and campers.

For a brochure or to book online now: 

www.rendellsfarmcottages.com 

or call: 01380 860 243 
All Cannings, Devizes, Wiltshire, SN10 3PA

FREE FISHING ON 2 PRIVATE LAKES
WHEN YOU STAY (No day tickets)

BOOKINGS BEING

TAKEN FOR 2017

ME AND JOIN US FOR A HOLIDAY TO REMEMBER FOR ALL THE RIGHT REASONS.

01409 221559
info@anglers-paradise.co.uk
www.anglers-paradise.co.uk

BOOKING

UP

FAST!

Anglers Paradise
the Only Paradise

for Anglers, Families and Country Lovers

5 lakes set in 37 acres, stunning valley views for all to enjoy and pets 
are welcome! Within very easy reach of the west wales coastlines.

CHECK US OUT ON FACEBOOK: @whitespringsfi shery
VISIT: www.whitespringsfi shery.co.uk

OR FOR A BROCHURE, CALL: 01792 885699 

WHITE SPRINGS ANGLING 
HOLIDAYS SOUTH WEST WALES

Open all year, free coarse fishing. Tennis, golf,
indoor swimming pool. Nightly entertainment etc.
Lodges and bungalows, caravans. 

Call 01208 850382   www.hengarmanor.co.uk

REEPHAM FISHERY NORFOLK
Self catering holiday accommodation available in the heart 
RI 1RUIRON� ZLWK ÀVKLQJ RQ � ZHOO VWRFNHG ODNHV VHW LQ ���DFUHV

Great deals available for a limited time. 

Call 01603 870829
 to find out more ZZZ�UHHSKDPÀ� VKHU\�FR�XN

HIGHFIELDS COUNTRY HOLIDAY

FISHING RETREAT
� Set in 200 acres of Lincolnshire Parkland
� Beautiful Well-Stocked Fishing Lakes
� 5 Star Accommodation for Hire
� Static Caravans & Lodges for Sale

t. 01529 241185 www.highfields-retreat.co.uk

��

��

��

�

HOLIDAYS - WALES

HOLIDAYS IN NORFOLK

GABRIELS
FISHERY

Marsh Green Road, 
Edenbridge, Kent TN8 5PP

07730 066088

www.gabriels-fishery.co.uk

O�Five lakes and river fishing
O�Easy access from close car park toilets
O�Camping and caravan club cs site
O�Disabled access
O���Large Carp up to 40lbs Bream, Roach, 

Barble, Rudd, Perch

BROOKLANDS

BROOKLANDS

Near Scarborough

Only 10 miles from the coast!
Relaxing rural surroundings, 
fantastic fishing, adults only. 

Apartments sleep 2, 
touring caravans welcome.

For brochure telephone:

01944710395
enquiries@visitbrooklands.co.uk

www.visitbrooklands.co.uk

Brompton–by-Sawdon, Scarborough, North Yorkshire YO13 9DS

 

 

 

 

Froghall Fisheries
Legbourne, Lincolnshire

• Picturesque country 

caravan park

•  Self-catering log cabins

•  Two well stocked fishing 

lakes

•  Caravan hook ups 

available

01507 354984
www.froghall-fisheries.co.uk

 
  

 

 

COARSE FISHERY AND HOLIDAY PARK

Cubert, Newquay, Cornwall. TR8 5PY

ANY ENQUIRIES TEL: 01637 830522

www.trebellan.co.uk

Set in the peaceful, picturesque valley of Trebellan near

Holywell Bay. 3 well established fi shing lakes stocked with

Carp, Rudd and Tench. Open to residents and non-residents.

Tetford Country 
Cottages

PRIVATE MIXED 
COARSE FISHERY

Self-Catering Accommodation with 
CS Camping and Caravan Club Site.  

Lakeside View Tea Room. 
Peaceful village location in the heart of  the 

Lincolnshire Wolds with pubs and shop.
All male parties welcome.

Call Marie for details

01507 533276
www.tetfordcountrycottages.co.uk
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SPRINGFIELDMEADOWS
Carp to 32lbs, Bream to 11lbs, Tench 
to 9lb, Rudd to 3.5lbs, Perch to 5lb, 
Roach to 3lbs & Crucian to 3.4lbs

ONE OF THE FINEST ALL ROUND 
FISHERIES IN DEVON

Stone & Timber lodges close to lake. 
Village pub & shop 10 mins walk away

Ring Bob for brochure and more 

details on 01409 221657
www.springfieldmeadows.co.uk 

Email: springfield.meadows@virgin.net

      
     

       
   

  

  

  

HOLIDAYS - ENGLAND
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With three lakes offering fantastic fishing for the general angler, carp

and match angler alike, Bury Hill boasts carp to over 40lbs, bream

and tench to double figures and roach, rudd and perch to over 3lb.

Plus some exceptional predator fishing during the winter months.

For further information call: 01306 883621 
or visit: www.buryhillfisheries.co.uk

Following extensive restocking, 
Bury Hill to remain OPEN  
for day tickets until 2017!

• 70 Acres of unspoilt countryside

• 7 Fishing lakes with no close season

• Fishing Pegs & disabled toilets

• Touring & Camping sites

• Electric hook-ups

• Central heating in showers

New Luxury Holiday Homes for Sale
West Ashby, Horncastle, Lincolnshire LN9 5PP 

Tel: 01507 527966   E-mail: ashbypark@btconnect.com 
Web: www.ukparks.co.uk/ashby

• Gas sold on site

• Laundry Room

• Super Pitches

• Bait sold on site

• Parking at most pegs

• Regular re-stocking

“We look forward to welcoming you to Ashby Park, 
offering a friendly & informal atmosphere, peace & tranquility, 
good walks, a diversity of wildlife & the chance to enjoy truly 

relaxing days away from the crowd, a peaceful holiday retreat.”

WWW.AEANGLINGPRODUCTS.CO.UK
A & E Angling Products, 14 Hazlitt Place, WEM, 

Shrewsbury SY4 5JR
Telephone: 01939 232945 Mob: 07737032604

Payment Details

Credit or Debit Cards via our Website or over the phone.

Cheque via mail order also welcome.

£7.99
plus £2.00 P&P
Spare Tubes £1.99

The set consists of 10 nickel plated interchangeable
weights from 3bb to 3.5sq, three adaptors and three
silicone tubes.

MULTIWEIGHT FLOAT ADAPTOR SET
Used with Unloaded Pellet Wagglers

A SUPERB NO-SHOT SYSTEM

£3.99
plus £1.00 P&P
Spare Tubes £1.99

BRAND NEW - A SELF LOCKING 
FLOAT CONNECTOR SET
Used with loaded Pellet Wagglers

www.shortheathwater.co.uk Tel: 01283 763777

Shortheath Water
Shortheath Water is a 24 peg
privately owned lake. It is 
approximately one acre in size 
and is well stocked with varying 
URGEKGU�QH�EQCTUG�ƂUJ��6JGTG�
are many carp species, some 
weighing up to 25lbs and many 
UOCNNGT�ƂUJ�KPENWFKPI�TWFF��TQCEJ��VGPEJ�CPF�
bream which provide an added attraction. 
Lake rules apply. Matches can be booked.

Open daily 6am to 9pm (no closed season)
Day Tickets £6 adult, £5 concession.

Onsite: Toilet facilities, Disabled parking, Lakeside Bistro serving breakfasts, 
lunch and snacks (Tue – Sun) and two self-catering holiday lodges.

8 great lakes to choose from!
Match, pleasure and specimen i shing available.

h e Fishery caters for all ages, sexes, and levels of experience.

On-site tackle shop, tackle hire and tuition available.

Day-tickets and season tickets are available.

www.bakelakes.co.uk
Tel: 07798 585836. Email: bakelakes@aol.com. Trerulefoot, Saltash, Cornwall, PL12 5BW. 

DARWEN ANGLING CENTRE
ÀVKLQJ IRU EXVLQHVV�����

One of the North West’s largest stockists
of predator lures & accessories.

STOCKISTS for:- MAVER, FOX, DRENNAN, SHIMANO, KORUM, 
GURU, KORDA, TUBERTINI, SAVAGEAR, LYNX...and many more..

1a Foundry Street, Darwen, Lancs BB3 1DF. Tel: 01254 777278 

www.darwenanglingcentre.co.uk

UK’s No.1 
pole/pellet 

pots

Fits right on the 

tip end of ANY 

make of pole

8 wrap around pole adaptors 

SLIDE POT ONTO ADAPTORS

www.medusafeeders.co.uk
PHONE: 01709 582902 MOBILE: 07944 438131

FREE UK P&P

MEDUSA
MULTI-FEEDING SYSTEM

UK FISHING HOTSPOTS

MISCELLANEOUS

UK FISHING HOTSPOTS

MISCELLANEOUS

HILLVIEW LAKES

OP MA CH WEIGHT

278lb IN 5 HOU S

Cabins and b+b available.

Tel 01684 296719
or vis t www hi v wlakes b z

LAKESIDE FISHERY 
BAUMBER

LINCOLNSHIRE WOLDS 
3 acre mixed course fishing lakes, 

S.C. Lakeside Cabin, Static Caravan, 
Tourers, Camping, Dogs Welcome 

Phone for Brochure 

01507 578330
www.lakesidefishery.co.uk

STOCKFISH

HOLIDAYS - LINCOLNSHIRE

HOLIDAYS - ENGLAND TACKLE SHOP

Selling
RODS

DRENNAN 12’ SPECIALIST 

POWER BARBEL , 
2x tips, very good 
condition, £70. Telephone: 
01948 820223, Chesh.

MAP 13’ MATCH TEK WAGGLER , 
as new, £40. 01246 
207013, Derby’s.

REELS

ABU 7000 MULTIPLIER, 
with line, very good 
condition, £30. including 
postage. 01908 582663 
Bucks.

MORDEX MA JOR, 
nice condition, £40.
Telephone: 07740 105333,
Essex.

SHIMANO BAITRUNNERS

XT6000RB X 2 ,
brand new, £100. 07508
113226, Middlesex.

BARGAIN BOX

POLES

MAP 8.5M COMPETITION POWER ,
2x tops, 18+22 unused in bag,
£150. 07913 920925, Essex.

GARBOLINO 14.5M POWER,
5x power top No.2’s, 3x
No.1’s, short No.4, Cupping
kit, pulla bungs, mint
condition, £475. Chesh.

ACCESSORIES & COMBOS

MAVER SIGNATURE 200 SEATBOX , 

1x side drawer 2x front 

drawers, folding footplate, 

pole winder tray under seat, 

excellent condition, 9 months

old, £100. 01748818146, 

Yorks.



0808 168 28 28 IronmongeryDirect.com
CALL 7am-8pm 7 days a week ONLINE Shop 24/7!

EVERYTHING 
FOR THE JOB
IN THE PALM OF YOUR HAND!

With over 15,000 hardware products

AVAILABLE NEXT DAY you’ll fi nd just

what you need for your next project.

*Ex VAT

FIND US ON

CALL 0808 168 28 28 OR GO ONLINE TO GET YOUR 

FREE CATALOGUE

ORDER BY 8PM 
GET IT NEXT DAY

FREE DELIVERY 
OVER £45*

FREE RETURNS 
WITHIN 30 DAYS

MINIMUM 
5 YEAR GUARANTEE

LOW
TRADE
PRICES

DOWNLOAD OUR FREE APP

ng name of The Equine and Livestock Insurance Company Limited (registered in England and Wales no: 294940) 
Thorpe Underwood Hall, Ouseburn, York, YO26 9SS. *Maximum discount applicable for new policies.

Up to 

20%
Discount*

Casting about for better fishing insurance?
Cover up to £7,500 against accidents and theft with 

discounts and optional extensions available.

Find out how we can keep you afloat

03300 243 318 
www.eandl.co.uk/at2016

The rechargeable weatherproof USB phone &

tablet PC charger 
• Charge typical standard size smart phone up to 5 times

• Also charge any USB compatible device including, tablet

PC, Digital Cameras, Electronic Cigarettes etc 

• Dual USB 5V 1A & 2A outputs can charge 2 devices at once

• Recharge from any 5V 1A or 2A USB charging source 

• Also features hand LED push button torch

Buy online:- 

www.powersolvemobile.com
Free gift with this product 

when you buy online!



SOUTH
Number of teams fishing: 27
Number of teams through to 
semi-final: 12
Number of finalists from 2015 
fishing: Three –  
Cwmbran Angling Nobblers
Greenside AS
Guildford Angling Centre

Bath Spartans AC Green V 
Cwmbran Angling Nobblers
Blue Circle MG V Team Martin V 
Greenside AS
Brunswick Bros AS V Elm Park  
& Hornchurch
Cheam Social AC V Apollo 
Guildford MG
Edmonton & Tottenham AS  
V Bill’s Tackle
Feltham & Twickenham PS  
V Beddington AC
Haines Angling V Chard DAC
Harlow Angling V Magic Lakes Red
JL Tackle V How End Fishery
Littlemore AS V Thatcham AA
Moaning Sods V Chippenham AC  
V South Cerney AC A
Whitemoor Lakes V Ringwood DAA

BIG GUNS STILL

Who’s drawn who in second round?

Supercup
AnglingTımes

Sponsored by

BRITAIN’S BIGGEST CLUB
ANGLING COMPETITION2016
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The only place for your news, results and tactics from the UK match scene

A
PLACE in the 2016 
Angling Times/
Bait-Tech Supercup 

moves one step closer for 72 
club teams this week with the 
announcement of the draw for 
the second round.

With 11 of last year’s 15 

inalists still in with a shout, 

defending champions, Norfolk’s 

Dersingham AC will travel 

to JVAC. Former winners 

Ridgemere are hosting Shipston 

on Stour, while DECCA are at 

home to Rocklands AC.

In the north, newcomers 

Limehurst AC will host the 

strong Traford side, with 

Mosborough Tackle Box away to 

Batchelor’s as they look to win 

the event after several recent 

near misses. 

Debutants Moaning Sods will 

be at home to Chippenham and 

South Cerney A in the south.

Second-round matches must be 

ished over the weekend of June 

18 and 19. Each home-drawn side 

will be sent a Clubman report 

card in the post for them to ill 

in after the match and send into 

Angling Times. 

If you’re a home-drawn team 

you will shortly receive a letter 

in the post from Angling Times 

giving you contact details of your 

opponents. 

Home team captains will then 

need to contact away teams to 

arrange details of the match. If 

you are an away team, sit tight 

and wait for the phone call. 

WOULD you like quick 

and easy access to all the 

weekend’s match results?

Then visit the website 

www.atmatchresults.

com. This brand new site, 

put together by Angling 

Times’ award-winning 

team of journalists, will 

feature all the results from 

the previous weekend, 

with details of winning 

methods, peg numbers 

and anglers who made the 

frame.  

“Match ishing has an 

important place in Angling 

Times and we will ensure 

that match anglers who 

want to ind the weekend’s 

results can do so at the 

click of a button,” said 

editor Steve Fitzpatrick. 

Match organisers 

who would like their 

results to go on to www.

atmatchresults.com 

ld ring Richard 

    

THIS year’s Loch Ken

Silverfest festival takes

place over the weekend of

September 24 and 25. 

With sponsorship from 

Daiwa and Van Den Ende, the 

Scottish event will see a prize 

package worth £6,000 based 

on a 40-angler entry.

Organiser is Mick Truman, 

and you can book in by 

calling him on 07850 741879.  

New website 
is live now!

Mick Phillips won 
last year’s final.

Latest 
qualifiers 
for Fish 
O’Mania
P70

The hunt 
begins to 
find top 
feeder man
P72

NORTH MIDLANDS

SILVERFEST RETURNS

The latest match 
results at  the 

click of a button!



SUPERCUP
ROUND ONE RESULTS

Bath Spartans AC Green v
Watchet AC Black
Lower Woods Ponds (12 pegs)
Result: 1 B Meaden, Bath Spartans
AC Green, 11-11-0; 2 N Ball, Bath
Spartans AC Green, 9-15-8.
Team result: 1 Bath Spartans AC
Green, 8pts; 2 Watchet AC Black, 10.

Billericay DAC V Bill’s Tackle
Priors Fishery (12 pegs)
Result: 1 S White, Bill’s Tackle,
43-12-0; 2 M Banks, Bill’s Tackle, 43-0-0.
Team result: 1 Bill’s Tackle, 
8pts; 2 Billericay DAC, 10.

Blue Circle MG V Rusty Hooks 
Orchard Place Farm (12 pegs)
Result: 1 P Chapman, Blue Circle MG,  
86-0-0; 2 R Easterling, Rusty Hooks,  
77-8-0.
Teams result: 1 Blue Circle MG, 
7pts; 2 Rusty Hooks, 10.

Bottisham AC V The Royal Exchange
Greensands Fishery (12 pegs)
Result: 1 A Kleen, Bottisham AC, 72-9-0; 
2 R Anstee, Bottisham AC, 62-0-0.
Team result: 1 Bottisham AC, 7pts; 
2 The Royal Exchange, 11.

Chipping Norton AC V Littlemore AS
Lodge Farm Pool (12 pegs)
Result: 1 A Webb, Littlemore AS, 64-0-0; 
2 A Campbell, Littlemore AS, 42-0-0.
Team result: 1 Littlemore AS, 7pts; 
2 Chipping Norton AC, 13.

Comets AS V Beddington 
AC V Kennet Ospreys
Monk Lakes, Lake 4 (18 pegs)
Result: 1 S Ellis, Beddington AC, 41-5-0; 
2 B Spiking, Beddington AC, 40-9-0. 
Team result: 1 Beddington AC, 9pts;  
2 Comets AS, 11; 3 Kennet Ospreys, 16.

Dongle Sports Angling V Waterside AC A
Garbolino Lindholme Lakes,
Beeches Lake (12 pegs)
Result: 1 S Fenn, Waterside AC A, 44-6-0;
2 L Ludgrove, Waterside AC A, 25-0-0.
Team result: 1 Waterside AC A, 6pts;
2 Dongle Sports Angling, 12.

Elgin AC V Moaning Sods
Ivy House Lakes (12 pegs)
Result: 1 J Morgan, Elgin AC, 40-0-0;
2 M Howes, Moaning Sods, 38-0-0.
Team result: 1 Moaning Sods,
7pts; 2 Elgin AC, 11.

Greenside AS V Riverside
AC V Blean Angling
Tyler’s Common (18 pegs)
Result: 1 D Warman, Blean Angling,
165-0-0; 2 J Briant, Greenside AS, 106-8-0.
Team result: 1 Greenside AS, 11pts;
2 Blean Angling, 12; 3 Riverside AC, 13.

Guilford Europe AC B V Notts
AA Blue V Mill Tackle AC
Oak Tree Lakes (18 pegs)
Result: 1 J Johnson, Notts AA Blue, 29-7-0;
2 P Morris Jnr, Notts AA Blue, 27-1-0.
Team result: 1 Notts AA Blue, 12pts
(99-6-0); 2 Guilford Europe AC B, 12
(89-12-0); 3 Mill Tackle AC, 12 (79-6-0).

Haines Angling V Team Jinx Exeter
V Bath Spartans AC Yellow
Cuckoo’s Rest (18 pegs)
Result: 1 J Smith, Haines Angling,
35-8-0; 2 N Veale, Haines Angling, 14-4-0.
Team result: 1 Haines Angling,
9pts; 2 Bath Spartans AC Yellow,
12; 3 Team Jinx Exeter, 15.

HAPS V Magic Lakes Red
Jack’s Lake (12 pegs)
Result: 1 A Shannon, HAPS, 25-4-0;
2 D Waite, Magic Lakes Red, 16-4-0.
Team result: 1 Magic Lakes
Red, 8pts; 2 HAPS, 10.

Hetton Lyons AC V Woodland Tackle B
Stephenson’s Lake (12 pegs)
Result: 1 M Wheeler, Woodland Tackle B,
3-13-0; jt2 G Webb, Woodland Tackle B
and R Metcalfe, Hetton Lyons AC, both 2-1-0.
Team result: 1 Woodland Tackle B, 9pts 
(9-11-0); 2 Hetton Lyons AC, 9 (8-4-0).

Hosking’s Haulers V Newmarket AC
Haverhill Flood Park (12 pegs)
Result: 1 M Cross, Newmarket AC, 29-10-0; 
2 D Reeve, Newmarket AC, 23-8-0.
Team result: 1 Newmarket AC, 
8pts; 2 Hosking’s Haulers, 11.

Hull Midweek AC V Westlands AC A
Wholesea Grange Fishery (12 pegs)
Result: 1 J Griin, Westlands AC A, 121-2-0; 

2 I Whittles, Hull Midweek AC, 79-1-0.
Team result: 1 Westlands AC A, 9pts
(superior weight); 2 Hull Midweek AC, 9.

JVAC V Cromwell Lake V Townsend Lakes
Decoy Lakes, Cedar Lake (18 pegs)
Result: 1 A Kelk, JVAC, 115-4-0;
2 R Ashwell, Cromwell Lake, 113-6-0.
Team result: 1 JVAC, 11pts; 2 Cromwell
Lake, 12; 3 Townsend Lakes, 13.

Knighton AC V Towcester DAA
Peatling Pools (12 pegs)
Result: 1 J Wells, Knighton AC, 106-13-0; 
2 G Green, Towcester DAA, 77-15-0.
Team result: 1 Knighton AC, 
8pts; 2 Towcester DAA, 10.

Lowhills AC V Guiseley Angling Centre
Lowhills Pond (12 pegs)
Result: 1 K Griiths, Lowhills AC, 65-2-0;  
2 S Oddy, Lowhills AC, 43-11-0.
Team result: 1 Lowhills AC, 8pts; 
2 Guiseley Angling Centre, 10.

Mansfield Piscatorials AC V Rivendell AC A
Aldecar Lane Fishery (12 pegs)
Result: 1 L O’Donoghue, Rivendell 
AC A, 21-6-0; 2 R Ward, Mansfield 
Piscatorials AC, 19-0-0.
Team result: 1 Rivendell AC A, 8pts; 
2 Mansfield Piscatorials AC, 10.

North Hykeham AC A V Lincoln Whisby AS
Spalford Lakes (12 pegs)
Result: 1 D Stanney, North Hykeham AC A,  
49-4-0; 2 J Small, Lincoln Whisby AS, 48-6-0.
Team result: 1 Lincoln Whisby 
AS, 9pts (163-9-0); 2 North 
Hykeham AC A, 9 (135-15-0).

Notts AA Red V Long Eaton Fed
Sherwood Forest Fishery, 
Cavendish Lake (12 pegs)
Result: 1 K Hales, Long Eaton Fed, 25-9-0; 
2 K Shires, Notts AA Red, 21-14-0.
Team result: 1 Long Eaton Fed,
5pts; 2 Notts AA Red, 11.

Pelham AC V Waterside AC B
Pelham Pond (12 pegs)
Result: 1 R Thompson, Pelham AC, 12-15-0;
2 R Wright, Waterside AC B, 11-2-0.
Team result: 1 Pelham AC, 7pts;
2 Waterside AC B, 11.

PW Angling V Martham DAC A
Burgh Castle Fisheries (12 pegs)
Result: 1 J Parnell, PW Angling, 22-0-0;
2 C Spellman, Martham DAC A, 20-14-0.
Team result: 1 PW Angling,
8pts; 2 Martham DAC A, 10.

Ringwood DAA V Orchard Lakes AC Red
Hightown Lake (12 pegs)
Result: 1 K Baker, Ringwood DAA, 2-3-0;
2 M Keynes, Orchard Lakes AC Red, 2-1-0.
Team result: 1 Ringwood DAA, 5pts;
2 Orchard Lakes AC Red, 11.

Rivendell AC B V Gladstone AC
Guru Makin’s Fishery,
Derwent Pool (12 pegs)
Result: 1 N Oakley, Rivendell AC B, 49-8-0;
2 J Wheeldon, Rivendell AC B, 48-2-0.
Team result: 1 Rivendell AC B,
6pts; 2 Gladstone AC, 14.

Scunthorpe Pisces V Westlands AC B
Flixborough Pond (12 pegs)
Result: 1 S Brough, Scunthorpe Pisces,
17-12-0; 2 D Pulford, Westlands AC B, 12-8-0.
Team result: 1 Westlands AC B,
8pts; 2 Scunthorpe Pisces, 10.

Skegness MG V Westwood Lakes
Swan Lake (12 pegs)
Result: 1 A Swain, Westwood Lakes,
157-8-0; 2 R Parsons, Skegness MG, 118-4-0.
Team result: 1 Westwood Lakes,
8pts; 2 Skegness MG, 10.

Swindon Isis AC V South Cerney AC A
Club Lake (12 pegs)
Result: 1 C Brown, South Cerney AC A,
1-13-10; 2 V Grillo, South Cerney AC A, 1-4-0.
Team result: 1 South Cerney AC A, 9pts
(4-13-8); 2 Swindon Isis AC, 9 (2-15-0).

Tra�ord Tackle V Stockton Heath AC
Goose Green Fishery (12 pegs)
Result: 1 W Rooke, Tra�ord Tackle, 36-0-0; 
2 K Webster, Tra�ord Tackle, 26-4-0.
Team result: 1 Tra�ord Tackle, 
8pts; 2 Stockton Heath AC, 10.

Watchet AC Red V Chard AC
Lower Lakes (12 pegs)
Result: 1 D Nash, Watchet AC Red, 
12-2-0; 2 S Bishop, Chard AC.
Team result: 1 Chard AC, 8pts; 
2 Watchet AC Red, 10.

Number of teams fishing: 20
Number of teams through to
semi-final: 9
Number of finalists from 2015
fishing: Four –
Kerr’s of Ossett
St Anthony’s AC
Stainforth Angling Centre
Tra�ord AC

Barton Kingfishers V Waterside A
V Westlands A
Batchelor’s AC V Mosborough
Tackle Box
Jacob’s AC V St Helen’s Angling
Limehurst AC V Tra�ord Tackle
& Bait
Lowhills AC V Kerr’s of Ossett
Patricroft AC V St Anthony’s AC
Blue V Standish Sharks
Pelham AC V Westlands B
Stainforth Angling Centre
V Coleman & Co Demolition
Strayside Anglers V
W dl d B

NORTHMIDLANDS
Number of teams fishing: 25
Number of teams through to 
semi-final: 12
Number of finalists from 2015 
fishing: Four –
Dersingham AC
JVAC
Ridgemere AC
Slappers Delight

Black Country Misfits V Beaufort 21 AC
Bottisham AC V Newmarket AC
DECCA AC V Rocklands AC
Fitters AC V S Jones AC
Guilford Europe A V Stoke-on-Trent AS
Harleston Wortwell DAA  
V PW Angling
JVAC V Dersingham AC
Lincoln Whisby AS V Westwood 
Lakes V Slappers Delight
Long Eaton Fed V Knighton AC
Ridgemere AC V Shipston on Stour AC
Rivendell AC B V Notts AAi
Woodhouse Angling Centre  
V Ri d ll AC A
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Champs Dersingham 
have drawn away to JVAC.

JVAC’s Andy 
Kelk won at 

Decoy Lakes.

Geldart  
finally 
takes Bait-
Tech title
P74

Why winning at the
double isn’t just down
to strong elastics and
bruising set-ups
P76

SOUTH CATCHING AT SPEED



Messingham, the
scene of Saturday’s
qualifying match.
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OUR PICK OF THE WEEK

BLUNDELL’S FISHERY ROVER (SAT)
All lakes (41 pegs)

Picking peg 59 on the Pine Pool,

Alan Howarth scored another win

at the Rixton water with 119-6-0 of

carp to 8lb as the Leigh Tackle &

Bait man fished pellet on the deck

at 16m and 10m.

Stuart Carroll ended up just a few

fish o� the pace in second, with

107-9-0 of carp to 4lb and F1s

taken on pellet at 4m from Trio

Pool peg 9.
Result: 1 A Howarth, Leigh Tackle & Bait, 119-6-0;  
2 S Carroll, Matrix Leigh Tackle & Bait, 107-9-0; 3 R Parker,
Warrington Guns & Tackle, 95-6-0; 4 S Boyd, Mersey
Dockers AC, 95-2-0; 5 K Marler, Tight Lines Shaw, 87-6-0;
jt6 G Whalley, Bait-Tech and A Musgrove, Edgeley Sports,
both 83-14-0.

BROOKSIDE FISHERY (THURS)
Snake Lake (15 pegs)

It may only have been 

a small attendance,

but the weights were

stunning for this open with the

match record going. Chris Ruscoe

bagged 261-0-0 of carp to 8lb plus

F1s o� peg 38 using meat at 13m to

the far bank and in the edge.
Result: 1 C Ruscoe, Parkfield Angling, 261-0-0;
2 M Pleavin, Lionel’s Tackle, 215-2-0; 3 S Conroy, Kamasan,
207-4-0; 4 J Turner, Ray’s Tackle, 192-6-0; 5 J Shellam,
Stalybridge Angling Supplies, 131-8-0; 6 R Thompson, Vale
Royal Angling Centre, 116-8-0.

HERONBROOK FISHERIES SPRING LEAGUE
(FINAL ROUND)
All lakes (118 pegs)

Drennan NW just did enough

to hold on to their lead and be

crowned champions with 96

points. They were one clear

of Nathan’s Tackle, 

Nathan’s and Matrix 

Dynamite Baits

Trentmen who shared

top spot on the day with six

points apiece. Top rod was Dave

McManus, of Ted Carter Southport,

who drew peg 8 on the Match

Lake. He fished Method feeder and

pellet to the island for 148-15-0 of

carp to 11lb plus a few F1s.

Martin Lucas, of the Nathan’s side,

was second from Meadow Pool

peg 45 with 140-10-0 of carp and

F1s, as he went for chopped worm

and caster across at 14m.
Result: 1 D McManus, Ted Carter Southport, 148-15-0;
2 M Lucas, Nathan’s Tackle, 140-10-0; 3 E Warren, Nathan’s
Tackle, 139-12-0; 4 K Jones, Matrix Dynamite Baits
Trentmen, 134-5-0; 5 P Truman, Team Ginger, 127-0-0;
6 P Williamson, Browning Lifestyle, 121-13-0.
Teams: Jt1 Matrix Dynamite Baits Trentmen and Nathan’s
Tackle, both 6pts; 3 Ted Carter Southport, 7; 3 Maver
Midlands/Sonu Baits, 14; 4 Matrix Stapeley, 16.
Final league: 1 Drennan NW, 96pts; 2 Nathan’s Tackle, 97;

jt3 Maver Gold Oak and Ted Carter Southport, both 104;
5 Maver Midlands, 105.

MIRFIELD AC TEAMS OF FOUR SPRING 
LEAGUE (ROUND TWO)
Huddersfield Broad Canal (60 pegs)

Weights remain low on the canal, 

with 7-6-0 securing round two 

victory for Simon Walton.

The Matrix Halifax Gold

man drew peg B1 on the

gas works, where he

picked o� roach to 6oz

on breadpunch fished at

13m.

Stan Haigh claimed second place

with 5-8-0. Stan’s Mirfield Willy 

Worms side won the day with  

50 points, eight in front of Maver 

NW.
Result: 1 S Walton, Matrix Halifax Gold, 7-6-0; 2 S Haigh, 
Mirfield Willy Worms, 5-8-0; 3 P Bennett, Tackle 2U,  
4-6-0; 4 T Worsnop, Matrix Halifax Red, 3-12-0;  
5 A Bradley, Mirfield Willy Worms, 3-4-0.
Teams: 1 Mirfield Willy Worms, 50pts; 2 Maver NW, 42;  
3 Odds & Sods, 40 (weight); 4 Mirfield AC, 40.

OAKS LAKES (SUN)
Ash, Beech, Sycamore Lakes (42 pegs)

Weights weren’t massive, but 

the frame was close with Adam 

Richards emerging triumphant 

from peg 11 on the Sycamore Lake. 

He weighed in 122-9-0 of carp to 

4lb taken on meat at 5m and down 

the side. Chris Kendall helped 

himself to second with 109-5-0 

from peg 1 on the Beech Lake, 

where he used maggot at 13m and 

4m to net carp to 3lb.

VENUE
RECORD

BIG CANAL 
MATCH

LEAGUE
VICTORY

Match News

LATE SWITCH TO
MEAT SEALS WIN
Ashwell qualifies on Meadow with 163-8-0 net
MAVER MEGA MATCH THIS  
QUALIFIER (SAT)
Heronbrook Fisheries (90 pegs)

THE Match This bandwagon 
rolled into Sta�ordshire for 
the latest qualifier, but the 
cold snap scuppered the 
chances of many.

John Ashwell, however, 

grabbed the qualifying place 

from peg 26 on the Meadow

Pool thanks to a 163-8-0 net of

big carp and a few F1s.

A regular at the ishery, the

Maver Midlands rod went

for a pellet approach ishing

a banded hard 6mm bait

across to the far bank. He then

changed to meat at 5m late in

the day to pick of some better

carp.

He ended the day with

just over 20lb in hand from

second-placed and last year’s

runner-up in the Match This

inal, Frankie Gianoncelli.

FISH O’MANIA QUALIFIER (SAT)
Messingham Sands Fishery (150 pegs)

Young gun Les Marshall booked his place
in the semi finals on a cold and windy
Messingham.
The Barnsley Bait Co rod won with
relative ease from peg 25 on the Tripp
Pond as he dobbed meat on the long
pole to pick o� 30 carp into double
figures for a total of 151-12-0. 
Steve Rothery was next from peg 23 on
the Oak Tree Lake, weighing in 123-13-0
of carp as he caught on bread in the
margins and pellet short at 5m.
Result: 1 L Marshall, Barnsley Bait Co, 151-12-0;
2 S Rothery, Garbolino Lindholme, 123-13-0;
3 M Rodger, Mosella/Bag ‘Em Baits, 117-5-0;
4 M Stainsby, Fishing Republic, 106-10-0; 5 S Blades,
Grimsby, 103-8-0; 6 A Oldham, Frenzee, 97-3-0.

He was on peg 43 of the same 

lake from where the Preston 

Innovations man also used 

pellet across to the island and 

meat short to take 142-6-0 of 

carp and F1s.

That left Paul Goodwin in 

third on 124-4-0.
Result: 1 J Ashwell, Maver Midlands, 163-8-0;  
2 F Gianoncelli, Preston Innovations, 142-6-0;  
3 P Goodwin, Browning Bucknall Bikes, 124-4-0;  
4 J Holloway, Browning, 133-13-0; 5 D Emlyn, 
Oakengates Angling Centre, 111-0-0; 6 R Parr,  
Stoke-on-Trent, 98-12-0. 

FISH O’MANIA QUALIFIER (WEDS)
Partridge Lakes (200 pegs)

With two semi final spots on o�er, this 
midweeker saw a full house at Partridge. 
The places went to local anglers, with 
Paul Blinkhorn and Dave Woodworth 
winning through. Paul took victory with 
115-6-0 from peg 18 on Covey Canal 1. He 
used chopped worm and caster across at 
12m and down the side to land F1s to 3lb 
plus ide. Dave, on peg 38 of the Holbar 
Lake, found carp to 8lb and F1s on pellet 
shallow and on the deck at 14m for a total 
weight of 103-9-0.
Result: 1 P Blinkhorn, Irlam, 115-6-0; 2 D Woodworth, 
Lingmere, 103-9-0; 3 S Stott, Leigh Tackle & Bait,  
100-12-0; 4 S Cooke, Garbolino Elton, 99-13-0;  
5 C Goldstraw, Middy/Bag’em Baits, 95-12-0;  
6 T Curd, MAP/Bait-Tech, 94-14-0.

LATEST FISH O’MANIA QUALIFIERS

LATEST RESULTS AT 
WWW.ATMATCH RESULTS.COM

Johnny Maddison’s 
result stunned the 
venue.

John Ashwell, ahead by over 20lb.



Result: 1 A Richards, Browning, 122-9-0; 2 C Kendall,
Middy, 109-5-0; 3 D Smith, Bait-Tech, 100-15-0;
4 C Watson, The Oaks, 97-1-0; 5 G Dexter, The Oaks,
91-5-0; 6 B Poole, The Oaks, 91-4-0.

PARTRIDGE LAKES (SUN)
Covey Canal Lakes (85 pegs)

Chopped worm and caster is the 

dominant bait on the fishery at 

present and Steve Openshaw used 

it to claim another big Partridge 

win on 85-11-0. 

The Lingmere Fishery boss drew 

peg 21 on Canal 2, taking F1s and 

the odd carp on worm and caster 

across to the island at 13m. Second 

man home was Steve Avison from 

peg 89 on Canal 4, where he used 

worm and caster in both margins 

for 73-5-0 of F1s.
Result: 1 S Openshaw, Lingmere, 85-11-0; 2 S Avison, Leigh 
Tackle & Bait, 73-5-0; 3 B Bush, Birkenhead, 72-12-0;  

4 B Conroy, Warrington Tackle & Guns, 68-9-0; 5 C Mayor,
Drennan NW, 67-2-0; 6 C Hibbs, Leigh Tackle & Bait,
65-4-0.

WOODLAND LAKES (SAT)
Partridge, Skylark & Curlew Lakes (41 pegs)

Sadly the cold wind banished any 

hopes of a big weight like Johnny 

Maddison’s in midweek and a more 

‘normal’ 117-11-0 secured victory 

for Anthony Stock at peg 23 on 

the Curlew Lake where he caught 

carp to 8lb on pellet fished at 5m.

Macauley Pearson again took 

second with 104-2-0 of carp to 9lb 

of peg 30 on the Partridge Lake 

as he caught on pellet at 14m and 

6m.
Result: 1 A Stock, Colmic Woodlands, 117-11-0;  
2 M Pearson, Maver/Bag’em Baits, 104-2-0; 3 I Dyer, 
Woodland Tackle, 87-6-0; 4 S Keane, Woodland Tackle, 
84-13-0; jt5 K Golightly and I Fisk, both Woodland Tackle, 
both 79-1-0.

 PORT A FIXTURE, CALL MATCH 
EDITOR RICHARD GRANGE ON 

1733 395109

MADDISON’S 394lb C ATCH 
ROCK S THE FISHERY RECORD
Runner-up Pearson left trailing on a mere 130lb!
WOODLAND LAKES (WEDS)
Partridge & Kestrel Lakes (26 pegs)

WEDNESDAY’S open produced 

a stunning out-of-the-blue 

mega weight for Johnny 

Maddison as he rocked the 

ishery match record with a 

mammoth 394-8-0 net of carp. 

Needless to say, he won the 

match by a country mile as 

Macauley Pearson took second 

spot on 130-0-0!

Johnny drew peg 2 on the 

Partridge Lake and began the 

day ishing pellet on the deck at 

5m for a few early carp before 

he saw some ish cruising 

around on the surface on the 

long pole line. Switching to 

banded pellet at 14.5m, the 

Mosella Quaker man was soon 

into a few ish using dobbing 

tactics with minimal feed.

However, it was when a ripple 

came across the lake that he 

really started to motor, inding 

carp to 15lb to end the day with 

56 in the net. Macauley, on 

nearby peg 5,  was also catching 

on pellet shallow on the long 

pole, although he was unable to 

match Johnny’s pace.
Result: 1 J Maddison, Mosella Quaker, 394-8-0;  
2 M Pearson, Maver/Bag’em Baits, 130-0-0; 3 B Lee, 
Woodland Tackle, 112-8-0; 4 P Fletcher, Woodland 
Tackle, 100-8-0.

PEGS THAT CAN TAKE THE PRESSURE! 
So often in match fishing, when you put 100-plus pegs on a fishery, 
it fails to live up to expectations but there still has to be a winning 
draw and if those pegs can be victorious with large numbers 
fishing, they’re going to be even better with a lot fewer anglers on 
the bank! Here are four pegs that have done the business with big 
attendances – fingers crossed you get one on your next visit!

BIG-MATCH SWIMS TO DRAW
23 Woodland Lakes, Curlew 

Lake – 41 fishing.

8  Match Lake, Heronbrook 
Fisheries – 118 fishing.

18 Partridge Lakes, Covey 
Canal Lake 1 – 200 fishing.

25 Messingham Sands, Tripp 
Lake – 150 fishing.

Tony Curd’s views on...

It’s sweet, it’s sticky and fi sh absolutely love it!

Find out how to get the most from Bait-Tech’s latest wonderbait – The Juice! 

THEJUICE!

Follow us on:

W
ith a huge multitude of uses 

The Juice can be used on any 

bait and is a brilliant way of adding massive attraction 

to your hook baits and feed. One of my favourite things 

to do is pump expanders with it. 

I dissolve some Juice in the water I use to pump my Xpand pellets. 

These then get glugged in even more Juice before I ship one out. You 

defi nitely can’t overdo it. 

One thing to note is not to throw away the Juice fl avoured water 

left from pumping your pellets – use this to soak your feed pellets or 

add to groundbaits for even more attraction. 

Diverse, fl avour-packed and there is no doubt that all fi sh love it…

       



Ben Hagg is through to the champs clash.
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AUBREY CUP 2016 IN AID OF MACMILLAN
CANCER RESEARCH (WEDS)
Janson’s Fishery, Donut, Match, Munroes & Tommo’s Pools
(64 pegs)

Charity really benefited from this

annual event with over £1,000

raised for the Macmillan cause.

On the fishing front, Colin Spencer

was quids in as he took 102-0-0

o� peg 24 on the Munroes Pool

to win. Banded pellet fished at

14m to the island and then in the

margins saw Colin land carp to

5lb.

That put him just ahead of Steve

Davies who, from peg 5 on the

same lake, also caught on pellet

over and in the side to reply with

95-5-0 of fish to 8lb.
Result: 1 C Spencer, Janson’s, 102-0-0; 2 S Davies,
Janson’s, 95-5-0; 3 S Stewart, Janson’s, 85-13-0;
4 R Redwood, Carlton, 85-5-0; 5 A Houghton,
Janson’s, 82-7-0; 6 G Woodcock, Gerry’s of Nottingham,
78-0-0.

LEEGEM ANGLING LEAGUE (RND 8)
Daiwa Hallcroft Fishery, Moat Pool (60 pegs)

Despite the cold wind, there were

still some carp feeding shallow

on the Moat Pool. Winner Wayne

Lomas found them on peg 24,

pellet shallow at 16m to the

109-11-0 at the scales and a clear

victory.

Second place went to Pete Miles

at peg 32, where he adopted

a chopped worm and caster 

approach at 14m and in the 

margins to pick o� carp to 8lb plus

a good few skimmers for 82-14-0.
Result: 1 W Lomas, Leegem Angling, 109-11-0; 2 P Miles,
Doncaster, 82-14-0; 3 S Clark, Mansfield, 58-12-0;
4 S Gray, Worksop, 53-10-0; 5 G Hazelwood, Leegem
Angling, 46-6-0.

MAVER CLASSIC QUALIFIER (SAT)
Maver Larford Lakes, Match & Arena Pools (31 pegs)

Brian Jones led the way on 

Saturday’s qualifier. He targeted

the margins at peg 35

on the Match Lake to

weigh in

106-6-0 of carp

into double figures plus a few

skimmers as he caught on pellet

down both sides of his peg.

His weight was the only ton of the

day, as John O’Sullivan finished

second with 81-11-0.
Result: 1 B Jones, Maver/ABC Baits, 106-6-0;
2 J O’Sullivan, Oakengates Angling Centre, 81-11-0;
3 S Ely, Larford, 73-6-0; 4 M Bull, Frenzee, 65-9-0;
5 I Wood, Larford, 56-6-0; 6 S Harris, Little Dawley, 52-6-0.

PACKINGTON SOMERS VETS (THURS)
Molands Mere & Willow Pools (45 pegs)

The slightly warmer weather saw

the candle approach out for Ray

Evans, pellet on the hook giving

him 64-5-0 of carp and F1s

for victory o� peg 5 on the

Willow Pool.

Phil Hull was at nearby end

peg 1, where he went for the more

conventional long pole and pellet

approach to finish second with

52-2-0 of carp and F1s.
Result: 1 R Evans, Packington Vets, 64-5-0; 2 P Hull,
Lane’s Bait, 52-2-0; 3 B Calcott, Packington Vets, 34-13-0;
4 J Hinckley, Packington Vets, 34-8-0.

PETERBOROUGH DAA (SUN)
Ferry Meadows Country Park (64 pegs)

Birthday boy Joe Roberts 

celebrated by topping this big

match with 71-2-0 of big bream

o� Overton Lake peg 132, the

England Veterans Manager using

long range groundbait feeder with

worm and maggot to net fish to

8lb.

Second place came o� nearby

peg 128, where local rod Mike

Kirby also fished feeder with worm

and maggot on a long cast to net

fish to 7lb for 59-5-0.
Result: 1 J Roberts, Drennan/Sensas, 71-2-0; 2 M Kirby, 
Sensas Mark One, 59-5-0; 3 M Winson, Nottingham,  
55-1-0; 4 S Conley, 53-2-0; 5 P Wood, Frenzee, 52-14-0;  
6 N Trueman, Matrix Dynamite Baits Trentmen, 51-1-0.

STARLETS PACKINGTON  
SOMERS VETS (TUES)
Geary’s Level, Little Geary’s, Annie’s & Siblings A (66 pegs)

Once again the Thursday vets’ 

match packed them in and without 

the Molands Mere Pool in use, 

the winner could have come from 

any of the lakes. As it turned out, 

the Little Geary’s Pool saw John 

McGann into top spot with 87-3-0 

of F1s at peg 3 where he caught on 

long pole and pellet. 

Second went to Joe Roberts with 

54-15-0 of skimmers on long pole 

and worm from peg 16 on the 

Geary’s Level Pool.
Result: 1 J McGann, Packington Vets, 87-3-0; 2 J Roberts, 
Drennan/Sensas, 54-15-0; 3 J Harrison, Packington Vets, 
50-9-0; 4 R Robinson, Packington Vets, 37-9-0.

TUNNEL BARN FARM OVER 50S (TUES)
New & House Pools (46 pegs)

The House Pool produced first 

and second on Tuesday, peg 21 

seeing Dave Porter home

with 88-10-0 of F1s to

3lb taken on pellet in

the margins and bread

dobbed to the island at 14m.

Dave Chapman was on peg 25,

where he used for paste at close

range to take second, catching at 

4m and in the margins for 82-4-0 

of big F1s. 
Result: 1 D Porter, Broome Angling, 88-10-0;  

ANGLER
IN FORM

VENUE
IN FORM

Match News

FIRST FOUR THROUGH TO 
BOUGH BEECH WEEKEND
Bridon leads the field with 87lb on pellet and boilies
PRESTON INNOVATIONS  
FEEDERMASTERS QUALIFIER (SUN)
Barston Lakes, Main Lake (58 pegs)

THIS eagerly-awaited series  

got under way on a cold 

Barston but, with four inal 

places to be claimed, there was 

all to ish for. 

The big two-day match in 

September will already have 

a sprinkling of international 

talent after England feeder man 

Eddie Bridon and loat team 

star Lee Kerry made it through, 

alongside John Driscoll and 

Andrew Jupp, to the Bough 

Beech weekender.

Eddie won the day from  

peg 14 on the riverbank, the 

Maver/Dynamite Baits man 

ishing long range Method 

feeder with pellet and mini 

boilies to take 87-0-0 of carp 

including a 19lb beast.

Fellow feeder team-mate 

Steve Ringer was on next door 

peg 12. He inished second – 

OLD GHOST UK CHAMPIONSHIPS
QUALIFIER (WEDS)
Barston Lakes, Main Lake (70 pegs)

IT WAS eyes down for a place in the main 
UK Champs on Wednesday as 40 places 
were up for grabs in the four-match 
series.
The first one of those went the way of 
Somerset’s Ben Hagg, the recent Guru 
signing drawing red hot end peg 124 on 
the golf course bank and making no 
mistakes with 116-14-0 for a convincing 
victory.
Glastonbury-based Ben knew just what 
to do, fishing Hybrid feeder and maggot 
or 10mm wafters cast down the bank 
past the reeds to the 18th golf tee to pick 

o� a 50-50 split of F1s and carp including
a 16lb specimen. The win saw Ben into
the UK Champs for the very first time.
Second man past the post was Dean 
Kenworthy on nearby peg 114, who 
ignored the carp and went for bream and 
skimmers on the pole at 5m using corn.
The final two hours of the match gave 
him a fish a chuck for 67-12-0. Steve 
Ringer took third with 55-14-0 of 
skimmers on bloodworm and joker from 
peg 99 a little further along the bank.

Result: 1 B Hagg, Guru, 116-14-0; 2 D Kenworthy, 
Garbolino Lindholme, 67-12-0; 3 S Ringer, Daiwa/
Guru, 55-14-0.
Section winners: A: A Rooney 31-0-0; B: A Fulleylove 
51-0-0; C: M Bull 31-14-0; D: T Wyse 15-8-0; E: A North 
30-12-0; F: S Ringer 55-14-0; G: B Hagg 116-14-0.

F FORM PEG

LATEST RESULTS AT 
WWW.ATMATCH RESULTS.COM

OUR ALL-NEW 
MATCH RESULTS

WEBSITE IS LIVE!
UPDATED DAILY

WWW.ATMATCHRESULTS.COM



2 D Chapman, Swan Baits, 82-4-0; 3 B Duggan, Bailey’s
of Warwick, 77-12-0; 4 R Notley, Tunnel Barn Farm Vets,
74-14-0; 5 J Wills, Tunnel Barn Farm Vets, 74-11-0;
6 S Johnson, Acorn Angling, 68-15-0.

TUNNEL BARN FARM VETS (THURS)
New, Bottom & Extension Pools (63 pegs)

Warmer weather always sees paste 

work at the fishery and that was 

the case on Thursday for this big 

old boys’ match. Dave Purvis led 

the way with 90-14-0 of F1s o� 

New Pool peg 40, where he caught 

on his top kit and in both margins. 

John Berry, on peg 28 of the 

Extension Pool, also found the F1s 

short at just top kit range, with 

paste to take second on 89-10-0.
Result: 1 D Purvis, Tunnel Barn Farm Vets, 90-14-0;  
2 J Berry, Tunnel Barn Farm Vets, 89-10-0; 3 P Hancocks, 
Tunnel Barn Farm Vets, 88-9-0; 4 S Johnson, Tunnel Barn 
Farm Vets, 80-7-0; 5 D Kingerlee, Tunnel Barn Farm Vets, 
73-7-0; 6 J Wills, Tunnel Barn Farm Vets, 73-3-0.

WESTWOOD LAKES OVER 50S (THURS)
Falcon Lake (37 pegs)

It’s amazing what a bit of sunshine 

can do to a lake! 

After struggling earlier in the 

week, the Skylark Lake 

was back on form for 

Thursday’s Over 50’s 

match and Sensas Mark 

One’s John Taylor took 107-0-0

from peg 37, catching carp and F1s

on pellet down the side to win.

Martin Watson on next door  

peg 38 went over to the island at 

14m and in the edge with pellet 

and maggot for second on  

97-10-0.
Result: 1 J Taylor, Sensas Mark One, 107-0-0; 2 M Watson, 
Westwood Lakes, 97-10-0; 3 T Evans, Dynamite Baits,  
94-4-0; 4 J Kedzierski, Westwood Lakes, 94-0-0;  
5 M Stamp, Preston Innovations, 93-12-0.

MATCH SHORTS
TUNNEL BARN FARM (MON)
Extension Pool (22 pegs)

Result: 1 W Sweetman, Tunnel Barn Farm,  
140-1-0; 2 L Blundell, Sensas, 97-9-0; 3 P Hancocks, 
Tunnel Barn Farm Vets, 74-9-0; 4 G Makin,  
Miracle Baits, 72-1-0; 5 I Shephard, Daiwa Gordon 
League, 69-8-0; 6 D Chapman, Swan Baits, 
68-12-0.

TUNNEL BARN FARM (WEDS)
House Pool (16 pegs)

Result: 1 D James, Mosella, 224-10-0;  
2 S Harwood, Drennan Banbury Gunsmiths,  
156-2-0; 3 P Hughes, Mosella, 139-12-0;  
4 A Leese, Tunnel Barn Farm, 98-4-0; 5 P Hancox, 
Tunnel Barn Farm Vets, 92-1-0; 6 A Green, Maver, 
79-4-0.

TUNNEL BARN FARM (FRI)
Top Pool (16 pegs)

Result: 1 R Knowles, Shakespeare, 150-4-0; 
 2 L Whetton, Mosella/Tunnel Barn Farm, 98-0-0;  
3 D James, Mosella, 90-0-0; 4 I Shephard,  
Daiwa Gordon League, 63-4-0; 5 M Bingham, 
Mosella, 56-13-0; 6 S Harrot, Tunnel Barn Farm, 
45-9-0.

TUNNEL BARN FARM (SAT)
New Pool (24 pegs)

Result: 1 R Knowles, Shakespeare, 96-0-0;
2 A Jackson, Rocklands, 77-13-0; 3 S Harwood,
Drennan Banbury Gunsmiths, 75-10-0; 4 D James,
Mosella, 68-10-0; 5 R Biggs, OHMS, 58-2-0;
6 P Bick, Shakespeare, 51-14-0.

TUNNEL BARN FARM (SUN)
Top Pool (21 pegs)

Result: 1 N Matthews, Rugeley Miners, 94-11-0;  
2 P Bick, Shakespeare, 88-11-0; 3 D James, Mosella, 
74-11-0; 4 R Biggs, OHMS, 66-0-0; 5 L Whetton, 
Mosella/Tunnel Barn Farm, 64-9-0; 6 G Merrett, 
Tunnel Barn Farm, 63-4-0.

VENUE
IN FORM
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also using Method at long range 

with wafters to take 81-0-0 of 

carp into double igures.

 Lee ended the day third with 

his 58-0-0 weight.
Result: 1 E Bridon, Maver/Dynamite Baits, 87-0-0;
2 S Ringer, Daiwa/Guru, 81-0-0; 3 L Kerry, Preston 
Innovations, 58-0-0; 4 J O’Driscoll, 45-0-0.
Qualifiers: E Bridon, A Jupp, L Kerry and J Driscoll.

OLD SCOTCH STORES, 1 SLIGO ROAD, ENNISKILLEN, CO. FERMANAGH, BT74 7JY

SERVING ANGLERS

WORLDWIDE
FOR OVER 10 YEARS

POLE FLOATS

ALL £1.99 EACH
TUBERTINI PRO 53

0.20G, 0.30G, 0.50G, 0.75G,

1G, 2G, 3G

TUBERTINI PRO 54

0.20G, 0.30G, 0.50G,

0.75G, 1G

TUBERTINI PRO 55

, , , , , , ,

12G, 15G, 18G, 20G

TUBERTINI PRO 61

0.30G, 0.50G, 0.75G,

1G, 2G, 3G

TUBERTINI PRO 72

0.75, 1G, 1.50G, 2G, 3G

TUBERTINI PRO 79

0.20G, 0.30G, 0.50G, 0.75G,

1G, 1.50G, 2G

TUBERTINI PRO 84

0.30G, 0.50G, 0.75G, 1G, 

1.25G, 1.50G, 2G, 3G

TUBERTINI PRO 89

0.30G, 0.50G, 0.75G,

1G, 1.50G, 2G

TUBERTINI PRO 91

0.50G, 0.75G, 1G, 1.50G,

2G, 3G, 4G, 5G, 6G

TUBERTINI PRO 107

0.30G, 0.50G, 0.75G, 1G,1.50G, 

2G, 2.50G, 3G, 4G, 5G, 6G

TUBERTINI AQUA CARP

4X8, 4X10, 4X12, 4X14, 4x16

NEW

TUBERTINI UNI

4X8, 4X10, 4X12, 4X14

NEW

TUBERTINI QUAD

4X10, 4X12, 4X14

NEW

TUBERTINI MICRO

4X8, 4X10

NEW

TUBERTINI PRO 111

4x8, 0.10, 0.20, 0.30, 0.50, 

0.75, 1.00

NEW

TUBERTINI SILVERFISH HOOKS

TUBERTINI CARP BARBLESS HOOKS

ALL HOOKS £2.95 PER PACK

25 HOOKS PER PACK

SERIES 1 M RED....................................18, 20, 22, 24
SERIES 1M.............................................18, 20, 22, 24
SERIES 2 NICKEL ...........10, 12, 14, 15, 16, 18, 20, 22
SERIES 2 OPACCO .........12, 14, 16, 18, 19, 20, 22, 24
SERIES 2 BRONZE....10, 12, 14, 15, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24
SERIES 2 RED ............................12, 14, 15, 16, 18, 20
SERIES 18 BRONZE .10, 12, 14, 15, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24
SERIES 21 BRONZE ...............................12, 14, 16, 18
SERIES 21 NICKEL .................................12, 14, 16, 18
SERIES 26 BRONZE ...................12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22

SERIES 301............................................14, 15, 16, 18
SERIES 801................................10, 12, 14, 15, 16, 18
SERIES 808..............10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 19, 20, 22, 24
SERIES 175............................................1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

TUBERTINI LEAD OLIVETTES

0.50G, 0.75G, 1G, 1.25G, 1.50G,
1.75G, 2G, 2.25G, 2.50G, 2.75G, 3G,
3.5G, 4G, 4.50G, 5G, 6G, 7G, 8G, 9G,
10G, 11G, 12G, 13G, 14G, 15G, 18G,
20G, 22G

BUYER’

PRICE £3.25ONLY FOR USE IN COUNTIRES

WHERE PERMITED

Ideal for transporting made up rods and reels.
Made from extremely durable fabric, it has three
separate compartments; padded handle and shoulder
strap; plastic base and reinforced back to prevent
accidental damage.

Size: 16 x 160 x 18cm

TUBERTINI TRIPLE ROD HARDCASE

£79.99
BUYER’S

PRICE

NOW BACK
IN STOCK
Sizes 10-16

TUBERTINI 861 HOOK

£3.25
PER PACK

BUYER’S

PRICE

Size 10-22 £3.25 per pack.

The spade end brother of the   

chrome Tubertini 861 hook. V   

NEW TUBERTINI 804 HOOKS

£3.25
PER PACK

BUYER’S

PRICE

RRP £15

TUBERTINI HOOKLENGTH BOX 

TUBERTINI WHIPS
AREA PRO 6400SP

6405 SP 5.00m 174g 5 140cm £54.99

6406 SP 6.00m 252g 6 140cm £74.99

6407 SP 7.00m 348g 7 140cm £99.99

6408 SP 8.00m 442g 7 140cm £129.99

AREA PRO 5400EX

5405 EX 5.00m 159g 5 140cm £49.99

5406 EX 6.00m  251g 6 140cm £64.99

5407 EX 7.00m 329g 7 140cm £89.99

5408 EX 8.00m 398g 7 140cm £109.99

5409 EX 9.00m 508g 8 140cm £129.99

AREA PRO 4300PR

4304 PR 4.00m 123g 4 125cm £39.99

4305 PR 5.00m 203g 5 125cm £49.99

4306 PR 6.00m 306g 6 125cm £59.99

4307 PR 7.00m 422g 7 125cm £89.99

4308 PR 8.00m 563g 8 125cm £99.99

AREA PRO 7300PF

7306 PF 6.00m 172g 6 140cm £129.99

7307 PF 7.00m 256g 7 140cm £169.99

7308 PF 8.00m 346g 8 140cm £209.99

7309 PF 9.00m 424g 8 145cm £279.99

7310 PF 10.00m 548g 9 145cm £339.99

The New Tubertini Proximity margin pole has seven 
short sections to allow you to fi sh with accuracy down 
the edge without half a pole section behind you. The 
top kit has a big bore 4.6mm and a stripper slot on the 
third section. This pole is extremely strong and can 
easily lift a 1kgs weight straight of the fl oor.

NEW TUBERTINI PROXIMITY 
  

Top four, from left:  
Lee Kerry, Eddie Bridon, Steve 

Ringer and John Driscoll.



Winner Richard Chave led on 16-3-0.
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BAIT-TECH VIADUCT SPRING
LEAGUE (RND 1)
Campbell, Cary & Lodge Lakes (54 pegs)

The Spring League kicked o� in

most un-spring like weather, but

it still needed a big weight to

win, Tony Rixon bagging 225-9-0

of carp to 8lb o� peg 116 on the

Campbell Lake. He caught on long

pole and pellet on the deck and in

the edge.

Nicky Ewers followed in second

with 195-12-0 o� Cary Lake peg 86

where he used bomb and pellet.
Result: 1 T Rixon, Mosella Veal’s, 225-9-0; 2 N Ewers,
Preston Innovations Thatcher’s, 195-12-0; 3 D Baker,
Frenzee SW, 182-3-0; 4 B Giles, Frenzee SW, 182-2-0;
5 N Chedzoy, Preston Innovations Thatcher’s, 179-13-0;
6 L Sorokin, Preston Innovations Thatcher’s, 159-13-0.

BAIT-TECH VIADUCT FISHERY (THURS)
Campbell & Cary Lakes (34 pegs)

Thursday’s opens are slowly

seeing an increase in numbers

and West Midlands man John Mills

made the trip down pay o� in this

one. The Ridgemere AC angler

took a narrow win with 166-13-0

of carp o� form peg 114 on the

Campbell Lake, long pole and

pellet shallow being the winning

approach.
Result: 1 J Mills, Ridgemere AC, 166-13-0; 2 P Blake,
Bait-Tech Viaduct, 161-8-0; 3 T Downing, North Devon MG,
130-14-0; 4 J Butcher, Wiltshire Angling, 126-4-0.
Silvers: J Gray, Mosella, 34-3-0.

COLEMAN’S COTTAGE FISHERY
SPRING LEAGUE FINAL (SUN)
Wood Lake (25 pegs)

This match brought together the

top 25 from the Spring League to

fish a one-o� event. Top of the pile

was James Heaps at peg 35. The

JL Tackle man from Hertfordshire

used pellet at 14m to the island

and maggot down the edge for

113-8-0 of carp and F1s.
Result: 1 J Heaps, JL Tackle, 113-8-0; 2 M Brown,
Browning Wickford Angling, 110-0-0; 3 J Collins, Preston
Innovations, 105-12-0; 4 R Harold, Matrix, 95-12-0; 5 T
Wallis, Browning Wickford Angling, 90-12-0;
6 B Townsend, ABC Baits, 84-0-0.

GLOUCESTER CANAL SPRING
LEAGUE (RND 2)
Gloucester Canal, Rea- Pilot Bridge (64 pegs)

The canal was in good form for

round two, with a ding

dong battle for top spot

on the Pilot section.

Daiwa Gordon League’s

Ruben Guerra got the nod with

33-1-0 from his peg in the 220s,

maggot over groundbait at 11m

giving him a net of bream and

skimmers.

He finished just 10oz in front of

Nigel Evans, who used the same

line of attack to take 32-7-0 of

bream and skimmers.

Daiwa Gordon League won the

day with 103 points ahead of

Harescombe Fisheries.
Result: 1 R Guerra, Daiwa Gordon League, 33-1-0;
2 N Evans, Preston Innovations Thatcher’s, 32-7-0;
3 T Gorret, Nomads Green, 19-0-0; 4 N Harris, Stroud
AC, 16-5-0; 5 M Bromsgrove, Sensas 88, 15-3-0; 6 M Kay,
Nomads Black, 13-1-0.
Teams: 1 Daiwa Gordon League Red, 103pts;
2 Harescombe Fisheries, 91; 3 Daiwa Gordon League Gold,
83; 4 Garbolino Blackmore Vale MG, 82; 5 Daiwa Gordon
League Black, 81; 6 Nomads Black, 74.

HAREFIELD TACKLE SPRING
SERIES (RND 2) SUN
Royal Berkshire Fishery (18 pegs)

End peg 1 was a winner for Dougie

Richardson as he bagged 32-4-0

to take the honours on a cold

round two. Pellet on the deck at

13m saw him bag carp to 8lb plus a

handful of roach and skimmers to

keep Micky Sutton at bay on peg

15. He got paste to work, fished at

8m to give him 29-0-0 of carp to

9lb at the scales.
Result: 1 D Richardson, Wood Lane Fishery, 32-4-0;
2 M Sutton, Harefield Tackle, 29-0-0; 3 S Rose, Harefield
Tackle, 21-4-0; 4 K Halsey, Yiewsley Angling, 18-8-0.

LAKE JOHN (WEDS)
Top Lake (19 pegs)

There are fewer finer silverfish

waters at present than the Top

Lake and the bream and tench

served up another great match

with Trevor Stanley winning on

100-0-0 o� peg 8, meat at 11m 

and later at 5m seeing him bank 

fish to 5lb.
Result: 1 T Stanley, Lake John, 100-0-0; 2 M Amos, Lake 
John/Oakwood Angling, 96-12-0; 3 J Elderidge, Redbridge 
Lakes, 83-4-0.

MONK LAKES (SAT)
Lake 2 (22 pegs)

Weights weren’t quite at the 

heights of recent weeks owing 

to the cold wind, but 100lb was 

needed to make the top six with 

Delcac men claiming first and 

second. 

Dean Lock was first past the post 

on peg 58 with 156-8-0 of carp, 

F1s and barbel taken on pellet on 

the bomb. Mike McMillan, in the 

margins, came second on 135-0-0.
Result: 1 D Lock, Preston Innovations Delcac, 156-8-0;  
2 M McMillan, Preston Innovations Delcac, 135-0-0;  
3 J McDowell, Monk Lakes, 123-0-0; 4 R Beale, Sensas. 
Oakwood Angling, 104-12-0; 5 I Brewer, Blean Angling, 
103-0-0; 6 M Burdia, West Malling Angling, 102-0-0.

MONK LAKES TEAMS OF FOUR SPRING 
LEAGUE (ROUND FOUR)
Lakes 1 & 3 (44 pegs) 

Peg 112 on Lake 3 did it again in 

round four and after Jason Collins 

drew it in the last match, his Pups 

teammate Pete Upperton got it 

this time around and scored a 

crushing win. Pellet on the bomb 
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FINALLY, IT’S A BAIT-TECH 
FESTIVAL WIN FOR GELDART
He leads the field on 32 points to bag £1,600 prize
BAIT-TECH FESTIVAL (MON-FRI)
White Acres Holiday Park (140 pegs)

ANDY Geldart has quite a 

record on these Cornish 

festivals, having won three plus 

the Parkdean Masters down the 

years but the Leeds angler had 

never been victorious in the 

Bait-Tech, the opening festival 

of the season at White Acres  

– until now.

Scoring 32 points after 

dropped section scores were 

taken into account, the Matrix/

Dynamite Baits angler and 

former Fish O’ champ ended 

in front to take the £1,600 

top prize ahead of a cluster of 

anglers on 31 points. England 

man Callum Dicks proved the 

best of them to inish second 

by virtue of a better dropped 

score.

Andy’s week began on peg 

6 of Trelawney Lake, where 

he weighed in 97-8-0 for a 

section win. He took F1s and 

the odd carp on meat at 5m 

plus around 20lb of silverish 

on chopped worm and caster 

in the margins. He followed 

that up with more of the same 

on Tuesday at Trewaters peg 

27. His 132-8-0 of carp saw him 

take second overall on the 

lake as he caught on bomb and 

bread and waggler and meat to 

the island and meat shallow on 

the long pole.

Wednesday proved to be 

Andy’s blip as Acorn Lake  

SENSAS KENNET & AVON TEAMS
OF FOUR SPRING LEAGUE (RND 2)
Kennet & Avon Canal, King’s Arms, Whaddon & Pound
Lane (92 pegs)

ROUND two of this hugely popular 
league gave victory for Drennan Bordon 
Angling Blue as they totalled 89 points 
for a clear win ahead of Garbolino 
Blackmore Vale MG Green. The result 
sees the Bordon lads take a commanding 
overall lead by 14 points from Devizes 
Preston Innovations Thatcher’s.
On the individual front, Garbolino 
Blackmore Vale’s Richard Chave led the 
way from peg D16 at Pound Lane. The 
Dorset firefighter netted skimmers to 1lb 
on maggot and pinkie fished over 
groundbait with caster and dead pinkies, 
topping up regularly to keep the fish 
coming and weighing in 16-3-0.
Runner-up was Simon Keifer of the day’s 

winners, who drew four pegs away from
Richard at Pound Lane and caught
10-3-8 of skimmers to well over 1lb as he
opted for a chopped worm and caster
approach on the long pole.

Result: 1 R Chave, Garbolino Blackmore Vale MG,  
16-3-0; 2 S Kiefer, Drennan Bordon Angling Blue,  
10-3-8; 3 C Ste�an, Drennan Bordon Angling Blue, 
8-15-0; 4 J Carty, Devizes Preston Innovations 
Thatcher’s, 8-2-0; 5 T Moretti, Preston Innovations 
Thatcher’s, 8-0-0; 6 I Stainer, Sensas Wiltshire Angling 
Black, 7-12-0.
Teams: 1 Drennan Bordon Angling Blue, 89pts;  
2 Garbolino Blackmore Vale MG Green, 72; 3 Garbolino 
Blackmore Vale MG Gold, 70; 4 Sensas Wiltshire 
Angling Black, 68; 5 Preston Innovations Thatcher’s, 
66; 6 Devizes Preston Innovations Thatcher’s, 65.
League: 1 Drennan Bordon Angling Blue, 152pts; 2 
Devizes Preston Innovations Thatcher’s, 138;  
jt3 Garbolino Blackmore Vale MG Gold and Daiwa 
Gordon League, both 121; 5 Browning Andover Claret, 
118; 6  Matrix Talismen Red, 116.

CLEAR WIN ON K&A CANAL FOR DRENNAN BORDON BLUES

LATEST RESULTS AT 
WWW.ATMATCH RESULTS.COM
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and at 16m combined with meat

at 8m saw the reigning Match This

champion take 169-12-0 of carp 

to 9lb. This left Mark Tullett to 

settle for second with 109-12-0. 

Top team were locals Monk Lakes 

with 16 points, but overall Drennan 

Bordon Angling remain on top.
Result: 1 P Upperton, Pups, 169-12-0; 2 M Tullett, Foxtrot 
Oscar, 109-12-0; 3 P Wiltshire, Maver Cardinals, 100-10-0; 
4 G Cooper, Gorilla Angling, 97-0-0; 5 D Gladwin, Monk 
Lakes, 84-8-0; 6 M McMillan, Preston Innovations Delcac, 
84-4-0.
Teams: 1 Monk Lakes, 16pts; jt2 Pups and Drennan Bordon 
Angling, both 18; jt4 Gorilla Angling and Daiwa Dorking, 
both 19; 6 Maver Cardinals, 24.
League: 1 Drennan Bordon Angling, 64pts; 2 Daiwa Dork-

ing, 69; 3 Pups, 70; 4 Sensas Oakwood Angling, 90;
5 Maver Cardinals, 97; 6 Drennan Lake John, 98.

TYLER’S COMMON (SAT)
Horseshoe Lake (20 pegs)

Cattle farmer Andrew Farley 

headed an impressive-looking 

Saturday frame as the cold wind 

failed to put the carp o� the feed. 

Peg 12 saw him bag 182-4-0 of fish 

to 11lb from the margins, where 

he swapped between meat and 

breadpunch.
Result: 1 A Farley, Brightlingsea, 182-4-0; 2 R Harold, 
Matrix, 161-12-0; 3 G Manoli, Angling Direct, 148-8-0;  
4 B Fraser, Coleman’s Cottage, 123-0-0; 5 C Fuller, Lake 
John, 114-4-0; 6 M Hood, Tyler’s Common, 111-8-0.

 

 

WEIGHTS HOT TING UP ACROSS THE REGION
Whatever the weather, there are some fisheries that always 
produce the goods. Viaduct and Coleman’s are just two of them. 
Here are their latest big-weight open results.

L ATEST FROM VIADUC T AND COLEMAN’S
BAIT-TECH VIADUCT FISHERY (THURS)
Campbell & Cary Lakes (34 pegs)

Result: 1 J Mills, Ridgemere AC, 166-13-0; 2 P Blake, 
Bait-Tech Viaduct, 161-8-0; 3 T Downing, North Devon 
MG, 130-14-0; 4 J Butcher, Wiltshire Angling, 126-4-0.
Silvers J Gray, Mosella, 34-3-0.

BAIT TECH VIADUCT FISHERY (SAT)
Lodge Lake (14 pegs)

Result: 1 D Romaine, Bait-Tech Viaduct, 127-7-0; 
2 S Cousins, Viaduct, 125-14-0; 3 N Ewers, Preston 
Innovations Thatcher’s, 80-1-0.

COLEMAN’S COTTAGE FISHERY (THURS)
Pathfield Lake (12 pegs)

Result: 1 J Church, Maver Coleman’s Bait &  
Tackle/Matchpack, 160-0-0; 2 R Heath, Chestnut  
Pool, 119-0-0; 3 K Choppin, Cariers RAPS,  
111-8-0.

COLEMAN’S COTTAGE FISHERY (TUES)
Wood Lake (14 pegs) 

Result: 1 F Thomas, Browning Wickford Angling,  
192-0-0; 2 A Reynolds, Coleman’s Cottage, 158-8-0;  
3 J Barrowman, PW Angling, 128-0-0.

 PORT A FIXTURE, CALL MATCH 
EDITOR RICHARD GRANGE ON 

1733 395109

peg 3 delivered a third in 

section with 89-0-0 of F1s and 

carp on meat at 6m. Thursday 

saw him back on track with a 

lake second and section win, 

thanks to 142-0-0 of big carp on 

meat ished at 7m and 5m from 

Bolingey Lake peg 42.

That set him up for a 

grandstand inish on Friday 

– and Pollawyn Lake peg 34 

delivered with a section win to 

seal the title.  Using bomb and 

bread and long pole and meat, 

his 66-0-0 was made up of ive 

carp plus skimmers.
Result: 1 A Geldart, Matrix/Dynamite Baits, 32pts;  
2 C Dicks, Maver, 31 (dropping six points); 3 P Holland, 
Guru, 31 (dropping four points – 547-6-0); 4 N Cornwell, 
31 (dropping four points – 514-14-0); 5 R Wootton, 
Shimano/Dynamite Baits, 31 (dropping four points 
– 496-2-0); 6 J Howarth, Tri-Cast, 31 (dropping four 
points – 480-15-0). 

Andy Geldart  
– a winner by 

one point.
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INNING TACTICS: ADAM  WAKELIN
Match News

S
NAGS – they’re an 
unhappy part of spring 
fishing on commercials.

Often they take the form of 

reeds and roots that have spent 

the winter in a dormant state 

only to sufer a toddler-like 

growth spurt as the sun warms 

the water. They now become 

tackle-grabbing menaces, and 

popular hidey-holes for carp and 

F1s in island swims.

And to make matters worse, 

sometimes you can’t even see 

the vegetation snaking up from 

the lakebed until it peeks above 

the surface. Therefore you can 

never quite be sure that the place 

where you’re dropping your rig 

and feed isn’t going to be bang in 

the middle of a snag pit.

However, the task is not so 

much ‘mission impossible’ as 

crash, bang, wallop stuf, as 

plenty of brute force is needed in 

the initial stages of the battle to 

get the ish out of danger. If you 

give so much as an inch, it’ll be 

game over and a new hook or rig.

“There are several things to 

remember when you’re faced 

with a snaggy swim,” said Adam 

Wakelin, as he geared up to do 

battle on the Kestrel Lake at 

Lincolnshire’s Westwood Lakes 

ishery. “These include inding 

the shallowest water you can 

to catch from, using balanced 

me and take my eyes of what

the carp is doing.”

Rigs are the next thing to sort, 

and given the snags, Adam’s

set-up is surprisingly light – for a 

good reason.

“I’m a big believer in speed

rather than strength when

playing carp,” he revealed.

“If you hook a carp on heavy 

tackle it will try and do you,

and if you pile on the pressure, 

the hook will pull out. I need

tackle that allows me to be 

quick but strong, and the elastic 

plays a big part. I’ll ish No12 

Dura Hollo, which is soft and 

tackle and having a path through 

the snags to bring ish out of. 

That means spending some time 

before you get ishing working 

out what dangers the swim may 

have in store.”

The Preston Innovations man 

picked a peg on the end of an 

island which at 16m gave him 

around 18ins of water, the depth 

shelving of steeply just a metre 

away. This, he believes, is the 

irst thing to get right.

“The deeper the peg, the harder 

it is to get hooked ish out,” 

he said. “Hook a carp in very 

shallow water and it will swim 

out into the deeps looking for an 

escape route. Hook one in deep 

water and it will bury its head in 

the reeds and roots.” 

The next job is to spend time

plumbing up to locate a clear

spot in the peg where there are

no snags, and also to ind areas

where there are. This will help

you when it comes to guiding a

ish to safety.

“What’s going on behind you

is as important as in the water

itself. By this, I mean having

your pole rollers set at the right

height and in the right place

behind you,” Adam said.

“When I hook a ish I will

immediately throw the pole back

on to a roller. I want to do this

without having to look behind

not too powerful. This reduces 

hook pulls while still having the 

muscle to pull a carp into safe 

water.”

Lines are 0.17mm main and a 

0.15mm hooklink of Powerline 

to a size 14 PR456 barbless hook, 

inished with a dumpy little PB 

Carp 4 loat taking 4x12 shotted 

as a simple bulk beneath. Adam 

undershots the loat to leave 

the full bristle showing, which 

reduces the temptation to strike 

at line bites.

It’s time to ish. A full pole 

pot of groundbait and dead 

maggots goes in at the start 

and immediately tails appear. 

Adam ships out and hooks a carp 

within seconds but it inds the 

reeds. One-nil!

“You have to really give the 

strike some wellie and keep the 

pressure on with the pole up in 

the air as you throw it back,” he 

said. “I ship back to halfway and 

then have a look at where the 

ish is, all the time looking to 

keep it close to the surface.”

Back out again, and it’s not long 

before another carp is hooked 

and in the net. However, those 

SPEED IS THE KEY 
TO LANDING EVERY
CARP YOU HOOK
...but this doesn’t mean you need 
heavy rigs and powerful elastic

Ship back as 
soon as you 
hook a fish.

Shot the float 
with plenty of 

bristle showing.

Forgiving elastic is part of Adam’s plan.
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tails have gone and the next 

drop-in brings no indications. 

Adam’s solution is to pot in 

another big cup of bait. Less than 

a minute later the ish are back.

“The carp are in the reeds all 

the time, popping their heads 

out to feed,” he said. “From this 

point on, it’s about ishing to 

bites. I’ve got a route through 

the snags and know where not 

to drop the rig, so I’ll keep going 

until the indications stop and I 

need to feed again.”

“AS far as bait goes, you can’t

beat groundbait and dead

maggots for shallow island

swims,” said Adam. “I’ll feed 

Sonubaits Maggot Fishmeal 

mix, prepared on the ‘claggy’ 

side so it sinks well and won’t 

be wafted about by feeding 

carp in the swim. 

“This new groundbait is 

ideal for maggot fished in the 

margins and over to islands 

and I’ll add just a few dead 

reds to this.

“How much you feed is 

governed by how many fish 

are in the peg. If I was aiming 

to get one fish into the peg at 

a time and catch it, then this 

would be done using a Cad 

pot on the pole, but when 

I want a number of carp in 

the peg on the feed and aim 

to catch three or four on the 

spin before feeding again, 

that calls for big potting.”

Groundbait is mixed quite sti�.

Dead maggots are the hookbait.

These carp tried in vain to find the snags.

Swim Stim has been one of the most successful baits of all-time, the 

unchanged unique blend of high quality ingredients has lead to countless match 

wins for well over a decade. Although the core ingredients of Swim Stim 

have not changed, the technology has been manipulated in various forms 

throughout the years, creating a family of products for every situation. 

The latest additions include Match Mini’s, the perfect hookbaits 

for matchman and premium milled expander groundbait in the 

famous, Amino Original, Betaine Green and Red Krill varieties.

www.dynamitebaits.com
See the full Sw    



VEN for a sport as
unpredictable as
fishing, you have to

admit that perhaps the biggest
recent tackle trend has come as
complete shock. 

Be honest, who among you 

anticipated the whole toy-sized

rod and tiny lures thing taking

of? Not so long ago, it seemed

about as likely as Leicester City

making a title challenge.

After all, for many previous

years you could argue that the

hottest properties in ishing were

those super-powerful specimen

and feeder rods – impressively

strong tools to allow even your

decidedly-less-than-athletic 

Uncle Brian to launch his bait to

the horizon and wrestle out a

huge barbel or carp. 

For the past couple of seasons,

however, I can’t have been the

only one taken aback at a very,

very diferent pattern emerging. 

With the world of drop shot and 

‘light rock’ ishing, anglers are 

rediscovering the joy of intimate, 

close-range ishing and the thrill 

of modest ish on light

tackle. Yes, grown

men are developing

an almost fetishistic

obsession for 

toothpick rods and

lures the same size (and often the

same colour) as Haribo sweets.

Take a look at the growing

demographic of younger lure 

anglers, with its high proportion 

of bearded, tattooed hipsters, and 

the whole diddy rod scene 

appears even more surprising.

Surely these garden gnome-

length expressions of ultimate 

inesse don’t appeal to their 

manly, beer-drinking side?

In a word, no. But what tackle

makers have seized upon is that

today’s anglers actually want to 

rediscover their inner kid. They 

want to rediscover the giddy 

feeling they got catching canal 

perch on a ibreglass whip, or the 

ensuing chaos when they hooked

that jack pike on the rubbish

telescopic thing they got for

Christmas. 

Only the new generation of rods 

are not crap. They are utterly 

beautiful to use and stronger than 

you might think. Yes, I too have 

caught the disease. 

My own little ‘toy’ rod was an 

impulse purchase that has 

probably given me as much fun as

you can buy for £59.99 without

being arrested. At 6ft-something,

the blank is barely taller than I

am. Walking along the towpath

with it, I must look a bit like

someone who stole their kit of a

12-year-old. It is gravity-defyingly

light and crisp, and it only 

requires a modest ish to

make it bend like stink. It’s

not only the bystanders who

are pleasantly tricked into 

thinking the creature I’ve

hooked is considerably bigger 

than a 6oz perch. 

It’s hard to knock the sheer

enjoyment of a light rod, plus you

can sneak it into the car without

the girlfriend even noticing. But

whether this trend for garden

gnome-scale lure ishing will go

the way of Leicester City FC or the

Blackberry smartphone and face

an inevitable decline, I can’t say.
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Cambs, PE2 6EA The joys of the garden gnome fishing rod are untold, says 
Dom Garnett. And he, for one, is hooked on the trend

C AUGHT SHORT
The Far Bank

“Grown men are developing an 
almost fetishistic obsession for 

toothpick rods”

Everything hooked
on a tiny rod really

fights its corner.

Average perch are 
memorable when 
you scale down.
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Did the makers of garden gnomes anticipate the trend towards ultra-short, light rods?
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AnglingT ımes

VERY year is the 
same. Winter seems 
to take an age to 
disappear and then, 
bang – suddenly the 

evenings are lighter, the birds are 
singing and the fish are on the 
move. 

That sudden transition has 
definitely happened while we’ve 
been compiling this issue and I 
know it’s the trigger that many of 
us need to really get back on the 
hunt for carp. I’m writing this on 
the eve of a trip to France for a 
week at the beautiful Tranquillity 
Lakes and I really cannot wait to 
get cracking on the first long 
session of the year.

Another angler to really enjoy his 
fishing is Andrew Riste, who has 
written a piece on one of our 
favourite day-ticket venues in 
Britain, Caerphilly Castle. We 
covered this place last year, but it 
bears repeating – you can literally 
fish in a castle moat here! It’s like a 
film set, but the fish and the 
scenery are all real.

This issue also features some 
brilliant tips if you’re out battling 
the crowds on popular day-ticket 
venues. Ed Betteridge has been 
slaying St John’s at Linear, Adam 
Smith has made Linch Hill look 
easy and Ricky Knight has tips for 
gaining an edge over other anglers.

Finally, I want to point you in the 
direction of page seven. 

A chance meeting with Gary 
Denniss at Bluebell Lakes saw 
UKCarp witness two 35lb-plus 
commons in a matter of minutes, 
and the captor’s infectious, 
unalloyed enthusiasm really stuck 
with us. We hope some of that 
comes across in our report and 
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WIN
STICKY BAIT!

MARCH 2016
in association with
AnglingT ımes

EACH month, your catches can earn 
you a place in Angling Times and 
UKCarp, plus a heap of goodies 
from Sticky. The fish don’t have to 
be the biggest in the land and we 
will judge each report on its own 
merits. There are prizes for the 
overall catch of the month, the 
best-looking fish and the best 
big-hit haul.

TOP CATCHES

OUR VERDICT
Two 50lb commons in a weekend? Dreamland!

4   May 2016

All catches are taken from reports submitted to Angling Times’ Carp News         

JACK FUNNELL (below) carved up St John’s with 49 fish to 31lb 
8oz in five nights in a remarkable display of hauling, but it’s David 
Gaskin’s two British 50lb-plus commons (left) in under 24 hours 
that gets the nod this month.

 The incredible feat was achieved at Berkshire’s Wellington 
Country Park over the course of a weekend that also produced a 
33lb 8oz common. Windy conditions whipped the fish into feeding 
mode and David caught the Chestnut Common at 52lb 6oz and the 
Chinese Common (left) at 53lb 6oz using CC Moore Pacific Tuna 
pop-ups on size 4 Gardner Mugga hooks.

WINS:
5kg of Sticky Krill 

shelf-life and a Sticky 

Black Patch cap.



OUR VERDICT
There are some absolute 
gems in this Dorset lake

May 2016 5

DORSET’S Milton Abbas contains 
some beautiful fish and this scaly 
mirror is arguably the cream of an 
impressive crop.

The big-tailed 29lb 8oz fish was 
banked by John Alexander just feet 
from the bank.

He said: “I targeted a small, quiet 
bay after seeing a few signs of activity. 

“I quietly lowered a hookbait a mere 
three yards from the bank next to 
some dense lilypads.

“The rod ripped off around a 
minute later. She was magnificent, 
covered in apple-slice scales.”

WINS: 
   10kg of Sticky Krill shelf-life

   pot of 16mm Krill pop-ups

   pot 12mm Krill White Ones

   Sticky Black Patch cap
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HERE are moments in 

fishing when

everything comes

together. If your own

red-letter day seems a

long time ago, or even

tantalisingly imminent, Gary

Denniss’s recent exploits will

remind you just how good carp

fishing can be when the stars 

align.

The Tuesday after Easter Monday was
scheduled to be a busy but routine day of
tackle testing at Bluebell Lakes for UKCarp
and photographer Mick Rouse.

It was Mick’s final week in the job before
retirement, and a howling wind was making
the legendary lensman earn every penny of
his last pay packet.

While tackle was assembled beside Mallard
Lake, across the popular Northamptonshire 
day-ticket complex Gary Denniss was 

T

Gary Denniss has had an incredible month at one of
Britain’s busiest day-ticket waters. UKCarp was 

on hand to witness something special
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A fabulous final

assignment for

Mick Rouse (right).

halfway through the session of his life on the
ultra-pressured Kingfisher Lake.

He had arrived on the Sunday of the busiest
fishing weekend of the year and almost
immediately began picking off 30-pounders.

By Tuesday morning, with Mick and his
cameras about to arrive, Gary – who had
appeared in Angling Times that week with a
catch of four Kingfisher carp to 31lb 4oz – 
invited us over to witness a 36lb 13oz
common.

The fish was stunning, and Gary’s infectious
enthusiasm brightened a chilly day, but the
action wasn’t over. Within minutes of our
arrival, another one of his rods pulled up tight
and one more beautiful common of 35lb 15oz
was added to his tally. In under 48 hours he
had managed those two commons, plus a  

38lb 8oz mirror and two other commons of
34lb 14oz and 36lb 11oz. Gary’s joy – both at
the captures and to have Mick photograph
them – was a pleasure to witness. This was a
very good angler, the godson of pioneer
carper Maurice Ingham, no less, at the top of
his game, doing what some of us forget to do 
– drinking it all in with a mile-wide grin.

“I turned up late afternoon on Easter
Sunday and took my chances,” said Gary,
moments after releasing the last fish. “The
lake was surprisingly quiet for the date and I
ummed and arred about two different spots,
but I was strangely drawn to this particular
swim. It had produced for me two weeks ago
when I had four fish from it.

“I didn’t need to do any leading around at
all. The spots that I’d fished two weeks ago 

and caught from had increased in size – fish
had obviously fed on them.

“To begin with I probably put out about a
kilo of boilies over the three rods, which I
fished reasonably close together at the same
range. I put the bait out with the baby Spomb,
the smallest of the three, which makes little
disturbance. Yes, you have to make more
casts to get a decent amount out but they’re
just little plops and I think you get a better
spread with more casts and fewer baits. My
preferred method is the throwing stick but
the seagulls don’t allow it on here!”

Fishing from a swim known as First Point,
Gary’s spot was well within casting range
even in the taxing conditions, and he was able
to keep the bait going in accurately.

He said: “I always introduce more bait after
I’ve had a fish. On a previous session I had a
fish before I’d leant the spod rod against a
tree, so it doesn’t bother me one bit. I don’t
think it puts fish off. They are pressured,
they’ve become accustomed to the noise of
things that happen on here, and the sound of 
bait going in indicates food.

“They were taking literally within 30
seconds of the last Spomb hitting the water
directly above the hookbait. That hasn’t
happened during this session but it’s
certainly not done me any harm.

“I use Key Baitsolutions All Season Mix,
which has a monster crab additive and stinks
to high heaven! I’m just using 15mm boilies,
no variants, no particles. I’ve found that’s the
most productive method on here.

“I’ve had three fish on the foodbait pop-ups
which replicate what I’m feeding, and I’ve
had a couple on a faded washed-out yellow
pop-up.

“I’m using stiff hinged rigs with the baits
sticking up about an inch and a half. When I 

The baby Spomb

makes relatively little 

disturbance.
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first came into this swim earlier this year the
spots were very weedy and I did fish chods
over them to present the hookbaits, but over
the last two or three weeks the spots have
become much, much clearer and I’m able to
present my preferred stiff hinged rig.”

With his tried-and-tested tactics, in a swim 
he knew inside out, it didn’t take long for
Gary to get among the fish.

He recalled: “I had the third rod in position
at 4.30pm and at 5.30pm the left-hand rod
produced the 34lb 14oz common. It was very,
very instant action for Kingfisher. I’ve never
ever had a bite that quickly on here – I’ve
always had to wait between six and 12 hours.

“That’s the thing with this place, it can be
very unpredictable. You don’t ever quite
know whether you’re in for a big hit or not.

“The conditions can tell you it’s going to go
absolutely mad and it doesn’t happen. And at 

yet it can go absolutely crazy as well. 

only venue where he’s not found any pattern 

Those words proved not entirely
just over a week later, but we will return to 
that in a moment!

“The air pressure is so unbelievably
low. My friend Simon has a barome

me texts across the lake showing it
dropping and dropping – it was down to 968 

weather was absolutely horrendous. The 

me in the face like pins and needles
15-minute battle a beautiful mirror rolled into 

lucky enough to catch in the past, but now a
lot bigger at 38lb 8oz.

“The whole of Easter Monday was very
quiet. There was only a small handful of fish
showing, no line bites, nothing at all.

“At around 10am I Spombed out about
another kilo of bait because I felt there were
fish out there and they did want some bait. I
wound all rods in mid-afternoon and
freshened up the hookbaits and put out about
another kilo of bait.

“I saw a couple of fish on dusk and it became
a lovely clear, still night, and again at 1.30am a 
blinding take and a good battle produced
another big common of 36lb 11oz.

“This morning I was up at first light as I
always am. I saw one fish and it was nowhere
near me, but I was on the phone to Simon 

when I had a bite producing a 36lb 13oz
common. Not an epic fight, but a nice, slow
plodding battle and an absolute stunner.

“It was an honour to have that fish
photographed by Mick. As we talked, one of
the other rods went and that produced a  
35lb 15oz common. It has been an
unbelievable session!”

An unbelievable session, no doubt, but it
wasn’t the end of Gary’s incredible run.
Exactly a week later, Gary texted to tell us
he’d had two more 30-pounders.

“That’s seven bites, seven thirties, in two
trips,” he exclaims. The next morning,
another message: “Had two more in the last
hour, both commons – 37lb 2oz and Patch at 
42lb 12oz. Truly the stuff of dreams.” 

We couldn’t agree more. 

Stiff hinged rig

and washed-out

yellow pop-up.

Patch at

42lb 12oz – the

fish just kept

coming for Gary.
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CREATING THE EDGE

RICKY KNIGHT

FTER fishing numerous

venues, I have compiled

a list of seven definite

edges that, if followed

and applied to your

own fishing, can help increase your 

catch rate.

LOCATION

The biggest problems come when people
can’t see any obvious signs, and then make a 

snap decision based on nothing tangible.
For me, social media is a massive tool and

when used correctly can help pinpoint fish
activity from previous captures, both recent
and historic. Most social-media pages are
frequently updated, giving us anglers an
almost live feed to what’s happening on a
particular venue.

Previous captures in similar weather
conditions can also be a really good guide to
where to start looking. I personally always 

know which lake I’m fishing in advance, so I
make sure I check the lake’s Facebook page (if
they have one) as regularly as possible to keep
in the loop.

Being friendly with the local anglers will also
help, but remember it’s a matter of give and
take, you scratch their backs and they scratch 
yours.

For instance, I caught a fish this winter
thanks to a tip off from a friend who told me
about a show just two days before. Having 

The Devon hauler knows fishing busy waters can be all
about outwitting other anglers as well as the carp…
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links with the regulars is a massive advantage, 
so don’t burn your bridges. Being open with 
the people you trust will help you out in the 
long run, especially on tricky venues.  

Never set up in a swim straight away. Always 
look round first and factor in what you have 
seen and been told before making a decision. 
It’s so simple, but it’s the thing people get 
wrong most often.

PREBAITING AND PREPARATION

I was always told about the ‘Six Ps’ even in my 
match fishing days – perfect planning and 
preparation prevents a poor performance. 
Add in some prebaiting and you’re off to a 
positive start. 

If your trips are planned in advance, try to 
get down to the lake and introduce some bait 
before you fish or prepare some spots. 

I targeted Digger Lakes in Devon this winter 
as there were a number of big fish due out. 
Being relatively local, prebaiting and 
planning gave me a good start to the 
campaign. I targeted an area that had not 
been fished for a long time, due to the weed 
growth. The fish had been in there for some 
time so I knew location was perfect. 

Well, three days before my first trip I 
sneakily went down to the lake in darkness, 
raked my spots and added a few kilos of Cell 
on to my newly created weed-free areas. The 
first session after my prebaiting was madness 

and quite unexpected. I caught 14 fish, 
including seven over 20lb in freezing 
conditions. That session I caught more fish 
than everyone’s results combined over the 
previous 10 days. 

Why? Because I had prepared my spots in an 
area where the fish were holding up and gave 
them some free food. If I had not raked my 
spots and added the bait, I think I would have 
struggled to get a bite. I don’t feel it was 
anything to do with angling ability, just good 
preparation and planning. 

I kept my spots relatively quiet to most 
people and luckily they continued to produce 
bites almost all winter long. Even though I 
never prebaited the lake again after that first 
trip, they produced the lake’s two biggest 
commons and quite a few other crackers.

Some of the best results in fishing have been 
the result of meticulous preparation.

LINE AND LINE ANGLES 

Changing the angle or the visibility of line is a 
concrete edge. I have seen it be hugely 
effective on so many occasions it’s ridiculous. 

If you were going for clarity of line I would 
recommend Gardner’s Mirage fluorocarbon. 
It’s almost invisible and sinks like a stone, 
perfect if you want to get the lines down out 
of the carp’s way. Fishing your spot from a 
different swim (therefore changing the line 
angle) can often produce massively differing 

results even though your hookbait is in the 
same place! If you couple that with a line like 
Mirage it’s only ever going to make the 
outcome even better! 

My biggest edge regarding line angles is 
simply to remove the line completely from 
the water when possible. As I have been 
targeting relatively small venues for a while 
and therefore fishing marginal spots, fishing 
‘washing line’ style has become a huge part of 
my angling. Having just a few feet of line slack 
in the far margin (and the rest out of the 
water) is a massive advantage. 

Once set up, the fish can come and go 
without feeling any pressure at all. It also 
keeps the wildlife away and stops the line 
getting damaged on anything subsurface. Not 
only does it make your angling almost 
undetectable, it gives you the ability to get to 
spots that no-one else could ever reach, as the 
rigs are not being cast. As the rigs are being 
dropped by pole normally, you can use much 
bigger leads, which brings me perfectly on to 
my next point.

LEAD SIZE

With 90 per cent of my fishing being near to 
snags or in and around weed, I have no choice 
but to drop the lead. Dropping the weight 
means I can go heavy when fishing, without it 
affecting the fight. As I try to fish washing 
line-style as much as I can, I don’t have to 

Honing the points 

on your hooks is a 

definite edge.
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worry about the lead going into the substrates 
as much, as the rig is dropped gently and not 
cast. This allows me to go really heavy so I 
often find myself using 5oz-plus leads. 

If you are casting, go as heavy as you can 
without affecting presentation, and if you’re 
dropping the rig on solid ground, go as heavy 
as you dare. The hook-holds from heavy leads 
are wonderful and fish losses are rare. 

I always try to fish my lead on a lead clip 
system, but drop-off inline set-ups are also 
very popular.

If you’re unsure, try both and see which you 
prefer. You should also find those funny, 
hesitant bites stop when fishing with heavy 
leads, which is a definite plus. 

STIFF AND SHARP

For me, the two most important factors in a 
rig are how sharp the hook is and how the rig 
resets if blown out. Unless I’m using a chod or 
hinged stiff rig, almost every rig that I use 
incorporates the Gardner Tricklink material. 
In my opinion it is possibly the greatest rig 
component I own! It’s stiff enough to re-set 
the rig every time, and it’s a great colour with 
amazing knot strength. The fish are not used 
to dealing with stiff materials like this now as 
most people fish coated braids all the time. 

The Tricklink, fished combi style with a 
supple section of Trickster heavy braid, 
becomes a deadly combo. My hook patterns 
change depending on situations, but 
normally I use the legendary Mugga or an 
Incizor. 

Whether the hookbait is rigged D-rig or 
blowback style, the fish are always nailed 

“THREE DAYS BEFORE 

MY SESSION I WENT 

DOWN TO THE LAKE 

TO BAIT MY SPOTS”

Prebaiting can 

stack the odds in 

your favour.

A big winter common from Digger.

They kept visiting my prebaited spots!

A pretty mirror that took a Cell boilie.

I use a baiting 

spoon to prime 

margin spots.



especially when fished with a big lead. I can
only think of two fish losses in the last two
years using that rig, and that’s a good enough
percentage for me!

I’m that confident that when I hook a fish,
losing it from a hook-pull does not cross my
mind. Using those components is a big
enough edge in itself –coupling them with a
mega-sharp hook just takes it to another 
level.

BAIT CHOICES

I’m not going to dwell on this too much
because for me it’s a no-brainer. Use bait that
you’re ultimately confident in and you know 
has worked time and time again. I use
Mainline Cell mostly, but I would use
anything Mainline produces with as much
confidence. The edge here comes from the
confidence to rule out questions of whether
the bait is working.

I do favour smaller baits in the winter for
numerous reasons, and feel they helped me
catch more fish when I switched on to them 
late this winter when it got really cold. 

CASTING TIMES

This is something anglers get wrong on
venues all across the country. As a general
rule, first and last light are the best bite times
so make sure you’re not re-casting at those
times to avoid spooking feeding fish.

I will normally cast once every 24 hours but
I always make sure that when I do re-cast it’s
always three hours after first light or three
hours before dark.

It’s a simple one and an easily created edge 
that will improve your catch rate. 

BUSY WATERS

Tie a hair in soft braid with a rig ring
5mm down from the size of your bait.

Create a kicker with shrink tubing 
to help the hook take hold.

Putty around the knot sinks the
hooklink and acts as a pivot.

Put the ring on the shank and attach 
the hook with a knotless knot.

Attach the stiffer section of Gardner 
Trick Link with an Albright Knot.

Ricky attaches two Cell baits,
trimming the pop-up (top) to balance.

RICKY’S RIG
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KING OF THE 
CASTLE

TANDING within the

grounds of a medieval 

castle while doing

battle with a powerful

carp isn’t something

many people have the chance to 

experience.

For me, being born in Caerphilly and living
two minutes away from Caerphilly Castle, I’ve
sometimes taken this majestic landmark for
granted over the years as it’s always been 

there and you can’t really miss it.
The castle was built in the 13th century as a

defence fortress by Gilbert De Clare during
his war with Llywelyn ap Gruffydd, a war
which De Clare eventually won. After that the 
castle became derelict until it was finally
restored in the 19th century. Recently the
castle’s great backdrop has been seen in the
BBC series Doctor Who and Merlin.

Being the second-largest castle in Britain it
sees thousands of tourists every year who 

travel from all over the world to see its old
battle grounds, high walls, impressive towers,
drawbridges and medieval cannon. But while
the tourists are busy walking around taking
photographs of the iconic leaning turret, it’s
always been what lies under the surface of the
large moat that has interested me.

As a child I always remember sneaking into 
my older brother’s bedroom and looking
through his prized fishing photo album,
admiring the sheer size of the big carp he  
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used to catch from the castle moat. I would 
sit there for ages dreaming of one day being 
able to catch one of these huge carp from 
there. As I grew up I climbed the fishing 
ladder by starting off going down the river 
with my dad catching minnows, brown trout, 
grayling and the odd chub if we were very 
lucky. 

I then turned my attention to coarse fishing 
and that’s when I started fishing the castle 
moat. Armed with a quivertip rod and 
swimfeeder loaded with groundbait, maggots 
and sweetcorn I’d spend many happy hours 
catching roach, bream and tench until 
eventually I caught my first-ever carp, a 
common of 14lb. 

After that, I was completely hooked on carp 
fishing and fell in love with the castle carp 

and their medieval surroundings. I went on to 
catch all those same carp that were in my 
brother’s photo album, including some castle 
belters to over 20lb.

Over the next few years I moved on to 
larger, more difficult waters. Even though the 
castle was on my doorstep I didn’t really 
bother fishing it, as I had become obsessed 
with hunting for larger carp to break my 
personal best. I fell into the trap of doing 
longer sessions with less action rather than 
simple pleasure fishing.

There are three lakes surrounding the castle 
which join together to form the moat and are 
run by Caerphilly Angling Club. It is available 
to fish on a day ticket or an annual 
membership. The stock is a perfectly 
balanced mix of carp, pike, tench, bream, 

All the fish I 

caught have 

been in 

perfect nick.

There can’t be many 

swims with such a 

beautiful backdrop.
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perch and roach. The front lake is in the 
shape of a canal that runs along the front of 
the castle where there’s a large drawbridge 
crossing the moat and forming the main 
entrance.  

The north and south main lakes are both 
connected via a small channel with the castle 
in the middle. The north lake is around five 
acres and is the deeper of the two, with an 
average depth of 4ft-6ft. The south lake is 
slightly bigger with a couple of islands up the 
far end but is a lot shallower at 3ft-4ft deep 
with a very silty lakebed.

This winter I decided to start fishing the 
castle once again and I started doing short 
day sessions, travelling light and using my 
9ft Nash Dwarf carp rods, a small rucksack 

and landing net. I was able to fish for a few 
hours here and there before and after work 
and without even realising I’d instantly 
fallen back in love with the place where I had 
cut my teeth. 

The first session back was on a Saturday 
morning at the end of December. I knew 
from past experiences that there’s a deep 
gulley of an old river bed running through 
the centre of the north lake, so having 
scattered a little bit of bait there on my way 
home from work on Friday night I couldn’t 
wait to get the rods out the following day. 

It was a very dark and grey morning as I 
carried my gear around to the inside bank. 
With the threat of a downpour I quickly got 
both rods, baited with a 10mm Nash Citruz 

pop-up and small PVA bag of crushed boilies, 
on to the spot in the middle of the lake. Once 
the rods were out the brolly was put up just 
before the heavens opened. 

The weather conditions were perfect, and 
within an hour I had a drop-back bite on the 
left-hand rod. Thinking it was a bream, I 
quickly grabbed the rod and got back under 
the brolly to play the fish while trying to stay 
dry. I couldn’t feel anything on the end at 
first and after reeling in the slack line the rod 
suddenly arched over as I bent into what was 
clearly a very angry carp. 

After a valiant scrap worthy of the flooded 
battle grounds where the fight had taken 
place, I looked into the net to see one of the 
castle’s largest residents. I had only been on 

SIMPLE RIG AND 

BAIT CHOICES

THE fish in Caerphilly 

Castle’s moat don’t see 

a lot of angling 

pressure, so there was 

no need over 

complicate things at 

the business end of my 

rig. Nashbaits’ Citruz 

pop-ups fished over a 

handful of pellets or 

broken boilies was 

enough to keep the 

action ticking over.

A stunning 

carp from 

stunning 

surroundings.

Fish spotting 

- Caerphilly 

Castle style!
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the bank an hour and already landed one of
the big mirrors at 24lb 12oz. After getting
some pictures, and a soaking from the rain, I
went on to catch a beautiful dark mid-
double mirror and a small common.

My next short session was in February – I’d
been up to Manchester for the weekend to
take part in the Northern Angling Show and
after a very busy couple of days I travelled
back down to a very wet and windy South
Wales, needing a well-deserved couple of
hours back on the bank.

The weather forecast was very mild, with
gale-force south westerly winds – perfect
conditions and I knew exactly where the fish
would be, at the corner of the high wall and 

on the end of the prevailing wind.
I moulded a ball of soft pellet around each

Citruz pop-up using the Nash Ball Maker
and underarm flicked both rods about a
rodlength away from the wall that the wind
was crashing against, and then quickly got 
back under the brolly to try to dry off.

As the weather started to clear up I
received an absolute belter of a take on the
right-hand rod as a very upset carp bolted
out into open water. This fish would not give
in and gave my 9ft stalking rod a run for its
money.

After playing the fish for what seemed like 
an eternity I finally landed a dark and 
pristine mirror carp. 

Within minutes of putting the fish back I
had a drop-back on the other rod and after a 
short, spirited fight I had a decent-sized
tench on the bank.

I managed another small common shortly
before packing up. I then headed off to work
to do my night shift with a spring in my step,
having fuelled my fishing addiction.

As I write this I’m counting down the days
until the weather starts to warm up and I can
get the stalking rods out again and do some
castle floater fishing. It’s not unusual to land
up to 10 carp in a day off the surface and it’s
an amazing place to fish. If you get the
chance I recommend you give Caerphilly 
Castle a try.  



• Easy to use
• Deliver attractant and hookbait in one cast

Summer’s coming and so is the Top-Baiter,

brand new product – available to buy this month!

visit: www.top-baiter.com or
email: info@top-baiter.com to find out more.

Call:01603 673 927

TOP-BAITER
Your fl oating bait and attractant in one cast..

ONE CAST
DOES IT ALL!

NEW

FOR

APRIL!

Step 1: Cast out

Step 3: Position hookbait

Step 2: Deliver attractant



NEWFROMNASH, a complete range of the most advanced PVA products yet.

Two styles of anti-ladder Webcast mesh, great value refills, four sizes of Fast Melt

bags and two diameters of high grip tape. Whether you’re compressing sticks or 

tying o� bags we’ve got you covered. It’s PVA but made better.

nashtackle.co.uk

PVA you can count on



IVING in the South

West, fishing for big

fish is difficult and I’ve

tried most of the lakes 

in the area. 

for years, and having started on Christchurch 
and moved to Stoneacres, this winter I
returned to Christchurch.

There are so many things that you need to
consider on these busy, pressured waters. You
have to remember that these carp are being
fished for pretty much every day. On the plus
side, they are big fish and they rely almost 
exclusively on anglers’ baits.



What you do have to consider is what you
put out and where you put it. I spend a fair bit
of time leading around and finding out what
the lakebed is like. There is quite a bit of weed
at Christchurch and this is what I am looking
for. The largest weedbeds in the lake often act 
as a magnet to the carp.

However, I am not looking to fish in the
weed – I want to find the clear bottom that
the fish have clearly fed on. Whether this is in
the gravel or the silt, as long as it is clean and
close to the weed this is the kind of spot that I
am looking for.

The smaller the spot the better. Fish feel
safer feeding on these areas and they are the
kind of spots that others find tricky to locate.
I like to build a picture both in my head and in
my notes of where the spots are so that I can 
get back to the marks without too much
disturbance.

Once you have found the spot that you are
looking for, it is so important to feed the carp
something that they crave so badly that they
are willing to run the risk of being caught.

These are big fish and know what they are
looking for. In the past couple of seasons the
Krill has completely dominated the lake, and
with good reason. Second to location, the
baiting side of it is the most important aspect
of success on this lake. The fish simply love it
and their weight gains are a great indicator of
this. They have packed the weight on as a
result of eating something that is so good for 
them. In the warmer months, I look no 

Slack lines

help keep the 

carp from

spooking. 

Don’t ignore

the margins,

the fish come

really close in.

A small blob of tungsten putty on the

leader helps to keep it pinned down.

The new Sticky Manilla boilies and

matching liquid worked in the winter.
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“FISH FEEL SAFER 

FEEDING ON

SMALL SPOTS”
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further than using an all-out boilie approach
because of this. They are not in round form,
though, I prefer to chop and crumb the baits
up to make things a bit different. The fish
cannot work out which one is the hookbait,
and that is what I am looking for.

In the colder months, the lake changes
dramatically. In the past it has all been about
fishing with zigs and maggots. Virtually
nothing ever gets caught on anything else in
the cold, and with both tactics now being
banned this winter, it made things a little
interesting. This winter just gone I decided
to throw caution to the wind and use the new
Manilla boilies from Sticky. I had used the
bait in the past but not enough to know what
it was capable of. I knew from the off it would
work, providing the fish were willing to feed.

Prior to my hectic spell I mixed up Manilla
in both chopped and crumbed form, some
sweetcorn and a kilo of bloodworm and
introduced it a week before fishing. I had
already caught a few fish on the Krill in
January, including a 46lb mirror, but it had
gone cold and I wanted something I could
use in larger volumes should I need to.

What happened after that could not have
been predicted, and I managed over 25 fish in
the following weeks to over 45lb. One
session included 18 fish, and the carp were
almost addicted to the bait. I have never seen
them react quite like it to boilies and now I
have two baits in my armoury that the fish 
love at all times of the year. 

When it comes to hookbaits, I prefer small
ones. I have used bigger baits in the past and
watched anglers catch on large baits, too.
However, I have always been successful
using smaller baits, often 12mm pop-ups or
wafters and always slow-sinking or balanced.

These Linch Hill fish feed extremely
cautiously and they will spit the rig out
constantly. I like a nice big size 6 hook, a
short hooklink and a large lead. This makes it
really tricky for the fish to eject the rig
should it pick it up and feel any resistance
from that big lump of lead.

Not so much in the winter, but in the
warmer months I have learned to never
ignore fishing the margins. Everyone is
desperate to fish at maximum range and the
carp are aware of this. Sometimes the
margins are one of the safest places to be,
and the carp can come really close in.

I remember catching the lake’s old big
mirror known as the Hamster at over 45lb
only a rodlength from the bank. Observation
is also key, and it is worth keeping an eye out
at any time you can, especially at night. A lot
of the fish activity happens at night so it pays
to set an alarm and listen for an hour or so.

Don’t be afraid to move, too, if you can or
need to. These fish get about a bit and often
spend time in areas chilling and time in other
spots feeding. Success is all about identifying
the areas where they are feeding.

On Christchurch it can be fairly obvious as 
they show and fizz a lot. 

I keep notes of

the distances to

all my ‘spots’. 

Just one of the

stunning carp I’ve

managed to winkle

out from Linch Hill.



F
ISHBRAIN now has a new
look and is even easier to
use. This simple mobile
App gives you detailed
statistics on your own

fishing. See what’s working and 

what’s not at venues near you.

Thousands of anglers across the UK

are already using this new App designed

specifically for our sport. The basic

version is free and available for Apple

and Android smartphone users and is the

fastest, easiest way to log your catches.

Use it to record your catches including

weights of fish, favourite fishing

locations, swim depths, best methods,

baits and tackle – and show off your catch

pictures to other anglers.

For just £27.99 you can get a full year’s

subscription to the premium version of

FishBrain or, alternatively, pay £3.99 a

month. This upgraded version analyses 

your catches to help you improve. 

DOWNLOAD THE 
UPDATED

GET IT
FREE
NOW

Day & Night ishing at its
best in Northamptonshire

CARP TO OVER 40lb ON DAY TICKET
The complex of 6 mature lakes cater

for a variety of anglers from pleasure 
to serious specimen anglers.

50lb 6oz Complex record 31lb 8oz Mallard

Also 2 other syndicate waters available in
Northamptonshire with ish to over 30lb

Find us on Facebook – Stanwicklakesisheries

and on Stanwick Lakes TV YouTube channel.

Call on 07974 300015
        Visit us at

STANWICK LAKES FISHERIES

enquiries@stanwicklakesi sheries.com
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Use Mouth Trap and a stiff-rig hook.

Use N-Trap Semi Stiff for the boom.

Ed keeps his pop-up section short.

Tie on the hook with a knotless knot.

Tie oval ring to stripped-back end.

than any other in the country.
“The fish in these places are highly educated

to the ways of carp anglers,” Ed told us.
“So, to keep one step ahead of the game, I

have devised a five-point plan that over the
past few weeks has seen me having some
really big hits.”

To find out more about Ed’s approach,
UKCarp met up with the 40-year-old Chub
and Greys media manager on the Road Bank 
at St John’s.

Here’s what he had to tell us…

1 LOCATION

With Linear being so popular, it is rare for you
to always get the exact swim that you want.
That said, having a rigid plan can often work
against you.

“I like to have a preconceived idea of where 
I want to fish if possible, but if I see fish
moving in another area when I get to the
fishery, I will move on to it,” he told us.

“For today’s session, I ideally wanted to fish
out into the ‘bowl’ as it is called, off the Road
Bank. Here the water is around 12ft-14ft deep.
Cold winds have seen the fish wanting to stay
in the deeps rather than the shallower parts
of the lake. This was confirmed through a
little social-media homework!”

The other thing about location is that many
anglers on day-ticket lakes tend to fish at the
same distance, around 60yds-70yds, where
they feel most comfortable.

Ed decided to have a lead around and after a
few casts discovered an area of hard clay that
slowly merged into silt and then weed at 105
yards. Looking to put three rods out in a row,
close together, this area was perfect as it
offered him the best of all worlds in one swim.

“Fishing really long also sees my baits in a
much less pressured area,” Ed continued. 

2THE RIG

Casting such a distance, an effective
anti-tangle rig is essential. Ed’s first choice is 
a semi-stiff hinged rig, which he calls his
‘standard big-fish’ rig.

“I tie the pop-up part using a length of 20lb
Korda Mouth Trap,” Ed explained.

“Unlike usual hinged stiff rigs, where the
pop-up section is 3ins-4ins long, I tie mine
only 1.5ins long. This sees the hookbait sitting
proud of the bottom, but not so proud that it 
looks suspicious.”

ED’S SEMI-STIFF RIG

This is a rig that Ed has total confidence in,
producing full-blooded takes and hookholds 
right back in the carp’s mouth. 

3 ACCURACY

Casting 100 yards is easier to say than it is to
do but for Ed, using his 13ft 3.5lb Air Curve
rods, it is easily achievable.

The other problem on day-ticket lakes is
that you only have a small area of water to fish 
without encroaching on another angler’s
space. Ed therefore pointed out the
importance of having all three rigs close to 
each other – just 6ft-10ft apart.

4 FISHING LOCKED UP

You very often fish locked up when snag
fishing, but many anglers would deem it
unnecessary at long range.

Not so Ed. By fishing like this, with the
mainline remaining in the reel’s line clip all
the time – apart from through the night – it
allows him to very quickly recast after landing
a fish.

“I have found on these types of venue that
one bite often throws up others in quick
succession. I’m convinced this is one of the
reasons that I’ve been able to record some big
hits on here in the past few weeks,” he added.

“If they are in the swim, getting the bait out
as quickly as possible can only be a good
thing, in my opinion. I don’t even deal with
the fish I’ve landed. I leaving it safely in the
net, get the rod out, and then deal with the
capture without having to rush, and possibly 

risking damaging the fish.”
Fishing locked up into open water sounds a

little savage, but Ed stressed that fish don’t
tend to take line immediately – and even with
a mono that stretches only 10 per cent, over
100 yards that’s still 10 yards of stretch.

To combat this, Ed has his alarms turned up
to maximum sensitivity and heavy bobbins so
he gets good bite indication at longer range.

5 SIMPLE BAITS, LOTS OF FISH!

A simple bait menu of hemp, corn and boilies
makes up Ed’s spod mix. Corn is an excellent
visual attractor, which Ed reckons is great for
drawing down midwater fish that might not
be tempted by the boilies and hemp alone.

For his session, he mixed 1.5kg of hemp with
two bags (2kg) of frozen corn, plus 1.5kg of
boilies in 10mm, 14mm and 18mm sizes.

“By using a selection of different shapes,
sizes and textures, the fish are never quite
sure which is safe to eat and which bits
aren’t,” Ed explained.

“Fishing a 14mm on the hook helps to avoid
the nuisance fish, but the hookbait is not the
biggest particle in the swim. This makes the
perfect trap, in my eyes.”

To kick off a session, Ed puts out six initial
spods, adding three or four after every fish.
Then at night he puts out 12 to 14 so there’s a
good bit of grub to keep the midnight feasters
happy.

It may sound simple, but if you follow Ed’s
five easy rules, you too could be enjoying 
some big day-ticket hits.    

A blood knot secures the Mouth Trap.

Ed’s spod mix of particles and boilies.
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Attach a rig ring to ‘hair’ section.

A loop knot is used at the other end.

The rig sits low to the lakebed.
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Fishing locked up

brought Ed this

immaculate mirror.

A fairly supple

boom offers

flexibility.

“THE HOOKBAIT SITS

PROUD OF THE BOTTOM”



Tel: 01228 562655 or 07770 825896
visit www.lonsdalepark.co.uk

Lonsdale Park 
Exclusive to residents only - No Day Anglers

5 mature lakes, all easily accessible & something to suit every angler.

 All Lonsdale accommodation benefits from it’s own private peg only a few rod lengths away

Secure parking adjacent to your accommodation.
Fishmobility buggies & trollies available to hire.

Comprehensively stocked & competitively priced tackle & bait shop
Short breaks may be available - call/email for details of these.

Ideally situated for visiting North Lakes,
Scottish Borders & Hadrians Wall Country.

Short

breaks available -

Call for details

prescription fishing glasses
delivered direct from the experts

Do you require prescription fishing sunglasses? If so, you need to speak
to the experts. With over 50 years optical experience, Optilabs are

the prescription sports eyewear specialists, precision-making all their
lenses in their own in-house UK laboratory. They offer a full range of

prescription glasses (including bifocal and varifocal options) with high

definition polarised lenses as standard. For information and expert

advice, visit www.optilabs.com or call on 020 8686 5708.

for frames and single-
vision polarised

lenses

£149.95  

PRESCRIPTION

FROM
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Please send me (insert number you require) .... copies of Tommy Pickering’s Guide to Coarse 
Fishing or Improve Your Carp Fishing (erase as required) at £6.99 each plus £2.99 P&P.
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NSIDE this new book you’ll 

find information on the

essential tackle you need and

how to use it, the best baits to

use and learn how to tie the

best rigs for putting more fish on the 

bank.

For any newcomer to sport or making the step up to
targeting big carp, the world of carp fishing can at first
appear a minefield of information with complicated
rigs and complex bait recipes. Hopefully, the easy-to-
follow advice and simple information will dispel some
of these myths and make carp fishing a less daunting 
prospect.

The book is split into seven sections covering
everything you need to know about catching carp.
Knowing your quarry is one of the most important
aspects of successful carp fishing and the book looks at
where they live, the different strains how they actually 
feed.

The specialist tackle required is covered as are
essential skills required. The Expert Masterclass draws
on the tactics used by some the country’s leading carp
anglers, focusing on a range of topics from hookbait 
buoyancy to stalking carp in the margins.

ORDER ONLINE AT

The aim of this book is simple – to 
help you become a better carp
angler with easy-to-follow advice 
and tactics!

+ STAR ANGLERS’ TIPS+ ESSENTIAL TACKLE ADVICE+ BAIT RECIPES & MORE

132-PAGE LIMITED EDITION GUIDE
NEW!

All you need to know about rigs, tackle,baits, and mastering EVERY carp swim

the e are ce tain features that universally hold carp
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“THIS BOOK WILL SHOW YOU
THE BEST RIGS FOR PUTTING

MORE FISH ON THE BANK” 

B
oilies are carpfishing’s number

one bait, andby a considerable

distance too.

Asa result today s tack e shops

boast abewlidering arrayof thesehu
gely

popularbaits on their shelves with just about

every conceivable size shape flavour and

co ouronshow

It’s a choice thatmanynewcomers to carp

angling canfinda little overwhelming Which

arebest touse freezerbaits or shelf life

boilies?Sweet spicyorfish flavoured?B g

small orperhapsdumbe l shaped?Bright

coloursordrab?

Tohelpyou towade through thesem
uddy

waters weenlisted thehelpof experienced

carpangler Ia nMacmillan Wepickedhis

brainsonall thingsboilie related Hereswhat

hehad to tell us

ARE YOUUSING

Q
WHENWOULD YOUUSE A BRIGHT

HI-VIZ POP-UP RATHER THANA

BOTTOMBAIT POP-UP?

A
I’ve used fluoro baits for years w th white and

pink being my favourites as they stand out on

the bottom Us ng a hi viz pop up instead of a

matching bottom bait pop up depends on the t me

of year

n the winter when the fish are torpid or spring

when they are just waking up hi viz high

flavoured pop ups are best because they

can attract cru sing fish In summer and

autumn I swap to a pop up that matches

the bottom baits I’m feed ng as I think

the fish have been hammered on hi v z

ba ts for six months so you are

offering them something less

blatant and they match what the

fish are naturally eating

Cute trick: half a bottom bait with half a

pop up makes a critica ly balanced hookbait

Q
WHAT TIPS CAN YOUGIVE

TO THOSE FISHING BOILIES?

A
Bo lies can be used straight on the hair

w th ots of success but to g ve yourse f

an edge it can pay to try a few different

presentations and make the hookba t stand out

among the rest of your oosefed items

Three of my favourite th ngs to do are f rstly

to t p a drab bottom bait bo lie with a kernel of

fake corn The br ght yellow acts as a target and

the buoyant corn helps negate some of the hook’s

weight A ternatively I sometimes use a small

hi viz’ pop up boilie to create a ‘snowman’ r g

presentation The final edge I employ is to cut a

boilie n half and then mount it on the ha r back to

back to create an egg t mer shape This makes it

much harder for carp to e ect

Q
WHATDIFFERENCES DO
COLOURAND FLAVOURMAKE,

IF ANY?

A
For hi viz pop ups I favour white and pink

a though I’ve done well using orange in the

past For bottom ba ts

I don t think it makes a great deal of difference as

most have muted colours l ke brown cream or green

for example

Flavours are a matter of personal preference For

years the unwritten rule was you couldn’t use f shmeal

baits n winter as they were too fill ng You needed to

use fru t cream or spicy flavoured baits instead This is

rubbish the thing s you just use fewer of them

There are so many great baits on the market now

that it comes down to what you personally like and are

confident using

For me I use either Dynam te Baits’ Crave or Monster

Tiger Nut the reason being that th s gives me two

complete y different offer ngs a strong fish f avoured

bait and a sweet nutty one However if you gave me

£10 to go and buy a bag of boi ies I would happi y use

one of a number of d fferent manufacturers’ baits

Ba t companies do not and cannot make poor quality

ba ts as they wouldn’t se l it’s as simple as that

My adv ce would be to try a bait you like the look of

stick with it and get confident using it Confidence in a

product makes much more difference than whether it

is black b ue or brown fishy spicy or fruity

well ear y season but

more muted colours

work best from

summer onwards
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THE
EXPERTS

Together, these four main hook types will cover every carp-angling

situation you’re likely to encounter. Learn their strengths to ensure

you pick the right one for the task in hand

KNOWYOURHOOKS
Hookbasics

EYE
T adit onal eyed hooks (a) have always been

assoc a ed w th b g fish ang ers such as carpe s

due to their strength though these days the

rules are ess c ear cut Hooks w th out turned

eyes (b) are des gned for mono and sti�

mater als and those wi h in turned eyes (c) are

POINT
The type of hookpoint you choose de

pends

mainly on the bottom being fished over

Straight points (a) are best for weedy
swims as

they catch weed ess eais y beaked po n s (b)

GAPE
Wde gape

hooks (a) end

hemselves to

a ge ba ts such

as big pe lets

and bo l es

wh le hose

with a narrower

gape (b) were

tradi ional y su ted to s de hook

small ba ts l ke maggots and casters

SHANK
Short shanked hooks (a)

are a better cho ce or

baits that are hair rigged

tight to he back of hooks

whi e long shanks (b) are

prefer ed by by carpers

ook ng to increase the

hook ng angle

FINISH
Most hooks used to have a si ver fin sh (a)

However nowadays many ang e s are obsessed

with making the r hooks blend in w th the lakebed

hence the emergence of ow glare options in

BEST FOR

SURFACE

FISHING

BEST FOR

HOOKING

WARY

FISH

BEST FOR

BOTTOM

BAITS

BEST FOR

CHOD

RIGS

Thewidegape

Perhaps the most classic

look ng carp pattern a wide

gape hook s a good all rounder

They are great for use with

bottom baits but come into

their own with buoyant baits

either in the form of pop ups or

on the surface

In the latter scenar o wide

gape hooks are chosen due to

their h gh strength to size ratio

As expla ned in the panel

(r ght) the large gape (the

distance between the point

and the shank) improves the

chances of the hook catching

hold as the fish expel s your

hookbait

The curved shank

Whereas the other hooks on th s

page have a stra ght backbone

these hooks are curved n the

shank

Popu ar n the fly fishing world

carp anglers realised their coarse

potent al many years ago

The curved shank is considered

to make these hooks harder for

the fish to get rid of

Some more advanced set ups

such as the KD r g rely on the

hooking mechan cs of curved

shank hooks

The long shank

Long and thin these hooks are

perfectly suited for use with

bottom ba ts

If you are fishing with part cle

baits such as sweetcorn or tiger

nuts then these hooks are the

perfect accompaniment

The long shank can push your

bait too far away from the point

of the hook but trapp ng the

hair on the bend with a p ece

of tubing will e im nate th s

problem

At a glance

Use for: Surface/pop up rigs

Try these: Fox SSBPs

At a glance

Use for: Clued up fish

Try: Korda Kaptor Kurvs

At a glance

Use for: Bottom baits

Try: Avid LSKs

The sti� rigger

The difference with this hook

is the pronounced out turned

eye which makes this pattern

perfect for use with stiff

materials ike fluorocarbons

Though such materials

have improved in recent

years f uorocarbons and

monfilaments were trad tionally

found to weaken considerab y

when tied to an nturned eyed

hook with a knot ess knot

These days chod rigs are all

the rage and these hooks are

the only sensible cho ce for such

a presentation

At a glance

Use for: Chod rigs

Try: Nash Chod Twiste s

a b c

a b c

a

a

a b c

b

b

GETTING
STARTED



ADAM PENNING

CARP LEGEND ANSWERS YOUR 

QUESTIONS EVERY MONTH
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‘Thecarpinmylakeareconsistently
showingatrange(around110yards)and

Icannotreachthem.Ihavea3lbtestcurverod
andafreespooltypereel.Thequestionis,doI
needtorefinemytechniqueordoIneedto
upgrademytackle?’

Q

I consider anything over around 80 yards to 
be a reasonable distance and anything over 
100 yards to be long-range. Being proficient 
at casting over 100 yards accurately is a 
massive skill to have in your angling armoury.

Having said that, long-range work is fairly 
niche and reserved for certain venues; I have 
to say that probably 90 per cent of my carp 

angling each year is done inside the 40-70 
yard bracket and I fish a huge variety of 
venues. The point is, don’t become 
preoccupied with long-distance casting – 
have it in your locker and bring it out when 
you most need it.

As you are seeing fish show regularly beyond 
your comfortable range (and probably 
beyond the range of the other anglers fishing 
your venue too), then you will need to look at 
what you can do to safely reach them.

All things being equal, technique far 
outweighs tackle. If you have all the best 
casting gear and yet have no idea how to use it 
properly, then you are going to struggle. 
Conversely, I have seen anglers put a lead a 
long way using very modest arrangements 
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and quite soft rods, because they had refined
their techniques and knew how to get the best
out of their tackle.

To be able to put a lead a long way you need
to look at your casting style – the majority of 
anglers simply have their arms too low.
Extending your arms up high (it will feel
strange at first), until both arms are straight,
will increase your casting arc and allow much
more compression of the rod – just doing this
will make a huge difference.

If you are really serious about improving
your distance casting style then I would
highly recommend a day on the casting field
with an instructor. The best man for this by
miles is Terry Edmonds, and you can find him
on Facebook and Twitter.

Of course, the furthest casts can be made by
using a proven technique in association with
tackle that is well up to the job. While a 3lb
test curve rod is suitable for most situations,
once you start to get beyond 100 yards, you
will need to consider a bigger lead and a rod
with more backbone to deal with it.

I would suggest upgrading to a test curve of
around 3.5lb and this will comfortably handle
a 3.5oz/4oz lead, which is what you are going
to need to get right out there. Materials have
moved on and these days you will be able to
get a good specification rod without breaking
the bank.

Secondly, a small reel will invariably have a
narrow spool and this will definitely hinder
you. So-called big-pit reels are popular
because the spools hold a lot of line across a
large diameter (front lip to back lip). When
the spool is properly filled, right up to the
front lip, the volume of line held means that
even with a lot of it cast out, the remaining
line will not be too far below the spool lip and
this hugely helps to reduce friction.

One of the main issues is a reel that is either
too small or that has been under- loaded so
that even before the cast has been made, the
line is already well below the lip – this really
will work against you.

Again, there are plenty of big-pit reels that
will do the job at a reasonable price. I have
recently been using the Okuma Trio Rex and 
cannot believe how good it is!

‘Good casting technique

is far more important

than the tackle’.

‘IamgoingtoFrancethissummer and 
thevenueisdominatedbya

nut-basedbait.Ihavealwayspreferredarich
fishmealbaitandhavegreatconfidenceinit.
ShouldIuseexactlywhateveryoneelse is using 
or should I stick with what I know?’

Q

I guess this question could apply to
domestic venues and foreign ones alike –
it’s a very common quandary and one that I
get asked about a lot.

There are many people who say that ‘such
and such bait only works so well because the
fish see so much of it’ - it’s one of the
number one gripes but the bottom line is 

that most of the time a good bait is a good bait 
- it will work regardless.

One thing I would point out is that if the
venue is really well stocked and the fish travel
in packs, a slightly visual bait can often be
better than a really dark fishmeal. Generally,
these lighter coloured baits are the creamy,
nutty types and there is no doubt that the fish 
do respond to them very well. Again, a
generalisation, but lower stocked venues
with clear, weedy water and big fish often
respond better to a fishmeal type bait which
is often darker in colour.

My overriding urge is always to be using
something that everybody else isn’t. If you
have a good quality bait that you have used
for years and you trust, then I would always 

suggest sticking to it. I could give you plenty
of examples where I have successfully used a
bait that was against the grain compared to
what the locals were using, but went on to
produce spectacular results for me.

For the last few years I have enjoyed an
annual trip to the fantastic Crete Lakes in
Northern France. Apart from the first trip
when I used a bait that the fish were used to
seeing (and still did well), all of the
subsequent trips have seen me using the Krill
from Sticky Baits which is not one of the baits 
they see a lot of.

The results on those trips were nothing
short of amazing - it was almost as if the fish
relished eating something different for a 
change! 
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Spring is finally, officially here!! By the

time you read this, the two most

important, pivotal catalysts on carp

behaviour will have been triggered.

These are the passing of the spring

equinox where daylight hours begin to

exceed those of darkness, and what I call

the water temperature equinox where

day and night temperatures exceed

double figures, leading to a mean

average water temperature in excess of 

the magical ten degrees.

These two things are major tipping

points and, all over the country, carp will

now be active and very catchable. In the

past I have begun a spring campaign only

for a series of sharp frosts to descend and 

totally extinguish my positivity. If this

happens to you then don’t let it affect

your plans at all! Once the carp are

‘awake’ (and by now they will be), they

will remain active and catchable even if a

very unseasonal cold snap envelops us, 

so keep going no matter what!

In terms of tactics, one thing I have

learned over the years is that until the

carp have spawned, they can be very

hard to catch over heavily baited areas.

This particularly applies to the big, fat 

females. The old myth about carp

needing to increase their body weight in

preparation for spawning is largely that; 

just a myth. Once they have got the

annual nuptials out of the way, then it is a

whole different ball game, but that is at 

least a month away, maybe more.

Instead, find the fish, bait lightly and

accurately and fish for a bite at a time. If

you are on a noted bait water then it

might pay to be aware of the local trend

but, generally, keep it lean to keep them 

keen.

One last piece of advice is to take the

floater gear! I always have mine packed

in the van from the first of March – don’t

wait until you are at the lake and the first

bit of warm weather descends; by then it 

is too late!

Be prepared and be early because

those first surface opportunities are the 

best of the whole year. It’s a totally

different ball game to trying to get them

to take surface baits in August when they 

will have already taken a fair bit of a

hammering. Additionally, the technical

side of the approach is far more viable

because the lack of weed growth means

that we can use tackle which will actually

get us a bite in the first place instead of

looking at thick weed and reaching for

the 15lb hooklinks, knowing full well we

probably won’t be able to get a bite in 

the first place!

It’s by far the best time of the year – get 

out there and bag a whacker! 

SEASONAL THOUGHT‘Isspringalittlebittooearlytostart
usingoilsonmyboilies,andifnot, what 

sortofoils are best at this time of year?’

Q

Generally, if I am going to use an oil in the
wintermonths, it will be a thin oil and one
with a proven track record. The best two are
HempOil and SunflowerOil and although
thesewill workwell through the summer too,
in coldwater they are a far better option than
a fish oil.
Once thewater haswarmed sufficiently, and

is over around 15 degrees, then I will look to
the fish oils. Over the years I have used a lot of
Salmon Oil and this really is an outstanding
additive. More recently I have used CAP Oil
which is a fish oil laced with Capsicum, giving
it a lovely trace of heat and spice.

I have added this to hemp, boilie crumb and
whole boilies with good success. It is also
great for dousing floaters. You can also add it
to hookbaits for a very effective glug that will
harden and preserve the baits.

If I am adding oils to whole boilies then I
will do it immediately after removing from
the freezer – this way, a good amount of oil is
sucked into the bait as it goes through the
thawing process.

Not only do oiled baits offer a fantastic
extra level of attraction, but I like them
because you always know when you have got
a dinner guest on the spot due to the surface
slick. Information like this can be invaluable, 
especially if you are about to wind in! 

Don’t be afraid of matching oils to
complement a particular bait; adding a fish oil 
to a nutty or creamy bait shouldn’t
necessarily be overlooked.

One last thing – as oils are natural they can’t
really be overloaded but, at the same time,
seeing blue tinged oily slicks washing into the
margins in the height of summer isn’t
particularly healthy-looking either. So, use
sensibly – enough to glaze the whole baits or 
enough to dampen the crumb. 

I like to glaze my

baits with CAP

Oil in summer.

“MY URGE IS

ALWAYS TO USE

SOMETHING THAT

NOBODY ELSE IS”
#ASKPENNERS



QUALITY ASSURED FROM 
START TO FINISH

This all-year bait utilises a unique peanut protein blended with a combination of

reined milks & a pure Madagascan vanilla extract. Available in freezer and shelf life.
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The fifth batch of these potent liquids is upon 
us, bringing the number in the range to a
massive 28.

This season’s newbies are Bumbleberry,
Wonderberry, Wicked Tuna Supreme and
Wicked Tuna Smoke. Goo evangelist Ali
Hamidi says: “This is the first series of Goo

without the signature fluorescent green
in the range. Don’t be

alarmed, though, because
this family of Goos will prove

that their success is not all
about colour, in fact, it’s mainly

down to the secret soluble 

attractors they contain. These Goos work
hard for you, drawing carp in, and they’ll pull
fish to your hookbait quicker than anything
else that exists.”

A white Goo has been a long time coming, so 
Wonderberry is bound to be popular with
anglers who love white hookbaits.

It has a cough-medicine aroma and is said to
be very popular in South Africa, where these 
products originate.

Bumbleberry is straight out of Willy
Wonka’s factory with a brilliantly sweet
bubblegum smell, while the two tuna flavours 
are as fishy as you imagine them to be. 

KordaGoo

RRP: £11.99

www.korda.co.uk



TACKLE

Dozens of tackle companies must
have looked at scales and wondered
how they could put their own slant
on them, before giving up and trying
to innovate elsewhere. Wychwood
clearly gave it a bit more thought and
has come up with something simple
but genuinely innovative.

Scales, be they digital or analogue,
just weigh things. That’s what they
do. But how often have you been 

denied the excitement of watching a 
bouncing needle or a flickering
digital display because only the
person holding the device can see it?

Weighing a big fish is often a group
exercise, and these new T-Bar scales
have made that whole process a lot
more inclusive with the simple
addition of two screens – one on the
front and one on the back. They’re
backlit in blue, too. To some this
might be a gimmick, but we admire
Wychwood’s ability to do something 
different to plain old weighing
scales.

These go up to 60lb in 1oz divisons 
and can store earlier weights.

Floater season is here,
and the carp are
cruising in the upper
layers. But how do you
get free offerings
around your floating
hookbait?

This combined float
and baiting device
might be the answer.
Top Baiter is a
well-executed product
that holds a decent 

Drennan, E-S-P’s parent company, knows a
thing or two about hooks, so when it launches
a new carp range it pays to take note.

These designs were three years in gestation
and have been extensively field-tested before
coming to market. The key factor here is in
the name – these hooks are cryogenically
tempered, which means they’ve been exposed
to extreme temperatures to increase their
strength and durability. Effectively, what ESP
can now offer is increased strength without 

increased wire gauge, by as much as 40 per
cent compared with standard hooks. The
hookpoints are also said to be more durable
thanks to this process.

We’ve yet to test these long term, but the
three designs – Classic, Gripper and Stiff
Rigger – look absolutely spot-on, and
endorsement from Terry Hearn, Kev Hewitt 
and Martin Bowler is praise indeed.

CONTINUED
Top Baiter float

RRP: £9.99

www.top-baiter.co.uk

E-S-P Cryogen hooks

RRP: £3.95 a packet

www.esp-carpgear.com

Wychwood T-Bar
Dual Sided Scales

RRP: £39.99

www.wychwoodcarp.co.uk



• Specially designed to maximise the amount of light 

that emits from the bobbin head. •

• Included in the kit are two line grippers, one features

our own Yin-Yang ball clip design, that can be used to

either gently pinch the line or in a running style. •

• The kit also features a larger bobbin for longer range

fi shing, two super tough ball chains, hockey stick and 

two weights. •

See it in action here: avidcarp.com/Products/Bite-Indication/BoBBins

Kit contains:

• 2 x Avid Line Grippers • 2 x BoBBin Cartridges •

• 1 x 3 inch ball chain • 1 x 9 inch ball chain •

• 1 x Bobbin I-Design box • 1 x 2.5g weight •

• 1 x 5g weight •

Available in:

• Blue • Clear • Green • Orange • Purple• Yellow •
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TF Gear Chillout sleeping bags

RRP: £59.99 and £69.99

www.totalfishinggear.co.uk

JRC Cocoon MOD Sleeve System

RRP: £119.99

www.jrc-fishing.co.uk
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“THE GIANT VERSION,
STRAPPED TO AN EXTRA-WIDE
BEDCHAIR FOR A FEW NIGHTS, 

IS A GREAT PERFORMER”

The ‘giant’ size fits

extra-wide bedchairs. 

A zipped pocket

holds smaller

items.

The super-comfortable 

fleece inner.

Sleeping bags designed for anglers can be a
right pain to cart about. Generally speaking,
with warmth and comfort comes size and
bulk. However, these two new Chillout bags
(in standard and ‘giant’ sizes) aren’t going to
break your back or your piggy bank.

We’ve had the giant version strapped
securely to an extra-wide bedchair for a few 

nights now and it’s a great performer. The
fleece inner is super comfortable and the
straps and hooks keep the bag safely in place.

Zips are a major factor on angling sleeping
bags and the Chillout range has full-length
ones on each side, as you would expect.

Getting the balance between a non-slip zip
and an easy-to-open-when-you-get-a-run 
one is a tightrope, and these bags are
probably just slightly too easy to
accidentally open when moving about – but
that’s a minor criticism of a product at this 
price. 

This clever system bridges the gap
between a quiver and a bulky rod holdall,
offering plenty of protection for your
rods. Modular, it can be tuned to your
needs. If you want to just take two rods
you can, or you can carry up to five at once.

The sleeves fasten together for extra
stability and protection, and the chunky
zips make everything easily accessible.

These sleeves are flared at the top to
accommodate 50mm butt rings, and the
whole package is well made.

JRC’s JX73 material is said to be dirt and
water-repellent and it certainly appears to 
be durable at first glance.

TACKLE
CONTINUED



GETS EVERYWHERE...

Choose our 8 section 12 metre Baiting Pole for your baiting pole set-up,

or combine with our Baiting Pole Float and Baiting Spoon (featuring bait partition) to get places casts simply can’t. www.cygnettackle.co.uk



TACKLE
CONTINUED
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If you’re looking to fish on
tiny spots in the weed or
under overhanging branches,
this baiting tool is certainly
worthy of closer inspection.

Like a match angler’s
put-over pole, this 12m handle
allows you to slide baits
quietly into positions that
might be unreachable with a
cast. The baiting spoon, which

is sold separately, has plenty
of room for bait and features a
removable centre partition to
separate your PVA bag from
any liquids, for example.

The float, also sold
separately, is more than man
enough to cope with keeping
the head above water, and the
whole process of shipping
out a bait stealthily is
strangely rewarding. The
pole fits together and comes
apart easily, and we reckon
this product will fly off  
the shelves. 

All the bait you need for a session, in a bucket – a simple idea
perfectly executed by one of the best bait companies around.

The new Pacific Tuna range is the latest to get the Session
Pack treatment, and inside the stylish camo bucket you get a
kilo of shelf-life boilies, a pot of 20 pop-ups, 250ml of bait dip 
and 2kg of 6mm pellets.

You even get a sturdy re-usable bucket! The Boosted
Belachan Pack works along the same lines, with CC Moore’s
famous belachan range. This fermented shrimp product can
be devastatingly effective and this bucket contains pellets, 
hookbaits and liquid belachan extract.

NASH CLOTHES
www.nashtackle.co.uk

Street Grey hoodie

RRP: £39.99

age well.

RRP: £19.99

Bank Green Edition ho

as an on-the-bank jum

and stylish. In sizes S to XXXL.

RRP: £39.99

Street Grey five-panel hat and 
green baseball hat

Two classic designs and two
colours, both classics.

Personal preference will dictate
which one you prefer, but we love  

RRP: £9.99

Bank Green Edition 
T-shirt

Cygnet 12m Baiting Pole

RRP: £129.99

www.cygnettackle.co.uk

CC Moore Session Packs

RRP: £14.99 for Belachan and £23.49 for Pacific Tuna

www.ccmoore.com
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HOLIDAY PARK

Lyons Gate Caravan 
Park & Fishery

Tel: 01300 345260

E-mail: info@lyons-gate.co.uk

www.lyons-gate.co.uk

Lyons Gate, Dorchester, Dorset

s (OLIDAY HOMES FOR HIRE�
s #ARAVAN HOLIDAY HOMES FOR SALE�
s 3EASONAL 0ITCHES !VAILABLE�
s $ISABLED WET ROOM &ACILITIES�
s (EATED 4OILETS � SHOWERS�

s #HILDREN�S 0LAY AREA�
s 7OODLAND 7ALKS�
s 0ETS 7ELCOME�
s��,AKESIDE�TOURING�PITCHES�

Facebook: lyons gate camping & caravanning park
Twitter: lyonsgatepark
Google+:  lyons gate camping & caravanning park

On line booking available

O£15 Adult Day Ticket O£11 Concessions O£75 Week 
O2 Rod Season Tickets £220 O

ZZZ�HOSKLFNV�¿VKHULHV�FR�XN

Elphicks has been designed and built with
the modern angler in mind. We have 7 lakes
H]HPSHISL MVY KH` [PJRL[ HUK ZLZZPVU ÄZOPUN�
Each lake has it’s own parking within easy
reach of the swims and all swims are ‘all
weather’ - either built of Astroturf, stone or
IHYR� 7SLHZL JVU[HJ[ [OL ÄZOLY` MVY M\Y[OLY
information on any of our lakes.

Elphicks Fisheries Spelmonden Road

Horsmonden, Kent TN12 8EL

Tel: 01580 212512
email: info@elphicks-fisheries.co.uk



C
ARP fishing can be a confusing world,

so we’ve created the ultimate guide to

honing your skills.

Whether you’re a beginner or an

expert, you cannot fail to learn from the

wealth of information stufed into Improve Your

Carp Fishing. This 132-page publication takes you

through every aspect, from bait and rigs, to location 

and tackle.

With the stunning photography and clear 

instruction you have come to expect from our titles,

this standalone manual features tips, in-session

pieces and advice from experts such as Dean Macey, 

Iain Macmillan, Paul Garner, and Ian Russell. 

HOW TO ORDER
You can order Improve Your Carp Fishing

online from eBay, Amazon, or at

www.greatmagazines.co.uk

COMPREHENSIVE NEW CARP-FISHING GUIDE FROM 

IMPROVE YOUR COARSE FISHING – JUST £6.99!

Check out our

new products,

clearance

and spare parts

shop online.
www.carp-porter.com 
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CAN’T help but have

a little chuckle to

myself when I think

about how this all

unfolded.

When I was young and just starting 
fishing I couldn’t have even dreamt of the 
unbelievable path that I’ve been on. My 
angling journey has led me to catch my 

ultimate prize and this has given me an
immense feeling of achievement.

So let me rewind to April 2015 when my
red-letter session started.

My best mate Dean and I had a few days’
fishing booked. This had been on the cards 
for months, as this period of spring has 
always proved to be a good time of year for 
carp fishing. 

When the first cuckoo of the year starts to
sing it’s game on. Dean had heard his first
cuckoo the previous week, then caught a
26lb mirror not long after.

I knew that the fish we both dearly
wanted, a carp known as the Parrot 
weighing 60lb-plus, was likely to come out 
really soon. 

I could sense that so strongly... 

I

JRC consultant Roy Allen recalls banking a 36lb mirror, 
a 47lb common and Britain’s biggest carp in one session
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Dean was down fishing one night before me 
in the corner swim. He was anxious to tell me 
that the End Beat swim was free and that I 
should get my gear round there before 
someone else jumped in. 

An angler had fished the End Beat swim up 
until the evening before, but for some reason 
had decided to pack up and go home at dusk. 

I couldn’t believe my luck, as the lake was 
fairly busy and it made a great start for my 
three-night session, knowing that I had 
already secured my first-choice swim. 

First I decided to go for a good look round 
and see if the carp were elsewhere. I did a 
thorough tour of the pit but only found a 
couple of small fish drifting around the 
mouth of the Bog Bay. Even the tree and the 
reeds in the bay where the carp had been in 
abundance before were devoid of carp – this 
looked good, as it meant that they had to be 
out in the main lake, possibly closer to the 
End Beat swim. 

The wind was pushing down into End Beats 
and it felt fairly warm in the sunshine. After 
another chat with Dean in his swim I ventured 
back down to End Beats, constantly looking 
for possible signs of carp that may have crept 
up on to the shallows between the two swims. 
Sure enough, in one of the overlooked swims 
tucked back off the main track I could see a 
series of carp clouding up in just a few feet of 
water 20 yards from the bank. It wasn’t 
obvious that they were out there and my first 
reaction was ‘you crafty bastards!’ 

They were hugging the bottom and moving 
around in small groups of twos and threes, 
with one particular fish looking like it was 
quite big. I rushed back and got a pair of rods 
ready with little mesh bags on. The clouding 
up was taking place on only one spot in the 
swim so I positioned both rigs close together 
once I felt confident the carp had moved off 
for a moment. 

Dean came down and we stood there 
analysing what was going on. While we talked 
a swan came over and started necking up over 
the area. I thought I was going to be picked up 
any moment but the swan seemed 

preoccupied with naturals. No sooner had the
swan vacated the area when a coot arrived.
This time I was sure the hookbait would be
picked up. Dean took a walk back down to his
swim and left me to it.

Another minute passed, then all of a sudden
the line on the left rod twitched up then fell
slack again. I only had the rods pushed up in
the air, hanging over a couple of back rests, so
my vision was my only indication.

I honestly thought it was that bloody coot,
but as the line slowly tightened up I soon
realised this was not the case! Picking up the
rod, the fish instantly kited right across the
very shallow water. I could see the huge
vortex as the carp powered through the now
choppy water. As it came round on a tight line
it tried making a run for some deeper water
down in my right-hand margin.

I bullied the fish towards me until it was a
couple of rodlengths out, just as Dean came
running down. By now it was boiling around
and giving me the right run-around, trying to
dig deep into the marginal gulley which is 6ft
deep. Eventually, in the clear water, a huge
common rolled into my net and as I dragged
the fish closer, moving the net to one side to
get a better look, I turned to Dean and said:
“It’s the big common, and it looks massive!”

As the scales inched around they settled on
47lb! This was a new lake-record common and
certainly not something I could have ever
envisioned.

Picking up the fish for the cameras really
showed the true size of this amazing carp as it
glistened away in the afternoon sunshine. I
was truly blown away and thought to myself
that I’d still got three nights yet!

The rest of the day flew past and I was soon
properly set up for the night in the End Beat
swim. Dean and I stayed up until around
midnight, talking about what a great day it
had been as he had caught one too weighing
over 34lb. All the bites had been coming
during daylight hours, which was typical for
the time of year.

We both joked about how we would get a
good night’s sleep before first light. Dean

“IT’S 
THE BIG 

COMMON, 
AND IT 
LOOKS 

MASSIVE!”

made his way off to bed and I stayed up for 
another hour or so tying up rigs, absorbing 
the reality of catching that massive common. 

Eventually I got into the sack and pulled the 
bag over my head. I must have been out like a 
light as the next thing I knew my receiver was 
screaming at me, signalling an aggressive take 
on my left-hand rod. It was still pitch black 
and I had no idea what the time was. Picking 
up the rod, the line tightened and I could feel 
the grating sensation where the carp had 
passed through weed. 

I kept the pressure on and walked 
backwards with the rod, feeling a big kick as 
the fish broke free. Everything went smoothly 
as I reached around for my waders to net the 
fish. Grabbing the head torch as the fish came 
in close to the marginal gulley I could see it 
was indeed another good one. Once in the net 
I guessed it to be 30lb-plus, so was pleasantly 

Back goes 

the Parrot 

– what a fish!

The scales 

confirm the 

huge weight.
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surprised when the scales indicated a weight 
of 36lb. 

I had a really good feeling about the day 
ahead because the cuckoos were going crazy, 
performing their usual seasonal sing-song as 
the sun broke over the horizon. 

By late morning I was tired, and nodded off 
on the bedchair. The breeze was cool, blowing 
into my face. A couple of hours passed before 
I was woken by a couple of beeps again on the 
left-hand rod. It was a drop-back. 

Opening my eyes I instantly noticed the 
change in the weather – the wind was much 
stronger and much warmer. I put my glasses 
on and peered out, noticing a couple of coots 
bobbing away over the spot. 

I started putting my trainers on, certainly in 
no rush, when the line was picked up and 
pulled from the clip! I was in, and I cursed 
myself for not reacting quicker as the fish had 

gone through a weedbed just as the previous 
one had. The wind was so strong that that the 
landing net blew clean over my head as I 
picked it up. 

The big gusts made it difficult to judge how 
much pressure I could put on the fish as I 
couldn’t feel enough through the rod down 
the line. 

As the fish neared the net it made a huge 
dive down into the gulley - all went solid. I 
still didn’t know what it was on the other end 
so I pulled as hard as I dared. 

All of a sudden a massive plume of bubbles 
appeared, followed by a mammoth amount of 
silt and weed shoots. As the carp came up to 
the surface it showed me what I was attached 
to – its head gave the game away. 

It’s not often that you have to shuffle a carp 
into a 50ins net but this certainly was that 
occasion! As its mass filled the bottom of my 

net I knew what fish it was... The Parrot!
I rang Dean, who hastily came running 

down to assist. He was buzzing just as I was! 
Lifting a fish of this size from the lake was a 
strain even with two of us. 

Putting the carp down on my mat showed 
his proportions were truly immense. With 
the scales zeroed it soon made me realise the 
reality of my achievement – I was 
gobsmacked. As my 120lb Reuben Heatons 
took the strain, a weight of 62lb 8oz was 
recorded. 

Picking the fish up for the photos was 
incredible, and I’ve got the best-ever 
memories imaginable and some superb 
photos and video. 

I can’t express the sheer joy that it brought 
to me when I saw this awesome-sized carp in 
my own net, on my own unhooking mat, 
caught on my own terms.  

My beautiful 

47lb common 

– result!
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